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 1 
ABSTRACT 
This dissertation presents a comprehensive examination of the underlying 
mechanics and design of precast concrete wall panels suited for blast-resistant design 
applications. This includes the development of a ductile shear tie system for insulated wall 
panels and performance-based design and analysis methodologies to facilitate 
customizable designs when targeting a specific limit state, pertaining to either conventional 
or blast loading conditions. A comprehensive examination of the effects of panel 
constitutive properties and design parameters on critical response milestones and visual 
damage gradations will also be discussed. A series of double shear tests, conducted at both 
pseudo-static and high strain rates, examines the contribution of different types of 
insulation foam, in conjunction with the ductile shear ties. Several insulated wall panel 
specimens, with varying shear tie configurations, are experimentally evaluated using a 
water bladder apparatus to determine their respective flexural resistance functions to 
facilitate the use of an enhanced dynamic analysis methodology for blast-resistant design. 
Lastly, a series of shock tube tests evaluates the blast performance of the wall panels and a 
unified blast-resistant design and analysis methodology for partially-composite insulated 
concrete wall panels is also presented. The outcomes of this dissertation indicate that the 
insulated wall system, and corresponding design and analysis frameworks, examined 
herein facilitate improved estimates of the performance of these components for both 
conventional and high risk facilities.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Executive Summary 
The program of study presented in this dissertation focused on the design and 
performance of a blast-resistant precast concrete insulated wall panel system incorporating 
enhanced, performance-based design and analysis frameworks and component-specific 
blast response criteria. The wall system was detailed for compatibility with Anti-
Terrorism/Force Protection (ATFP) design standards while exhibiting ease of fabrication 
consistent with precast concrete construction practices. The scope of wall system 
prototyping encompassed the design, detailing, and comprehensive experimental 
evaluation of a polymer-based shear tie system, simplified performance-based analysis 
methodologies for such components, in conjunction with newly proposed component blast 
response criteria, and visual damage assessment considerations. This dissertation is divided 
into six chapters, each detailing novel contributions and intellectual merit of the research 
presented therein. Chapter 2 discusses the development of an enhanced, performance-based 
design and analysis for precast concrete wall panels. This chapter focuses on evaluating 
these components based upon first-principles of structural mechanics, in comparison to 
conventional prescriptive response criteria and damage limit states. Chapter 3 examines 
the effect of varying panel constitutive properties and design parameters, specifically net 
tensile strain, on the spatial distribution of visual damage for compatibility with the 
enhanced dynamic analysis framework proposed in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 extends the 
performance-based design and analysis approach to include the mechanics of partially-
composite insulated concrete wall panels, specifically accounting for the full constitutive 
properties and placement of deformable shear ties. Chapter 5 details the development of a 
 3 
prototype ductile shear tie system to facilitate customizable insulated wall panel designs to 
achieve a certain level of performance for both conventional and blast loading conditions. 
This chapter also experimentally examines the mechanics of the novel shear ties, in 
conjunction with different types of insulation, using a double shear test method. Building 
upon the outcomes of Chapter 5, Chapter 6 examines the experimental performance of 
precast concrete insulated wall panels fabricated with varying shear tie configurations to 
assess the influence of these configurations of component flexural capacity and overall 
ductility. Lastly, Chapter 7 discusses the experimental evaluation of the novel insulated 
wall system under blast loading via a shock tube setup. This chapter also summarizes a 
unified blast-resistant design methodology, incorporating many aspects of the previous 
chapters. This dissertation was funded by the National Science Foundation through the 
Partnerships for Innovation: Accelerating Innovation Research- Technology Transfer 
(PFI:AIR-TT) and a Grant Opportunities for Academic Liaison with Industry (GOALI) 
programs; the Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute through a Daniel P. Jenny Fellowship, 
and the Pennsylvania Infrastructure and Technology Alliance (PITA). 
1.2 Motivation for Research 
In recent years, acts of domestic and international terrorism have resulted in the 
notable damage and/or collapse of several structures. Though relatively infrequent, blast 
or impact hazards due to terrorism can yield extensive amounts of property damage and, 
more importantly, loss of human life. Blast hazards are characterized by large local 
intensity, and the resulting damage has a high potential to cause a disproportionately large 
degree of structural collapse. Since the risk of terrorism is generally lower than that of 
natural disasters, buildings with higher damage consequences are the most appropriate 
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candidates for the implementation of special mitigation strategies [1]. Both the load and 
the resulting response due to intentional blast threats carry large degrees of uncertainty due 
to their extremely dynamic nature, the unpredictability of the location and magnitude, and 
the intelligent adaptability of the aggressors [2]. 
The increased threat of extreme loading on structures has prompted the design and 
development of structures with increased resistance to such events. Reinforced concrete 
structures have become increasingly popular due to its ability to provide enhanced for high 
risk facilities where the potential for a blast threat has been identified. Furthermore, the use 
of precast concrete systems has facilitated the ease of construction and enhanced quality 
control. Precast concrete members can be tailored with high aesthetic value while 
maintaining sufficient structural integrity as well. 
The use of insulated concrete wall panels provides increased thermal efficiency and 
insulating properties when compared to traditional concrete wall panels. These panels are 
typically constructed using a buildup of three separate wythes; two outer reinforced and/or 
prestressed concrete wythes and one inner wythe of insulating foam. The foam layer 
integrates the insulation into the system itself, replacing traditional methods of applying 
insulation after the completion of building erection. To allow the three wythes to jointly 
resist flexural demands, shear ties are used to provide connectivity between opposing 
concrete wythes and thus bridging across the insulation layer. These ties are typically made 
of polymer materials to maintain the thermal efficiency across the entire cross-section of 
the wall system. The stiffness of each connector and the arrangement of their placement 
along the panel determines the degree of composite action between the two outer concrete 
wythes. 
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1.3 Intellectual Merit 
The research tasks presented in this dissertation were grounded on first principles 
of engineering and applied science so as to produce intellectual merit throughout. 
Development of a prototype shear tie system, although its development will heavily rely 
on testing of available polymer based materials, was detailed to exhibit a new mechanism, 
incorporating mechanics and material level behavior, to satisfy the requirements of a highly 
ductile response. A simplified computational modeling was incorporated to idealize the 
wall panel component with simple elements grounded by on first principles of structural 
mechanics. A set of sensitivity studies sought to determine an optimal arrangement of shear 
ties for a given wall panel design. New component specific response criteria and limit states 
for blast resistant design sought to achieve a higher level of accuracy when assessing 
damage to high risk structural components when subjected to intentional or accidental blast 
demands. The ability to determine the allowable response of the component as a function 
of its constituents allows for the altering of particular parameters to facilitate performance 
driven detailing and superior innovation. Lastly, the scope of the program as a whole 
required the integration of several different fields of engineering and applied science to 
fulfill a multidisciplinary research venture. 
1.4 Broader Impact 
The research presented herein resulted in a prototype precast concrete insulated 
wall panel system specifically detailed to provide enhanced resistance to extreme loading 
conditions, such as blast and impact. The introduction of a new shear tie allows these wall 
panels to withstand the effects these extreme conditions and mitigate significant damage 
to the structure or harm to its occupants. The system also facilitates ease of construction 
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while maintaining high levels of thermal efficiency for use in government, military or other 
commercial high risk facilities.  
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2. ENHANCED PERFORMANCE-BASED BLAST-RESISTANT DESIGN AND 
ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 
2.1 Background 
Blast-resistant design considerations are commonly implemented for 
petrochemical, military, government or other high-risk facilities. The source of blast 
loading may be intentional (such as acts of terrorism) or accidental. Building envelopes 
provide the first line of defense against blast loading by shielding both the occupants and 
the load-bearing structural elements from the blast-induced shock wave. Due to their 
weight and flexural customizability, precast concrete wall panels are commonly chosen as 
a design solution for blast-resistant façades. Most blast resistant design procedures in 
current practice allow the use of simplified methods, such as the generalized single degree-
of-freedom (SDOF) approach [3], to determine the response of structural components to 
blast loading. In order to solve the SDOF equation of motion and calculate blast-induced 
deformations, a resistance function considering the component’s material behavior, cross 
section geometry, span length, load application, and boundary conditions must first be 
determined. These resistance functions are typically calculated based on strength limit 
states using simplified approximations, particularly elastic-perfectly-plastic idealized 
material behavior. 
In current practice, levels of damage are determined by comparing the peak 
response of the component against a set of prescribed response criteria. Damage levels 
ranging from superficial damage to a complete loss or blowout of the component are 
specified in design standards in accordance with observed damage from experimental tests. 
Response limits define a boundary between successive levels of component damage and 
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are intended to represent significant milestones of component response. The boundaries 
between damage levels are tied to the component’s peak deformation and are specified 
according to the component type (i.e. column, beam, wall panel, etc.) and construction type 
(i.e. reinforced or prestressed concrete, structural steel, etc.). Due to the reliance on 
empirically established damage states, the current state-of-practice approach does not 
provide a direct correlation between material limit states and the response limits or damage 
states. This can lead to potentially conservative or unconservative predictions of the actual 
blast-induced damage. For example, two reinforced concrete panels with different 
reinforcement ratios will reach yield, nominal, and ultimate strength at different 
deformation levels. However, both panel designs would currently fall within the same set 
of response criteria in most of the current blast resistant design specifications. 
This paper proposes a new performance-based framework that allows for the 
computation of component-specific resistance functions and response criteria for use in 
evaluating precast concrete panels subjected to blast loading. Significant response 
milestones are used as the basis for defining performance-based limit states, each of which 
will be examined as a function of panel constitutive properties. These limit states represent 
significant transitions on the component resistance functions, which are typically used for 
simplified blast-resistant design of building components. Computational modeling is 
utilized to calculate panel responses from which direct correlations between constitutive 
behavior and overall panel performance are observed. Comparisons are made between 
resistance functions computed using conventional methods and the proposed framework. 
Using the proposed framework, discrepancies between calculated panel response 
milestones and several current prescriptive blast design criteria are presented. A set of 
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parametric studies is included to assess the dependency of the performance-based response 
metrics on variations of component design parameters. The proposed framework is shown 
in this paper to be effective for calculating performance-based resistance functions and 
limit states for precast concrete wall panels and facilitates component level detailing and 
innovation when targeting specific response milestones. 
Precast concrete wall panels are commonly used in buildings that must resist 
accidental or intentional blast pressures. These panels are designed to resist dynamic lateral 
forces (represented as a short duration pressure time history) resulting from a specified 
blast event, in addition to conventional design loads such as wind or handling. Selective 
detailing of connections and reinforcement can enable panels with conventional geometry 
to resist the blast loading. Conventional wall panels may be solid or insulated, with the 
latter comprising a layer of expanded or extruded polystyrene, polyisocyanurate or other 
types of thermally insulating materials sandwiched between two concrete wythes. Precast 
concrete fabrication environments facilitate the production of structural and architectural 
components with tighter construction tolerances and enhanced aesthetic value. Numerous 
combinations of panel thickness, reinforcement layout and type, discrete panel-to-structure 
connections, insulation properties and material behavior can be used to customize the 
design for a wide range of structural and architectural applications. This paper focuses on 
the response of solid precast wall panels to blast – the response of insulated panels is also 
being explored by the author [4] (see Chapter 4) and will be the focus of future studies. 
2.1.1 SDOF Analysis and KLM Factors 
In current practice, the flexural performance of precast concrete wall panels under 
blast loading is commonly assessed using elastic-plastic resistance functions [5] and a 
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generalized single degree of freedom (SDOF) analysis approach as discussed in Biggs [3].  
Many precast panels are single span and do not have moment resisting connections, and 
they are regularly modeled as simply supported in SDOF blast analyses.  Conventional 
approaches for these elements specify resistance functions that remain perfectly plastic 
after the nominal strength is reached. The panel is equated to a mass-spring system with 
one translational degree of freedom associated with the deformation at midspan.  A 
normalized deflected shape is used to generate an equivalent SDOF system which accounts 
for the component’s stiffness, strength, mass, applied load pattern, and boundary 
conditions. That deflected shape, which is derived from a static flexural response, is used 
to determine load-mass transformation factors (KLM) that are calculated for the elastic and 
plastic ranges. The elastic shape makes the simplifying assumption that the moment of 
inertia is uniform along the span and the plastic shape assumes a formation of a discrete 
plastic hinge at midspan. The elastic assumptions ignore the variation in cracked and 
uncracked moment of inertia along the span and the plastic assumption ignores the 
distributed plasticity that is present in flexural reinforced concrete components. 
Previous studies have highlighted the limitations of these shape functions and 
transformation factors for SDOF analyses of components subjected to blast loading. 
Variation in the flexural deformed shape of components under blast versus those under 
static load can adversely affect the validity of the current empirically derived performance 
limits, which are calibrated to the static deformed shape. Yokoyama [6] investigated the 
accuracy of equivalent SDOF transformation factors from Biggs [3] via comparison to a 
multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) model. Good comparisons between the MDOF and 
traditional SDOF approaches were observed for components in the elastic range for small 
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to moderate blast loads. However, the observed deflected shapes diverged once the element 
responded inelastically. The findings also suggest that the assumed static plastic deflected 
shapes become invalid once the magnitude and velocity of the blast’s shock wave become 
very large. Yokoyama [7] used MDOF finite element analyses to calculate component-
specific shape functions for varying levels of applied blast loading. The results showed 
that, depending on the magnitude of the applied blast load, the conventional SDOF 
approach may be unable to fully capture the realistic deflected shape. These outcomes 
further suggested that deflected shape functions incorporating both detailed effects of 
component behavior and characteristics of the applied blast load may facilitate a more 
accurate prediction of component response. These studies highlight the need for developing 
component-specific transformation factors that can more accurately calculate the dynamic 
response of wall panels subjected to blast loading. The proposed approach introduces 
deformation-dependent KLM factors that are progressively calculated at each load increment 
and therefore allow for the inclusion of nonlinear behavior and component plasticity into 
the equivalent SDOF system. 
2.1.2 Damage Limits and Response Criteria 
Current prescriptive response criteria for blast-resistant design are specified for 
antiterrorism standards [8], petrochemical facilities [9], physical security [10] and 
explosive safety requirements [5]. Prescriptive definitions of component damage levels 
specified in these standards are summarized in Table 1. Correlations between observed 
damage and component response measurements are based on available test data, from 
sources including Wright [11] and Forsen [12] and as summarized by Oswald and Bazan 
[13]. Response criteria for antiterrorism design in the United States [8] considers five levels 
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of component damage, ranging from superficial (little or no damage) to blowout (when the 
component is completely overwhelmed). A current petrochemical standard [9] employs a 
simplified spectrum with three levels of response: low, medium and high. The American 
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) physical security standard [10] uses a similar three-
level classification system of light, moderate and severe. Department of Defense (DoD) 
protective design standards [5] specify numeric damage levels increasing in severity from 
1 to 4. Corresponding allowable deformation limits are typically presented in terms of 
component ductility ratio, μ, and equivalent support rotation, θ. Limits for reinforced and 
prestressed concrete wall panels, according to these standards, are summarized in Table 2. 
Ductility quantifies the ratio of the maximum component deformation to its yield 
deformation, while support rotation normalizes the maximum deformation as a function of 
the span length, as shown in Equation (1) where Δ is the lateral deflection of the panel 
(assuming that maximum deflection occurs at the midspan, as is the case for a simply 
supported element) and L is the span length. The prestressed reinforcement index for 
prestressed concrete panels, p, is calculated using Equation (2), where Aps is the area of 
prestressed reinforcement in tension, fps is the prestressing steel stress at nominal 
component strength, b is the width of the component, dp is the depth from the compression 
face to the centroid of prestressing steel, and f’c is the concrete compressive strength. 
Although some response limits for prestressed concrete components have incorporated p 
as shown in Equation (2), this approach does not directly address component-specific limit 
states at multiple stages throughout the panel’s mechanical response. 
𝜃 = tan−1
2Δ
𝐿
  
(1) 
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Table 1 – Physical descriptions of component damage levels (non-load bearing elements) 
Antiterrorism Design [8] 
Component 
Damage 
Level 
Relationship to Response 
Limits 
Description of Component Damage 
Blowout Response greater than B4. 
Component is overwhelmed by the 
blast load causing debris with 
significant velocities. 
Hazardous 
Failure 
Response between B3 and B4. 
Component has failed and debris 
velocities range from insignificant 
to very significant. 
Heavy 
Damage 
Response between B2 and B3. 
Component has not failed but it has 
significant permanent deflections 
causing it to be unrepairable. 
Moderate 
Damage 
Response between B1 and B2. 
Component has some permanent 
deflection. It is generally repairable, 
if necessary, although replacement 
may be more economical and 
aesthetic. 
Superficial 
Damage 
Response less than B1. 
Component has no visible 
permanent damage. 
      
Petrochemical Facilities [9] 
Low Component has none to slight visible permanent damage. 
Medium 
Component has some permanent deflection. It is generally 
repairable, if necessary, although replacement may be more 
economical and aesthetic. 
High 
Component has not failed, but it has significant permanent 
deflections causing it to be unrepairable. 
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Explosive Safety [5] 
1 
Protect personnel against the uncontrolled release of hazardous 
materials, including toxic chemicals, active radiological and/or 
biological materials; attenuate blast pressures and structural motion 
to a level consistent with personnel tolerances; and shield personnel 
from primary and secondary fragments and falling portions of the 
structure and/or equipment. 
2 
Protect equipment, supplies, and stored explosives from fragment 
impact, blast pressures, and structural response. 
3 
Prevent the propagation of an explosives detonation from one area 
containing explosives to another. 
4 Prevent a prompt propagation between such areas. 
 
Table 2 – Summary of current response limits for concrete wall panels 
Antiterrorism Design [8] 
Member Description 
B1  B2 B3 B4 
μ θ μ θ μ θ μ θ 
Reinforced 
concrete 
flexural 
members 
No shear 
reinforcing/ 
without tension 
membrane 
1 N/A N/A 2° N/A 5° N/A 10° 
Prestressed 
concrete 
flexural 
members 
without 
tension 
membrane 
p > 0.30 0.7 N/A 0.8 N/A 0.9 N/A 1 N/A 
0.15 < p < 0.30 0.8 N/A 
0.25/ 
p 
1° 
0.29/ 
p 
1.5° 
0.33/ 
p 
2° 
p < 0.15 1 N/A N/A 1° N/A 2° N/A 3° 
  
Petrochemical Facilities [9]   
Component 
Low Medium High   
μ θ μ θ μ θ   
RC Wall Panels N/A 1° N/A 2° N/A 5°   
Prestressed Concrete 
(p ≤ 0.15) 
1 N/A N/A 1° N/A 2°   
Prestressed Concrete 
(0.15 < p < 0.30) 
1 N/A 
0.25/ 
p 
1° 
0.29/ 
p 
1.5°   
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Physical Security [10]   
Component 
Light Moderate Severe   
θ θ θ   
Reinforced concrete beams 
and slabs 
2.3° 4.6° 8.5° 
  
          
Explosive Safety [5]     
Component 
1 2     
μ θ μ θ     
Flat slabs N/A 1° N/A 8°     
 
𝜔𝑝 =
𝐴𝑝𝑠
𝑏𝑑𝑝
𝑓𝑝𝑠
𝑓𝑐′
 
(2) 
 
Recent research efforts have sought to update precast concrete wall panel response 
criteria using more accurate predictions of component behavior that are derived from new 
comparisons with experimental testing data. Oswald and Bazan [14] showed that maximum 
calculated deflections of a variety of blast loaded components obtained via conventional 
SDOF analysis are conservative compared to experimental test data by an average of 20% 
to 30%. The results of that study also suggested that a decrease in response variability could 
be achieved with a more thorough investigation of component performance and more 
comprehensive comparisons with dynamic test data. Mander et al. [15] performed thirty 
shock tube tests on eighteen precast prestressed panels with varying reinforcement layouts, 
cross section configurations, and levels of applied axial load. The results were used in 
conjunction with parametric studies to illustrate the effect of prestressed reinforcement 
index on allowable support rotations. New response limits were proposed for both non-
load-bearing and load-bearing prestressed concrete panels. Allowable deformations were 
identified at several milestones of panel response, including cracking, yield of prestressing 
tendons, and compressive concrete crushing. For load-bearing panels, a new non-
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dimensional ductility term was proposed which integrates the maximum applied axial load 
and span-to-depth ratio. Although this approach incorporates some component response 
milestones and compensates for the magnitude of applied axial load, it is inherently 
empirical and does not determine strain-based limit states for any variation of cross section 
geometry and constitutive properties for non-loadbearing precast concrete wall panels. 
Several recent experimental testing programs have assessed the effect of cross 
section design parameters on the allowable deformation capacities of reinforced and 
prestressed concrete components. Fransson [16] performed static testing on twenty-nine 
reinforced concrete beams with varying reinforcement layouts and concrete compressive 
strengths. The test data, when used in conjunction with calculations of plastic rotation 
capacity for a reinforced concrete member, showed that increased reinforcement ratios 
resulted in significant reductions of allowable rotation capacity. Au et al. [17] investigated 
the effects of reinforcement index on the behavior of prestressed concrete beams with 
varying levels of conventional reinforcing steel. The results showed that members with 
decreasing reinforcement indices exhibited much higher deformation ductility, especially 
for indices less than 0.15. These studies highlight the dependency of a component’s 
response on its constitutive properties – likewise, this study will include a parametric 
examination of panel types, cross section geometries and constitutive properties with 
regards to blast-induced response. 
2.2 Proposed Framework 
A framework is proposed to calculate performance-based resistance functions, 
transformation factors, and damage limits for solid (i.e. not insulated) precast concrete wall 
panels. The methodology, as well as a comparison to the current state-of-practice approach, 
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is outlined in Figure 1. As discussed previously, SDOF analyses in the current state-of-
practice assume a simplified elastic-perfectly-plastic resistance function, and the results of 
these calculations are evaluated using empirical metrics. The proposed approach uses 
component-level modeling techniques to capture the underlying section and material 
mechanics of panels subjected to out-of-plane loading resulting from a blast event. The 
modeling framework utilizes OpenSees [18] as an analysis engine to calculate the response 
of the panels. The methodology can detect critical global panel response limit states based 
on mechanical and material behavior milestones. 
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Figure 1 - Methodology for proposed framework and comparison with the conventional 
approach 
2.2.1 Modeling parameters and constitutive relationships 
The proposed modeling architecture for calculating the resistance function for solid 
concrete wall panels is illustrated in Figure 2 and is based upon work by Gombeda et al. 
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[4] (see Chapter 4). The panels are modeled using a conventional assumption of one-way 
flexural action between supports. The reinforced concrete panel is modeled using 
Displacement-Based Beam-Column elements [18], whose cross sections are discretized 
into fibers and include integration points distributed uniformly along their length. The 
number of integration points needed for a particular analysis may depend on the sensitivity 
of the model and desired convergence tolerances. Reinforcing steel is modeled as a 
smeared layer at its corresponding depth within the cross section. Fiber-based planar beam-
column elements (with 3 degrees of freedom at each node) can extract all relevant 
performance metrics for this study at much greater computational efficiency than three-
dimensional finite element models. An element discretization of 15.24 cm (6 in.) along the 
length of the component and a minimum number of 3.15 fibers per centimeter (8 per inch) 
through the depth of the cross-section were chosen based on a preliminary element 
sensitivity study. This element resolution appropriately balances computational demand, 
avoids unrealistic mechanical behavior such as shear locking, while properly capturing the 
relevant mechanics of these panels under blast loading, including concrete cracking and 
plastic strain in the reinforcing steel. 
As shown in Figure 3a, concrete material behavior is modeled using Popovics 
model [19] (designated in OpenSees as material type Concrete04 [18]). Linear tension 
softening is used to facilitate numerical convergence once concrete fibers reach the tensile 
threshold for cracking. The slope of the linear tension softening branch was selected to 
balance the mechanical performance of the model with the need to avoid premature 
numerical non-convergence. After performing a sensitivity study, a baseline ratio of 
ultimate concrete tensile strain to cracking strain of 1.5 was initially chosen. This ratio was 
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adjusted within +/- 0.05, if needed, to facilitate numerical convergence as mentioned 
above. The curve for concrete in compression (Figure 3a) is shown for a representative 
compressive strength of 48.3 MPa (7000 psi) – note that the magnitude of the curve scales 
as a function of compressive strength. 
Conventional and prestressed reinforcement were modeled using uniaxial 
ElasticMultiLinear Material [18]. Expected material behavior is used to facilitate a more 
accurate determination of realistic panel resistance and response milestones. For the 
purposes of this paper, conventional reinforcement data were obtained from Naito et al. 
[20]. The prestressing steel curve (Figure 3c) was calculated using the PCI standard curve 
[21] and is representative of 1861 MPa (270 ksi) low-relaxation, seven-wire strands. 
Examples of the constitutive relationships for conventional reinforcing steel and 
prestressing strands are plotted in Figure 3b and c, respectively. For prestressed concrete 
components, initial stresses resulting from the applied prestressing force are taken into 
consideration by using the Initial Stress Material [18] command for both the concrete and 
steel constitutive models. In order to capture the increased material strength exhibited by 
structural components at high strain rates under blast loading, dynamic increase factors 
were adopted from UFC 3-340-02 [5]. An example panel resistance function, incorporating 
the proposed performance-based response limits, is illustrated in the following subsection. 
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Figure 2 - Schematic of the modeling architecture adopted from Gombeda et al. [4] (see 
Chapter 4) for solid panels (a) and generalized flexural deformed shape (b) 
 
Figure 3 – Example constitutive properties for (a) concrete in compression, (b) 
conventional reinforcing steel and (c) prestressing steel 
2.2.2 Definition of performance-based response limits 
Conventional blast resistant design guidelines in PDC TR-06-08 [8] categorize 
blast-induced damage to flexural elements using five levels, listed by increasing severity: 
(1) superficial, (2) moderate, (3) heavy, (4) hazardous, and (5) blowout. A full description 
of each damage level is provided in Table 3. The proposed framework correlates the 
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following response milestones to each damage level for solid precast concrete wall panels: 
(1) the onset of concrete cracking, (2) first yield of longitudinal reinforcement, (3) response 
halfway between first yield and peak component capacity, (4) response three-quarters of 
the way between first yield and peak capacity and (5) peak flexural capacity. It is important 
to note that the user can easily adjust these milestones or implement additional limit states 
as they see fit for a specific application or a different component type. To correlate these 
proposed limit states to the component’s global nonlinear response, equivalent support 
rotations are defined for each damage level. The panel support rotations at each damage 
limit state are designated as θCR for concrete cracking, θYD for first yield of reinforcement, 
θHP for half peak response, θTQ for three-quarter peak response and θPK for peak component 
response. These limit states, together with their corresponding moment capacities, form a 
performance-based resistance function which can be used for generalized SDOF analysis. 
An example resistance function illustrating the relationships between the performance-
based limit states and component damage levels is shown in Figure 4. More detailed 
definitions of each limit state are provided in the upcoming subsections as well as in Table 
3. The visual damage descriptions for the newly proposed response milestones (see Table 
3) share similarities with the PDC TR-06-08 damage descriptions [8] in Table 1 but are 
tailored to the proposed approach and are therefore not an exact match. 
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Figure 4 - Example panel resistance function showing the relationship between the 
proposed limit states and damage levels 
Because they are correlated to the panel’s mechanical and material performance, 
these new response limits enhance the current damage level definitions which rely 
primarily on visual observations following experimental blast testing. A few of the 
proposed damage state definitions are partially adopted from Mander et al. [15]; however, 
the proposed approach goes further by clearly defining the relationship between extent of 
damage and component-specific performance-based response criteria determined as a 
function of panel geometric and material properties. The new definitions are also expanded 
to include conventionally reinforced (non-prestressed) concrete panels, since only 
prestressed panels were considered in the study by Mander et al. [15]. A major contribution 
of the proposed framework is its ability to detect the proposed limit states from 
computational modeling results. 
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Table 3 – Summary of proposed response criteria with corresponding visual damage 
descriptions 
  Proposed Component Response Visual Damage Description 
Superficial Panel support rotation below 
threshold for first yield of 
longitudinal reinforcement (θYD). 
Minor hairline flexural cracks 
present. Significant permanent 
deformations are not expected. 
Component is most likely safe for 
immediate occupancy of the 
building. 
Moderate Panel support rotation above 
threshold for first yield of 
longitudinal reinforcement (θYD) 
but below rotation halfway between 
first yield and peak milestones 
(θHP). 
Component resistance has softened 
slightly with small permanent 
deformations likely. The component 
will most likely be repairable and 
may be safe for occupancy pending 
inspection.  
Heavy Panel support rotation above half 
peak milestone (θHP) but below 
rotation three-quarters of the way 
between first yield and peak 
milestones (θTQ). 
Minor spalling may be present and 
significant flexural cracks are 
expected. Shear cracking may also 
be present. The component will be 
unrepairable. 
Hazardous Panel support rotation above three-
quarter peak milestone (θTQ) but 
below rotation threshold for peak 
component capacity (θPK). 
Extensive flexural cracking present. 
Hinge formation and large 
permanent deformations likely. 
Localized failures of concrete 
crushing or spalling imminent. 
Blowout Panel support rotation above 
rotation threshold for peak 
component capacity (θPK). 
Component has reaches its peak 
capacity and exhibits substantial 
damage with very significant or 
total loss of structural integrity. 
 
2.2.2.1 Concrete cracking (θCR) 
Though not shown in Table 3, concrete cracking may serve as an auxiliary limit 
state for panels used as containment structures or for class U prestressed components, 
which are designed such that no cracking occurs throughout the service life of the member. 
The onset of concrete cracking will occur in the area of the component when the stress in 
the extreme tension fiber reaches the modulus of rupture [22]. The modulus of rupture (for 
flexural strength of concrete in tension), fr, in MPa is calculated using Equation (3a) and 
(3b) for US Customary and SI units, respectively, [23] where f’c is the concrete 
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compressive strength in MPa and λ varies between 0.75 (lightweight) and 1.0 (normal 
weight) depending on the composition of aggregates in the concrete. After the analysis is 
completed, the load step at which the stress in the extreme tension fiber in the region of 
highest moment reaches fr is determined. Since it is unlikely that the exact value of fr will 
be reached on any integer time step, the first load step at which fr is surpassed is regarded 
as the step at which the limit is reached. It is important to note that this limit state only 
corresponds to the onset of cracking and additional analysis steps may be needed to fully 
develop the entire crack depth (i.e. to develop a “fully cracked” component). Depending 
on the number of regions expected to develop significant concrete tensile stresses, the 
detection algorithm may be modified so that all regions with the potential for cracking are 
accounted for. 
𝑓𝑟 = 7.5 𝜆 √𝑓𝑐′   (𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑠𝑖) (3a) 
𝑓𝑟 = 0.62 𝜆 √𝑓𝑐′   (𝑖𝑛 𝑀𝑃𝑎) (4b) 
2.2.2.2 First yield of reinforcement (θYD) 
As shown in Table 3, first yield of reinforcement serves as the boundary between 
superficial and moderate damage for all reinforced and prestressed concrete wall panels. 
This limit is intended to be the performance-based counterpart to the ductility ratio equal 
to 1.0, which is commonly prescribed in current criteria specifications as the transition 
from superficial to moderate damage [8]. Although prescribed ductility requirements are 
based on the elastic limit of the component resistance function, the proposed limit state 
determines the first load step where the reinforcement yield strain is surpassed by 
examining the performance of the reinforcement fibers within the cross section. Unlike 
current response criteria, this method is able to accommodate the use of alternate 
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reinforcement materials, such carbon fiber composites or high strength alloys, which have 
varying stress-strain relationships. In order to accurately estimate the expected panel 
response under blast loads (i.e. at high strain rates), it is recommended that expected 
material strengths or actual test data rather nominal strengths be used whenever possible. 
2.2.2.3 Half peak (θHP) 
This response milestone serves as an intermediate indicator of post-yield panel 
performance, namely the boundary between moderate and heavy damage (as minor 
concrete spalling, significant flexural cracking and shear cracking may be present as 
outlined in Table 3). The value for θHP is located half-way between first yield of 
longitudinal reinforcement and peak flexural capacity on the component’s resistance 
function. This damage indicator is based upon the immediate occupancy (IO) structural 
performance level specified in ASCE 41 [24] for secondary concrete frame elements under 
seismic loading. Specifically, the plastic rotation angle at IO is typically close to one-half 
of the rotation at peak capacity per the guidelines for concrete flexural members in ASCE 
41. The moderate damage description damage in current antiterrorism design [8], for which 
θHP is the upper bound, correlates well with seismic IO damage concept. 
Many panels consisting of cross sections with tension-controlled designs can 
exhibit significant ductility following the onset of reinforcement yielding. The θHP 
milestone between moderate and heavy damage may represent a desirable threshold used 
when designing wall panels, since this limit state utilizes some of the plastic response 
region. Doing so can enhance a panel’s energy dissipation, a significant attribute when 
considering blast resistance, while remaining well below the maximum component 
capacity. Panels designed for this limit state can therefore efficiently utilize constituent 
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materials while remaining conservative with respect to peak capacity and any associated 
failure modes. 
2.2.2.4 Three-quarter peak (θTQ) 
Similar to the half peak milestone, this limit state serves to monitor the post-yield 
performance of panels, albeit at a greater extent of component damage. This level of 
damage is characterized by a larger spread of plasticity, extensive flexural cracking and the 
threat of localized failures, such as concrete crushing or spalling as indicated in Table 3. 
For these reasons, the three-quarter peak milestone serves as the boundary between the 
heavy and hazardous damage classifications. These damage descriptions are comparable 
to the life safety (LS) performance level requirements of ASCE 41 [24] since the plastic 
rotation angle at LS is typically at or above three-quarters of the rotation at peak capacity 
for concrete flexural members.  
2.2.2.5 Peak component capacity (θPK) 
The final limit state is intended to capture the response of precast concrete wall 
panels once peak flexural capacity is achieved. The peak limit state is directly correlated 
to the material properties and strain-based performance limits. The peak resistance of a 
flexural concrete component is correlated to either the concrete compressive crushing limit 
(for over-reinforced or compression-controlled sections) or the tensile strain limit of the 
reinforcement (for under-reinforced or tension-controlled sections). As such, a 
compression-controlled element would have a relatively small deformation limit at peak 
capacity while a tension-controlled component would have a large deformation limit. This 
is a key aspect of the proposed approach since current design limits for blast design do not 
differentiate between these two modes of response. Calculating a peak performance limit 
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which is dependent upon the panel’s constitutive properties allows increased customization 
to meet particular blast loading demands. Selective detailing of the panel cross section to 
increase deformation at peak load response allows for higher energy dissipation without 
violating strength design limit states. 
Since precast concrete wall panels typically behave as thin-walled structures, the 
ultimate response milestone may occur at a displacement soon after peak capacity is 
reached, and in some cases at nearly the same displacement. Additionally, the ultimate 
support rotation may be difficult to calculate consistently for tension-controlled members, 
a common characteristic of many concrete wall panels, since the ultimate tensile strain of 
prestressing strands or conventional reinforcing steel may vary between mill certifications. 
A minimum elongation percentage is required per ASTM A416 [25], A615 [26] or A706 
[27], but experimental tensile testing may be needed to determine the actual value for a 
given set of reinforcement. For these reasons, peak flexural capacity is defined as the failure 
threshold for this framework. It is expected that a clearer distinction between peak capacity 
and ultimate behavior would be observed when adapting the proposed framework to 
consider deeper concrete sections with larger reinforcement ratios and confined concrete, 
such as beams and columns; however, these types of members are not included within the 
scope of this study. 
2.2.3 Calculating the load-mass transformation factor (KLM) 
Load-deformation behavior of reinforced concrete components is nonlinear due to 
the progression of concrete cracking and eventual reinforcement yielding along the span. 
These variations result in load-mass transformation factors, KLM, which continuously 
evolve throughout the load-deformation response of the component. The current state-of-
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practice approach instead uses a binary approach with constant KLMs for elastic and plastic 
behavior. To capture the true nonlinear load-deformation behavior of these panels, a 
displacement-dependent load-mass transformation factor, KLMi, is calculated at each load 
step, i, to account for the corresponding state of the cracked cross section. Like the 
traditional method for calculating KLM, the proposed approach is also dependent on the type 
of applied load, constitutive properties of the component and boundary conditions. First, 
the deflection of the panel along the span is iteratively determined at each load step, Δi(x) 
(see Figure 2b), using the lateral deformation output at each node within the span (i.e. from 
Node 1 to Node N as shown in Figure 2b). The deflected shape is normalized by the 
maximum deflection, Δi Max, to calculate the shape function at each load step, ϕi(x), as 
shown in Equation (5). Transformation factors for load, KLi, and mass, KMi, are calculated 
as a function of the span length, L, and shape function using Equations (6) and (7), 
respectively. Lastly, the combined load-mass transformation factor at each load step, KLMi, 
is taken as the ratio of the mass and load transformation factors as shown in Equation (8). 
The calculation of displacement-dependent load-mass transformation factors, in 
conjunction with the performance-based resistance function, allows for the implementation 
of a generalized single degree of freedom analysis, using Equation (9) where y(t), ẏ(t) and 
ÿ(t) are the panel midspan deflection, velocity and acceleration as a function of time, t, 
respectively; m is the total mass of the panel, c is the damping coefficient, R is the resistance 
function and F(t) represents the blast pressure-time history. The effects of damping are not 
considered in this case due to the short duration of the applied blast load. 
𝜙𝑖(𝑥) =
Δ𝑖(𝑥)
Δ𝑖 𝑀𝑎𝑥
 
(5) 
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𝐾𝐿𝑖 =
1
𝐿
∫ 𝜙𝑖(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝐿
0
 
(6) 
𝐾𝑀𝑖 =
1
𝐿
∫ [𝜙𝑖(𝑥)]
2𝑑𝑥
𝐿
0
 
(7) 
𝐾𝐿𝑀𝑖 =
𝐾𝑀𝑖
𝐾𝐿𝑖
 
(8) 
𝐾𝐿𝑀(𝑦(𝑡))𝑚?̈?(𝑡) + 𝑐?̇?(𝑡) + 𝑅(𝑦(𝑡)) = 𝐹(𝑡) 
(9) 
Calculation of the deformation-dependent KLM is demonstrated using a prestressed 
concrete panel previously tested by Mander et al. [15]. A schematic of the cross section 
and loading configuration for this panel, hereafter referred to panel P0, is shown in Figure 
5a. A plot of the KLMs calculated using the proposed framework at each load step is shown 
in Figure 5b. The series of KLM are bounded by conventional KLMs from Biggs [3] for the 
elastic and plastic response of one-way spanning elements with simple supports under 
uniform loading for comparison. At small support rotations, KLM is close to the elastic range 
value of 0.78. At larger rotations when the panel experiences permanent deformations, the 
KLM values approach 0.73, significantly greater than 0.66 specified for the plastic range by 
Biggs. The sharp decline at low rotations (less than 1°) is caused by the initial onset of 
cracking both through the section depth and over the element length. The KLM values 
subsequently rebound as the depth of the concrete compression block stabilizes over the 
element length. The gradual decrease toward 0.73 after 2.5° of rotation is initiated by the 
onset of plastic strains in the reinforcement and is maintained due to stabilized growth of 
distributed plasticity in the component. 
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Figure 5 – Precast Panel P0 [15]: (a) panel configuration (where all dimensions are in 
cm) and (b) plot of displacement-dependent KLM 
2.3 Experimental Comparisons 
2.3.1 Static resistance functions and damage levels  
In order to validate performance-based resistance functions and limit states with 
experimental testing data, three solid precast concrete wall panels were analyzed using the 
proposed framework. Two of these panels were tested by Trasborg [28] (P1 is constructed 
with conventional reinforcement, and P2 with prestressing strands), and the third 
component (P3) by Naito et al. [29]. These panels were evaluated using static flexural 
testing and serve as baseline comparisons to ensure that the proposed framework properly 
captures the behavior and underlying mechanics of concrete wall panels. The cross section 
geometries and elevation views showing the span length and loading conditions for panels 
P1, P2 and P3 are shown in Figure 6a-c, respectively. 
The computational results and experimental response for panels P1, P2 and P3 are 
shown in Figure 7a, b and c, respectively. Experimental and computational predictions of 
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critical milestones based on global panel response compare reasonably well. Also plotted 
in Figure 7 are vertical lines representing current response limits from applicable blast 
resistant design standards for antiterrorism [8] and petrochemical facilities [9]. These were 
included to show whether the prescribed response limits are effectively correlated to actual 
component milestones. These comparisons show that for panel P1 (Figure 7a), first yield 
of reinforcement occurs at a support rotation less than 1°, which is the upper boundary for 
low level of response for petrochemical facilities [9]. The support rotation at the half peak 
milestone, θHP, is approximately 2° greater than the B2 damage level which implies that 
heavy damage based on the mechanical material response will develop much later than its 
prescriptive limitation specifies. Failure of this component happens at approximately 7°, 
much lower than 10° currently prescribed at the B4 damage level. The results for panel P2 
(ωp = 0.03) show that the peak milestone compares reasonably well with B4, however, the 
yield, half peak and three-quarter peak milestones fall significantly above the B1/Low, 
B2/Medium and B3/High boundaries, respectively. This comparison indicates that the 
conventional response limits are over-conservative for these cases. Lastly, for panel P3 (ωp 
= 0.12), the support rotation at the first yield milestone is nearly 1° larger than conventional 
yield limit B1/Low. Current standards are also overly conservative in predicting heavy and 
hazardous damage at the half peak and three-quarter peak milestones. It is also important 
to note that the B1/Low and B2/Medium boundaries are relatively closer together for the 
P3 case than for the other panels. For P3, the conventional B1/Low response limit considers 
the nominal strength and appropriate stiffness to determine the deformation at yield (i.e. at 
a ductility ratio = 1); the support rotation at the B2/Medium boundary is instead held 
constant at 1°.  It is possible for a panel to reach a ductility ratio of 1 at a support rotation 
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greater than 1°, especially in more flexible members with smaller prestressed 
reinforcement indices. The proposed performance-based response criteria mitigate this 
problem since all limit states are component-specific. These comparisons illustrate 
inconsistencies in the current response criteria to accurately predict the mechanical and 
material response of blast-loaded wall panels and the corresponding damage states.
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Figure 7 - Comparison of performance-based resistance functions and limit states with 
experimental test data and current response criteria for panels (a) P1, (b) P2, and (c) P3. 
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2.3.2 Blast-induced dynamic performance 
To evaluate the proposed framework’s ability to predict the dynamic response of 
precast concrete panels to blast loading, a total of thirteen full-scale test specimens were 
used for validation: one test of panel P0 [15] (see Figure 5a), eleven by Forsen [12] (P4 
and P5 in Figure 6c-d) and one from Cramsey and Naito [30] (P6 in Figure 6e). 
Comparisons between responses calculated using the proposed framework and 
experimental blast test data are summarized in Table 4. R and Z represent the explosive 
charge standoff distance and scaled distance, respectively; Pr and Ir represent the 
experimental reflected pressure and impulse, respectively; and ΔM and ΔF are the maximum 
experimental and proposed framework midspan deformations, respectively. For panels P4 
and P5, an equivalent mass of TNT is provided since these tests were conducted using 
either TNT and/or Composition B type explosives [12]. The properties of the explosive 
charge were not included for panel P0 because this test was conducted using a shock tube 
system [15].  
The results indicate that panel deformations calculated using the performance-
based methodology show good agreement with the test data. Comparisons with visually 
graded post-test damage show that the proposed framework is able to predict the same 
damage levels for all cases. This is especially important since experimental test data from 
panels P4 and P5 [12] were used to determine the current response criteria for antiterrorism 
blast resistant design standards [8,13]. Whereas current response limits are representative 
of the behavior of a small sample of concrete panels, the proposed performance-based 
framework can be tailored to a wide range of component-specific response. Inconsistencies 
between current response criteria and limit states of panels having cross section geometries 
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or material properties different from those used to develop the current criteria can thus be 
avoided. 
Each panel was also analyzed using a conventional SDOF approach [5] according 
to the current state of practice as an additional comparison relative to the test data and the 
proposed framework. These results, also tabulated in Table 4, show that the conventional 
SDOF approach, which considers idealized material behavior, is over-conservative in all 
but one case (P0-1) when calculating peak deformation response and commonly results in 
much larger error percentages compared to those from the proposed framework.
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2.4 Parametric Studies 
A set of parametric studies was performed using the proposed performance-based 
framework to assess the influence of varying geometric and material properties on panel 
resistance functions and critical limit states. The parameters in this study are common for 
the design of precast concrete wall panels, including reinforcement ratio (for conventional 
steel reinforcement), prestressed reinforcement index (if applicable), and concrete 
compressive strength. Two solid panel cross sections, one with conventional steel 
reinforcement (Figure 8a) and the other with prestressed reinforcement (Figure 8b), were 
selected as representative baseline designs for this set of parametric studies. A concrete 
compressive strength, f’c, of 48.3 MPa (7000 psi) was used for all parametric analyses 
except those discussed in section 5.2, which considers systematic variations of compressive 
strength. All panels are single span of 3.05 m (10 ft.), simply supported, and loaded with 
uniform pressure along the span length. Each cross section is doubly reinforced with equal 
reinforcement ratios for the top and bottom layers. The bar size is not labeled for the 
longitudinal steel in Figure 8a because reinforcement ratio, and thus bar size, is varied as 
part of the first parametric study. A detailed examination of the influence of each parameter 
is discussed in the following subsections. 
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Figure 8 – Cross section geometry (all dimensions in cm) for baseline wall panel designs 
used in the parametric study. 
2.4.1 Varying reinforcement ratio 
To examine the effect of non-prestressed steel reinforcement area, variations of 
reinforcement ratio, ρ, were analyzed for the baseline panel section BP1 (see Figure 8a) 
using the proposed framework. This dimensionless parameter is calculated as a function of 
the longitudinal steel area, As, the depth from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid 
of longitudinal steel reinforcement, d, and the overall width of the panel, b, as shown using 
Equation (10). 
𝜌 =
𝐴𝑠
𝑏𝑑
 (10) 
The reinforcement ratio is commonly used for designing and characterizing the 
behavior of precast concrete wall panels and has a strong influence on the nominal moment 
capacity. Reinforcement ratios were varied from 0.005 to 0.05, in increments of 0.005, in 
order to capture the response of both tension and compression-controlled components. The 
results of this study are illustrated in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows the panel resistance function 
for each variation of ρ, and relationships between support rotations and ρ at critical 
response milestones are plotted in Figure 9b. Also added in Figure 9b is a vertical line 
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denoting the boundary between tension and compression-controlled sections. To classify a 
panel as tension-controlled, the longitudinal reinforcement must achieve a tensile strain of 
0.005 before the extreme concrete fiber in compression reaches a strain of 0.003. All other 
sections are classified as compression-controlled for the purposes of this study. The 
tension-controlled strain limit of 0.005 is consistent with the requirements for determining 
strength reduction factors in ACI 318 [23]. Achieving a tensile strain at or above this limit 
facilitates the most economical wall panel designs, since meeting this requirement permits 
the use of the most liberal capacity reduction factor (0.90). The results show that both the 
panel capacities and critical response milestones are heavily dependent on ρ. Support 
rotations at the half peak (θHP), three-quarter peak (θTQ) and peak (θPK) milestones decrease 
as ρ increases, whereas rotations at yield (θYD) gradually increase. These results deviate 
from the current response criteria, which considers a uniform support rotation limit for all 
panels that fall within a generalized component category (in this case for flexural reinforced 
concrete members with no shear reinforcing and without tension membrane 
considerations). The plots in Figure 9b indicate that component-specific response criteria 
for blast resistant design practices may facilitate a more accurate and fundamental approach 
to evaluating the response of concrete wall panels with varying ρ. Figure 10 shows critical 
response milestones as a function of net tensile strain, εt, and illustrates three distinct 
response paradigms (see Figure 10) with varying influences on the ductility of the wall 
panels. For higher values of εt (approximately greater than 0.055), the response behaves 
similarly to an unreinforced cross-section exhibiting a brittle failure mechanism limited by 
the tensile strength of the concrete. Just below an εt of approximately 0.055, the maximum 
ductility is achieved through tension controlled section behavior and approaches the 
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maximum theoretical strain energy of the steel reinforcement. Finally, as εt continues to 
decrease, the likelihood of compression-controlled section behavior also increases as the 
neutral axis depth, c, at failure continues a downward shift, thus accruing concrete 
compressive strains more rapidly relative to sections with higher εt values. 
 
Figure 9 – Resistance functions (a) and critical response milestones (b) for conventionally 
reinforced panels as a function of varying reinforcement ratios 
 
Figure 10 – Critical response milestones as a function of net tensile strain 
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2.4.2 Varying concrete compressive strength 
Concrete compressive strength, f’c, was varied from 20.68 MPa (3000 psi) to 68.95 
MPa (10000 psi), in increments of 6.89 MPa (1000 psi), also using panel cross section BP1 
(Figure 8a). A steel reinforcing bar size of No. 16 (No. 5 US) was used for all panels 
considered in this section. The results of these analyses, presented in Figure 11, show that 
support rotation at yield (θYD) exhibits a gradually decreasing trend, while support rotations 
at half peak (θHP), three-quarter peak (θTQ) and peak (θPK) limit states increase significantly 
with higher f’c. The increasing trends observed for the last three milestones can be 
attributed to increasing dominance of tension-controlled failure, since higher concrete 
compressive strengths allow the longitudinal reinforcing steel to develop higher tensile 
strains up to the point of fracture. 
To further illustrate the deviation between the results of the first two parametric 
studies (sections 5.1 and 5.2) and conventional antiterrorism response criteria [8], a linear 
correlation plot between the response limits for each approach at the same levels of damage 
(i.e., moderate, heavy, hazardous and blowout) is presented in Figure 12. Relationships 
between resistance function milestones and component damage levels are calculated in 
accordance with provisions defined in Table 3. Support rotations that fall directly on the 
45° bisector line indicate that current response criteria exactly match the performance-
based response limit of the panel at a given damage level. Compared to the proposed 
approach, current antiterrorism response limits overestimate, and thus are unconservative, 
support rotations which fall below the 45° bisector line and underestimate, thus are 
conservative, those above. Figure 12 shows that for many cases, the current response 
criteria show significant vertical scatter with respect to actual panel response milestones, 
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which are calculated based on first principles of structural mechanics and material 
response. Also displayed in Figure 12 are the percentage breakdowns of underestimated 
and overestimated points when comparing the current response criteria against the results 
of the performance-based framework. The figure shows that current response criteria 
transitions from generally underestimating at lower damage levels to increasingly 
overestimating at higher damage levels. The boundary between moderate and heavy 
damage, which is used significantly in blast resistant design practice for non-load-bearing 
precast wall panels, particularly shows overconservatism in the current criteria limits. 
 
Figure 11 - Resistance functions (a) and critical response milestones (b) for 
conventionally reinforced panels as a function of varying concrete compressive strengths 
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Figure 12 – Linear correlation plot of proposed performance-based limit states versus 
current response criteria for antiterrorism design [8] for varying reinforcement ratios and 
concrete compressive strengths 
2.4.3 Varying prestressed reinforcement index 
A similar study is performed for prestressed reinforcement using cross section 
variant BP2 (Figure 8b). The prestressed reinforcement index, ωp, (calculated using 
Equation (2)) is varied from 0.067 to 0.356 for this examination. One objective of this study 
was to evaluate the behavior of panels with ωp less than 0.15 and greater than 0.30 - these 
lower and upper bounds are currently specified as the limitations for sections which may 
be shear-controlled and over-reinforced members, respectively [8]. Comparisons between 
component response and expected behavior indicate whether the current response limits, 
particularly those in the aforementioned lower and upper bounds of ωp, sufficiently account 
for realistic failure mechanisms and allowable deformation limitations. The results 
presented in Figure 13 show that support rotation at yield (θYD) again exhibits a gradually 
increasing trend while rotations at the half peak (θHP), three-quarter peak (θTQ) and peak 
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(θPK) milestones generally show asymptotically decreasing behavior. All four limit states 
tend to converge for ωp > 0.25. This is consistent with the resistance functions plotted in 
Figure 13a, which show a gradual shift towards a brittle failure mode for higher ωp. 
Similar to Figure 12, a linear correlation plot of performance-based limit states 
versus current antiterrorism response criteria is provided in Figure 14 for the prestressed 
panels presented in Figure 13. To be consistent with the current standard for antiterrorism 
design [8], the scatter plots were divided into three separate categories: ωp < 0.15, ωp 
between 0.15 and 0.30, and ωp > 0.30. Heavily prestressed sections with ωp > 0.30 show 
good agreement and slightly underestimated correlation between the current criteria to the 
performance-based criteria. For ωp between 0.15 and 0.30, the two approaches generally 
show good agreement, but the support rotations for the highest damage limit (for blowout) 
are slightly overestimated. Panels with ωp < 0.15 show good agreement for the lowest 
damage limit (for moderate damage) but considerable scatter for all others, with points both 
significantly underestimating and overestimating. It is interesting to note that in a few cases 
where ωp < 0.30, the support rotation limit for moderate damage according to the current 
criteria has a larger value than that for heavy damage. As alluded to earlier in the paper, 
this implies that more flexible panels can potentially achieve 1° of rotation before first yield 
of reinforcement occurs, causing confusion when the designer must consider heavy damage 
requirements when targeting moderate damage. The proposed framework eliminates this 
problem since all performance-based limit states are component-specific. The full extent 
of these relationships is not represented by current standards, which only consider ductility 
as a function of ωp for panels with prestressed reinforcement indices between 0.15 and 0.30 
in a few cases (see Table 2). 
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Figure 13 - Resistance functions (a) and critical response milestones (b) for prestressed 
panels as a function of varying prestressed reinforcement indices 
 
Figure 14 - Comparison of current response criteria for antiterrorism design [8] with 
performance-based response criteria for varying prestressed reinforcement indices 
2.5 Summary and Conclusions 
A new performance-based design and analysis framework was proposed to evaluate 
the behavior and response of precast concrete wall panels under blast loading. 
Computational modeling via fiber-beam elements in OpenSees [18] is used to calculate 
resistance functions and component-specific, performance-based limit states as a function 
of panel constitutive properties. New performance-based response criteria are defined as 
critical milestones on the resistance functions and map well to conventional damage level 
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concepts. These new response limits were first validated with experimental test data for 
concrete wall panels that are loaded semi-statically in flexure, demonstrating that the new 
criteria accurately capture the significant milestones throughout the load-displacement 
response of these components. Deformation-dependent load-mass transformation factors 
(KLMs) are also introduced to facilitate compatibility of the performance-based resistance 
functions and limit states with traditional generalized SDOF analysis methods. The 
proposed framework was then used to perform dynamic analyses on a set of thirteen wall 
panels that had been previously tested by others under realistic blast loading. Results from 
the proposed approach showed very good agreement with the experimental test data. The 
proposed approach was also implemented for a set of parametric studies to determine the 
effect of varying geometric and constitutive properties on panel resistance functions and 
critical limit states.  
Several conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study: 
1. Many current prescriptive response criteria for blast resistant design are 
unconservative when compared to panel deformation capacities that are based on first 
principles of structural mechanics and material performance using the proposed 
framework. 
2. Comparisons with dynamic test results showed that the performance-based 
framework was able to accurately predict the observed response and damage levels of these 
panels, further indicating that the methodology is an effective tool for the design and 
analysis of concrete wall panels under blast loading. Additional comparisons showed that 
the traditional SDOF approach is over-conservative in many cases. 
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3. In contrast to conventional piecewise load-mass transformation factors, 
performance-based KLM factors vary as a function of component-specific deformation 
patterns. Performance-based KLM calculated as part of this study can differ significantly at 
large panel deformations when compared to the value currently prescribed for the plastic 
response region of simply supported members. 
4. The results of the parametric study show that critical component response 
milestones are heavily dependent upon component geometry and material properties, 
including reinforcement ratio, concrete compressive strength, and prestressed 
reinforcement index (if applicable). 
The proposed framework represents an effective methodology to calculate 
performance-based resistance functions and limit states for precast concrete wall panels 
subjected to blast loading. The methods presented in this paper have the potential to 
improve component level detailing and innovation when targeting specific levels of blast-
induced performance. Future efforts will extend the proposed framework beyond precast 
concrete wall panels to consider other structural components and systems.  
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3. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VARYING REINFORCEMENT AND VISUAL 
DAMAGE GRADATIONS 
3.1 Background 
The majority of protective design for building envelopes is performed for “far-
field” explosive threats that impart approximately uniform distributed pressure loads to the 
façade via a fast moving shock wave. The façade elements, which experience a dynamic 
flexural response as a result of these loads, are typically designed to achieve an allowable 
level of damage that is prescribed by various criteria documents [31,32]. “Near-field” blast 
threats are classified as too close to cause a flexural response and instead induce direct 
shear, spalling, or breach. Near-field effects are not considered in the scope of this study 
since many blast-vulnerable facilities are designed to have adequate standoff from potential 
threat locations (whether via controlled or barrier-defined perimeters for intentional threats 
or site management for accidental industrial threats) to limit the potential for substantial 
near-field blast hazards. 
Precast concrete wall panels are commonly used to construct economical building 
envelopes due to their ease of installation, customizability, and high quality control. These 
cladding panels can be detailed to provide ductility and have significant mass (compared 
to other façade types), making them ideal for facilities that are vulnerable to exterior 
explosive threats. They are capable of resisting dynamic loads and act to shield both the 
occupants and load-bearing structural elements from direct exposure to the blast-induced 
shock wave. Based on the required protection level for the facility, a performance limit and 
corresponding damage level is prescribed by governing design criteria for each component 
classification (i.e., load-bearing or non-load-bearing) and construction type (prestressed or 
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non-prestressed). Damage levels are based on visual observations of previous experimental 
blast tests of concrete wall panels [11–13], and the corresponding performance limit is a 
fixed value regardless of the panel’s design parameters, such as reinforcement index. This 
approach can result in either conservative or unconservative predictions of blast-induced 
response depending on the panel’s cross-section design. For example, two reinforced 
concrete panels designed to the same flexural demand with different reinforcement indices 
will reach yield and peak capacity at different deformation levels (and thus different levels 
of visual damage). This results in a discrepancy between the allowable deformation 
corresponding to a given damage level and the deformation at which the component 
actually exhibits that level of performance. 
This paper examines the progression of visual damage in precast concrete wall 
panels subject to flexural demands. Only singly-reinforced panels were considered to 
isolate the direct correlations between tension reinforcement index and visual damage 
observations across several different panel designs. Doubly-reinforced panels may develop 
additional compressive resistance following extensive concrete crushing due to the 
contributions of the compression steel. However, preliminary analyses of doubly-
reinforced equivalents of the panel designs used in this paper showed that both 
reinforcement curtains can develop tension at nominal moment capacity. Doubly-
reinforced sections were therefore not practical as part of a reinforcement index sensitivity 
study due to this added complication. Compression steel may also provide enhanced 
performance in catenary behavior, but analysis of this mechanism is outside the scope of 
this paper. This study is also limited to non-load-bearing non-prestressed concrete wall 
panels – future work by the author will expand the scope of this project to include doubly-
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reinforced, prestressed and insulated concrete wall panels. Three panel configurations were 
designed to approximately the same nominal moment capacity using consistent concrete 
geometry and variations in area and depth of reinforcement. The flexural resistance and 
visual damage gradations for each panel configuration are obtained via quasi-static 
experimental testing of full scale panels. Numerical models are validated with the 
experimental results and subsequently used to investigate the correlation between 
performance-based milestones for blast-induced flexural response and panel design 
parameters (specifically reinforcement index and net tensile strain). Performance-based 
resistance functions and corresponding response milestones are incorporated into an 
enhanced generalized single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) methodology to numerically 
evaluate variations in dynamic performance between different panel configurations under 
blast loading. Direct comparisons are made between performance-based response 
milestones and current prescriptive antiterrorism response criteria and visual damage 
definitions. The results show that visually graded damage is not always consistent with 
visual damage guidelines from previously published design standards. Rather, the 
experimental results show that the progression of visual damage and component plasticity 
are dependent upon net tensile strain and reinforcement index. Furthermore, enhanced 
SDOF analyses highlight several cases where current antiterrorism blast response criteria 
prescribe larger allowable deformations relative to the component-specific limit states of 
the panels examined in this study. The outcomes of this study demonstrate the utility of 
blast response criteria that are calculated as a function of panel design parameters and 
flexural mechanics rather than visual damage. 
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3.1.1 Damage Assessment of Blast Loaded Concrete Wall Panels 
The performance of precast concrete wall panels subjected to blast loading is 
typically evaluated using a generalized SDOF analysis approach [3]. Component resistance 
functions are calculated based on strength limit states using simplified approximations, 
particularly idealized elastic-perfectly-plastic flexural response. A normalized deflected 
shape, which is derived from static flexural response, is used to determine load-mass 
transformation factors (KLM) which are calculated separately for the elastic and plastic 
ranges. The elastic shape assumes that the moment of inertia is uniform along the span and 
the plastic shape assumes a formation of a discrete plastic hinge at midspan for uniformly 
loaded simply-supported members. The elastic domain often uses the average of the 
cracked and uncracked moments of inertia to account for variation in cracked properties 
along the span. The plastic region conservatively neglects the distributed plasticity that 
develops in moment-rotation hinges for reinforced concrete components in flexure. 
Damage levels for antiterrorism design standards are determined by comparing the peak 
dynamic displacement of the component against a set of prescribed response criteria, 
ranging from superficial damage to a complete loss or blowout of the component. The 
prescriptive damage limits used in this study are based on the conventional antiterrorism 
blast-design standard published by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [8] and correspond 
to the flexural response of a reinforced concrete element with no shear reinforcement and 
no tension membrane action. Each performance limit corresponds to an empirically derived 
level of visual damage without accounting for the constitutive properties of the component. 
As an alternative to the current state-of-practice, the author recently developed a 
performance-based framework [33] (see Chapter 2) which is based on the actual resistance 
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function and a deformation-dependent KLM of a reinforced concrete component in flexure 
via computational fiber-beam analysis of the cross-section along the span. Damage levels 
are correlated to critical mechanical and material response milestones, such as yield and 
peak component strength, in the resulting resistance function. The performance-based 
response limits utilize the same general descriptors as the current prescriptive limits [8], 
ranging from superficial to blowout. Both damage criteria are summarized for comparison 
in Table 5. For this paper, damage levels are based on the previous study by the author [33] 
(see Chapter 2), which assigned damage levels based on critical response milestones along 
the component’s resistance function. For example, the new “blowout” descriptor is 
associated with the peak capacity of the component rather than the presence of significant 
debris velocity. Although the highest conventional damage levels, such as hazardous and 
blowout, may not be frequently used for blast design practices, these descriptors are 
included in the context of this paper to describe the progression of visual damage along the 
component’s resistance function. Table 1 summarizes the details of the updated resistance-
based damage classifications [33] (see Chapter 2) and compares with current antiterrorism 
criteria. A suite of parametric studies later in this paper will further highlight differences 
between current blast limit states and the proposed performance-based methodology. 
Visual damage descriptions were based upon structural performance levels 
specified in ASCE 41 [24] for secondary concrete elements under seismic loading. The 
methodology was used to perform dynamic analyses for a suite of wall panels that were 
previously tested under realistic blast loading by others [33] (see Chapter 2). The results 
showed good agreement with peak experimental deformations as well as post-test damage 
levels that were consistent with all post-test inspections. A suite of parametric analyses was 
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then performed to evaluate the influence of varying cross-section design parameters on the 
newly proposed limit states, one of which focused on reinforcement ratio. The results of 
those analyses showed significant variation in the rotational ductility at each response 
milestone as a function of the reinforcement ratio. Building upon those efforts, a major 
focus of this paper is to support and expand the findings of the preliminary study through 
experimental testing. Since most of the panels examined in that study exhibited relatively 
low reinforcement indices, this study examines performance and visual damage across a 
larger spread of panel design configurations approaching the compression-controlled limit. 
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Table 5 – Blast-induced flexural damage descriptions  
Damage 
Label 
Prescribed Limits per 
PDC-TR 06-08 [8] 
Performance–based Limits per Gombeda et al [33] (see Chapter 2) 
Proposed Limits Visual Damage Description 
Superficial Peak displacement 
does not exceed that 
corresponding to full 
yield of tensile 
longitudinal 
reinforcement 
(ductility, µ < 1). 
Panel support rotation does not 
exceed that corresponding to 
first yield of tensile longitudinal 
reinforcement (θYD). 
Minor hairline flexural cracks 
present. Significant permanent 
deformations are not expected. 
Component is most likely safe 
for immediate occupancy of the 
building. 
B1 
Moderate Peak displacement 
exceeds that 
corresponding to full 
yield of tensile 
longitudinal 
reinforcement, but 
panel support rotation 
is less than 2˚. 
Panel support rotation exceeds 
θYD but is less than the rotation 
halfway between first yield and 
peak response (θHP). 
Component resistance has 
softened slightly with small 
permanent deformations likely. 
The component will most likely 
be repairable and may be safe 
for occupancy pending 
inspection.  
B2 
Heavy Panel support 
rotation exceeds 2˚ 
but is less than 5˚. 
Panel support rotation exceeds 
θHP but is less than the rotation 
three-quarters from first yield to 
peak response (θTQ). 
Minor spalling may be present 
and significant flexural cracks 
are expected. Shear cracking 
may also be present. The 
component will be 
unrepairable. 
B3 
Hazardous Panel support 
rotation exceeds 5˚ 
but is less than 10˚. 
Panel support rotation exceeds 
θTQ but is less than the rotation 
threshold for peak component 
capacity (θPK). 
Extensive flexural cracking 
present. Hinge formation and 
large permanent deformations 
likely. Localized failures of 
concrete crushing or spalling 
imminent. 
B4 
Blowout Panel support 
rotation exceeds 10˚. 
Panel support rotation exceeds 
θPK. 
Component has reaches its 
peak capacity and exhibits 
substantial damage with very 
significant or total loss of 
structural integrity. 
3.1.2 Effect of Constitutive Properties on Component Ductility 
Reinforcement ratio, ρ, is calculated via Equation (11) where As is the longitudinal 
tension steel area, d is the depth from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of 
longitudinal tension steel reinforcement, and b is the width of the compression face of the 
member. This non-dimensional parameter is commonly used to characterize the flexural 
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behavior of reinforced concrete members and governs both nominal moment capacity and 
rotational ductility. Reinforcing ratio is also used to calculate reinforcement index, ω, 
which multiplies ρ by the ratio of reinforcement yield strength, fy, to concrete compressive 
strength, f’c as shown in Equation (12). Because it incorporates material strengths, 
variations of reinforcement index will be used throughout this paper to correlate 
experimental performance, critical response milestones and the extent of visual damage for 
a variety of solid precast non-prestressed concrete wall panels. 
𝜌 =
𝐴𝑠
𝑏𝑑
 
(11) 
 
𝜔 = 𝜌
𝑓𝑦
𝑓𝑐′
 
(12) 
 
Previous experimental studies have shown that increased reinforcement ratio will 
result in significant reductions of rotational ductility [16] and vice versa [17]. Other studies 
have demonstrated the importance of considering not only the reinforcement ratio but also 
the ductility of the reinforcement itself. Gilbert and Sakka [34] showed that although 
reinforced concrete slabs designed with small reinforcement ratios typically exhibit ductile 
behavior, slabs constructed with low-ductility reinforcement tend to exhibit brittle 
performance and thus can fail catastrophically. The results of their experimental program 
showed that even though all cross-section configurations met strength requirements with 
relatively low reinforcement ratios, the slabs with low-ductility reinforcement lacked the 
ability to develop any significant rotational plasticity. Gilbert and Smith [35] further 
demonstrated that, for concrete slabs reinforced with low-ductility welded wire fabric, the 
spread of plastic deformation in steel reinforcement is restricted to a very small region as 
the ultimate resistance of the component is reached. While these studies highlight the 
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dependency of both reinforcement layout and expected material performance on the 
moment-rotation behavior of relatively thin reinforced concrete components, further work 
is needed to quantify the influence of reinforcement index on correlations between critical 
flexural response milestones and visual damage patterns for blast-resistant wall panels. 
3.1.3 Contribution of net tensile reinforcement strain, εt 
Strength reduction factors are used when designing reinforced concrete 
components to mitigate any detrimental consequences caused by variations or 
inconsistencies in material strengths, design equations and construction practices. These 
factors also reflect available ductility, reliability and importance of the component [23]. 
Current building code requirements for concrete [23] assign strength reduction factors, ϕ, 
from 0.65 and 0.90 based on whether the component is compression-controlled or tension-
controlled. The limits for these classifications are quantified as a function of net tensile 
strain, εt, in the extreme layer of longitudinal tension reinforcement at nominal strength 
which is dependent upon cross-section geometry and constitutive properties. To classify a 
panel as tension-controlled, the net tensile strain must be greater than or equal to 0.005 
when the extreme concrete fiber compression strain is equal to 0.003. Achieving a net 
tensile strain at or above this limit facilitates the most economical wall panel designs, since 
meeting this requirement permits the use of the most liberal strength reduction factor, 0.90. 
The 0.90 value is reflective of tension-controlled designs that typically exhibit significant 
deflection and crack formation prior to failure [23], as opposed to brittle or catastrophic 
mechanisms that are characteristic of compression-controlled designs. Sections with net 
tensile strains greater than 0.005 will exhibit increases in component ductility as well as 
larger spreads of visual damage. Since all but one of the panels examined in the author’s 
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previous study [33] (see Chapter 2) featured net tensile strain values of 0.021 or greater, a 
focus of this study was to examine the experimental performance and visual damage for 
panels designed closer to the compression-controlled net tensile strain limit. Blast resistant 
panel designs can often approach the 0.005 tension controlled limit in order to achieve 
sufficient flexural resistance for medium to large blast loads. This study highlights the 
inconsistencies between visual damage and flexural response milestones, specifically 
which values of net tensile strain result in significant variations of spatial plasticity, 
distribution of cracking and deformation ductility. 
3.2 Experimental Program 
3.2.1 Panel Design Configurations 
Three panels with different cross-section configurations were designed in 
accordance with ACI 318-14 [23] to achieve approximately the same nominal moment 
capacity, Mn, with different levels of net tensile strain. Three levels of net tensile strain 
were targeted: 0.005 (the limit for tension controlled response), 0.015 (three times the limit) 
and 0.025 (five times the limit). An exact match of the design moment capacities of the 
three sections is not possible due to construction tolerances and the use of conventional 
reinforcement sizes. For these reasons, the three design nominal moment capacities are 
within +/- 7.5% of each other. A schematic for each configuration is illustrated in Figure 
15. Similar to Mn, the actual net tensile strain in each panel is slightly greater than the 
targeted values. The calculated nominal moment capacity, the net tensile strain and cross-
section properties are summarized in Table 6. All panels were designed using conventional 
assumptions, such as the Whitney stress block and a nominal steel reinforcement yield 
strength of 413.7 MPa (60 ksi) in accordance with ACI 318-14 requirements [23]. A typical 
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nominal concrete compressive strength of 34.47 MPa (5000 psi) was specified for all 
panels. Panel type ET025 represents a common configuration used for wall panels in 
current precast concrete construction practice. Configurations ET005 and ET015 are 
derivatives of ET025 which incorporate higher reinforcement indices. 
 
Figure 15 - Panel cross-section design configurations (a-c) and example plan view (d) (all 
dimensions are in cm) 
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Table 6 - Panel design parameters 
Panel 
ID 
εt 
As 
(cm2) 
d 
(cm) 
ρ 
f’c 
(MPa) 
fy 
(MPa) 
ω Mn 
(kN-m) 
ET025 0.0263 6 16.99 0.58% 
34.47 413.68 
0.070 40.44 
ET015 0.0157 8 14.45 0.91% 0.109 44.74 
ET005 0.0062 12 10.64 1.85% 0.222 45.90 
 
Three specimens of each design variant were fabricated to demonstrate consistency 
among the test results. One of the ET005 specimens experienced a loading orientation error 
during experimental testing – for this reason, results for only two ET005 specimens will be 
presented herein. All panels measured 3.66 m (12 ft.) in length and were simply supported 
with a clear span of 3.05 m (10 ft.). Concrete compressive strengths were obtained from 
cylinder tests (in accordance with ASTM C39 [36]) performed the same day as each panel 
test and are summarized in Table 7, along with the corresponding, as-tested reinforcement 
indices. The as-tested steel reinforcement yield strength (see Table 7) was obtained via 
tensile tests of rebar specimens (in accordance with ASTM A370 [37]) provided by the 
precast concrete fabricator. Net tensile strains and nominal moment capacities were also 
updated (see Table 7) using actual concrete compressive strength and steel reinforcement 
yield strength values while still using the conventional ACI 318-14 [23] methodology. 
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Table 7 – Summary of as-tested material properties 
Panel ID 
f'c Actual 
(MPa) 
fy Actual 
(MPa) 
εt Actual ω Actual 
Mn Actual 
(kN-m) 
ET025-1 51.95 
475.74 
0.0294 0.0531 46.97 
ET025-2 45.32 0.0272 0.0609 45.75 
ET025-3 45.07 0.0272 0.0612 46.74 
ET015-1 45.30 0.0163 0.0956 51.90 
ET015-2 49.12 0.0171 0.0881 52.14 
ET015-3 52.93 0.0178 0.0818 52.34 
ET005-1 57.22 0.0075 0.1538 55.23 
ET005-2 47.84 0.0067 0.1840 54.15 
3.2.2 Test Setup 
Each specimen was subjected to uniform pressure loading over its face using an 
inflatable water bladder test setup, previously used by Trasborg [28], as illustrated in Figure 
16. An elevation photo of the test setup is also provided in Figure 16. The panels are simply 
supported against the upward pressure of the inflating water bladder with double extra-
strong steel pipes installed perpendicular to the panel span at opposite sides of a steel table. 
Each pipe was mounted on two threaded rods that were pin connected to the steel table to 
allow the pipe sections to rotate freely. The diagonal struts shown in Figure 16 do not 
provide any additional restraint during the tests and are offset to prevent contact with the 
pipes or the panel. These struts were installed as a fail-safe to catch the pipes if the panel 
were to unexpectedly or abruptly fail during the test. As the water bladder was initially 
filled, the entire panel lifted until the ends contacted the pipe sections, after which the span 
length was loaded uniformly in flexure. The water bladder can apply a maximum pressure 
of 103 kPa (15 psi) with a maximum displacement of 760 mm (30 in.). Water was chosen 
over air due to its incompressibility, allowing the unloading branches of the pressure versus 
displacement history, such as post-cracking recovery, of each panel to be properly 
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captured. A total of four through-hole load cells, one at each end of both reaction pipes, 
were secured to the threaded rods with a hex nut as illustrated in Figure 16. The total 
applied pressure was determined by summing all four load cells and dividing by the area 
of the panel within the span length. Strain gauges were installed on the two longitudinal 
reinforcing bars closest to the center of the width at midspan (see Figure 15d) of each panel 
prior to casting to determine the yield limit state. 
 
Figure 16 - Schematic and inset photo of the semi-static flexural test setup 
As shown in Figure 16, out of plane displacement of the panel was measured using 
three string potentiometers, placed at discrete points along the length of the panels to 
capture the peak deformation as well as the deflected shape of the component. The 
potentiometers were attached to an isolated support structure and positioned at: at midspan 
(SP1), at L/8 to right of midspan (SP2), and at the quarter point of the span (SP3). During 
preliminary testing, five potentiometers were used with two additional gauges mirroring 
SP2 and SP3 on the other side of midspan. Initial tests revealed that the deflected shape 
was consistently symmetric, and thus the remaining tests were conducted using only SP1, 
SP2, and SP3 along the span length as shown in Figure 16. Two remaining gauges, SP4 
and SP5, were positioned directly above the center of each pipe support to measure the 
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deflection of the pipe supports. True panel deflections over the span can thereby be 
calculated relative to the supports. 
3.2.3 Results 
The measured resistance function (i.e., pressure versus midspan deflection) of each 
specimen is presented in Figure 17a. The measured flexural strengths of the panels were 
comparable and the overall deformation capacity of the panels were sensitive to the net 
tensile strain, as expected. The support rotations at peak component response for ET005 
and ET015 are approximately 3° and 5°, respectively. Panels with design ET025 show a 
larger variation of support rotation values at peak, ranging from approximately 6° to 9°. 
The results show significant increase in ductility as net tensile strain increases, while peak 
component capacity remains relatively consistent across all specimens. Increased ductility 
may contribute to variability of peak response since reinforcement subjected to high tensile 
strains are more susceptible to bond-slip and other localized cracking or crushing 
mechanisms before developing their full ultimate strength. 
Current antiterrorism response limits for heavy, hazardous, and blowout damage 
[8] from Table 5 are also indicated in Figure 17a for comparison with the measured yield 
and peak limit states. Recall that according to the performance-based limit states proposed 
previously by the author [33] (see Chapter 2), the yield and peak support rotations marked 
in Figure 17a were developed for compatibility with B1 and B4 response limits, 
respectively, as outlined in Table 5. When comparing the support rotation at peak 
experimental response to current antiterrorism response criteria, the results show that all 
panels fail to reach 10° (the current B4 limit separating hazardous and blowout) at their 
peak response, and three specimens failed to reach the B3 limit of 5°. Both ET005 
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specimens barely surpassed the B2 limit of 2° which separates moderate and heavy 
damage. These results show that correlating blast response limits to constitutive properties 
of the cross-section can facilitate more accurate estimations of component milestones. As 
shown here, prescriptive limits may fail to accurately describe the evolution of damage as 
flexural deformations increase. The visual damage observations from each test will be 
discussed later in this paper. 
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Figure 17 – Plots of (a) experimental resistance functions and milestones as well as 
deformation-dependent KLM for the (b) elastic and (c) plastic range 
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Current blast-resistant design guidelines [5] specify discrete KLM values for simply-
supported panels with uniform distributed loading equal to 0.78 and 0.66 for elastic and 
plastic response, respectively. The deflected shape of the panel, obtained via string 
potentiometers SP1, SP2 and SP3 (see Figure 16), was used to calculate experimental 
deformation-dependent KLM per Gombeda et al [33] (see Chapter 2). As mentioned 
previously, data acquired from string potentiometers SP2 and SP3 were mirrored to the 
other side of midspan to complete deflected shape assuming symmetry. The deflected 
shape in regions between data measurement locations was then determined by linear 
interpolation. Deformation-dependent KLM data was divided into two plots, elastic and 
plastic panel response, i.e. before (Figure 17b) and after (Figure 17c) the average first yield 
of all specimens in the tensile longitudinal reinforcement (i.e. B1 in the proposed response 
limits). Figure 17b shows that all experimental KLM curves converge toward the 0.78 
conventional elastic value as the panels approach yield, though there is significant scatter 
at initial ranges of elastic deflection. Figure 17c shows that all experimental values of KLM 
at peak component response, indicated by the square markers, well exceed 0.66. Though 
the experimental KLM values at peak response have similar magnitudes across all panel 
designs, the support rotations at which these values occur show much wider variation. 
These results indicate that the KLM values during plastic response, which are often utilized 
in blast resistant design, show significant variations between panels designed with different 
reinforcement indices. 
Since the yield limit state is dependent upon the strain in the primary tensile 
reinforcement, experimental strain gauge data was used to determine the support rotations 
at which yield occurred for each panel design. The strain developed in the longitudinal 
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steel reinforcement at midspan is plotted as a function of panel support rotation in Figure 
18. Panel ET025-3 is omitted in this figure since the strain gauges were damaged during 
fabrication of the panel. Reinforcement yielding can qualitatively observed as the moment 
just preceding the rapid increase in strain (i.e. nearly vertical portion of the curve) for each 
case. This rapid increase corresponds to the initial development of plasticity before the 
onset of strain hardening. The yield strain from tensile testing of reinforcement samples, 
approximately 0.00236, shows good agreement with that shown in the strain gauge data. 
The nominal yield strain value of approximately 0.00207 for 420 MPa (60 ksi) steel 
reinforcing bars [26] is also shown for comparison. 
 
Figure 18 – Experimental strain gauge data 
The support rotation at which yielding occurs is fairly consistent between panel 
types ET015 and ET025 but is significantly larger for ET005. Strain in the reinforcement 
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increased more gradually for this design type which may be related to its relatively high 
reinforcement index. Using a simplified cracked-section analysis, like the one used to 
determine yield deformation using the conventional blast design approach [5], ET005 
exhibits approximately 41% and 23% more deformation at yield relative to ET025 and 
ET015, respectively. These calculations are inherently dependent upon the cracked 
moment of inertia, determined as a function of reinforcement ratio and depth. 
Theoretically, as the depth decreases (and in this case reinforcement ratio increases), the 
section becomes more sensitive to cracking which can significantly soften post-cracking 
resistance. Note that most curves in this plot stop short of the final support rotations 
obtained for each panel in Figure 17a due to loss of the strain gauges. 
3.3 Visual damage at Performance-Based Response Limits 
Figure 19 summarizes the extent of visual damage across all panel design variants 
on the center third of the span length for each damage level. Only one example of each 
panel type is shown for brevity, though all panels within each design type showed very 
similar behavior. It is important to note that each column of the photo matrix shown in 
Figure 19 corresponds to the same response milestone on the resistance function (based on 
mechanical response and material utilization) and not the same magnitude of midspan 
deformation. Any differences in visual damage between specimen types, therefore, can be 
attributed to the effect of varying reinforcement, thereby varying the flexibility between 
cross-section configurations. A thorough discussion for each response milestone is 
provided below.
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3.3.1 Yield (B1) 
The photos in the first column of Figure 19 show a plan view of each wall panel 
design when the strain gauge reading was equal to the yield strain (from the bars’ tested 
stress-strain relationship shown previously in Figure 21a). Each panel has several 
noticeable cracks, especially near midspan where the highest bending moment occurs. In 
the load steps immediately following this milestone, the crack widths, especially near 
midspan, began to grow significantly, which correlates with the sharp increase in measured 
reinforcement strains (see Figure 18). No major differences between panel design 
configurations were observed at this limit state partially due to the consistency of the gross 
cross-section geometry. One minor difference is that ET005 shows a wider spread of well-
defined hairline flexural cracks compared to ET015 and ET025, which show progressively 
fewer cracks at this stage. These observations are supported by the moment-rotation plots 
in Figure 17a, which show that yield is reached at lower end rotations for panels with less 
reinforcement (and thus greater design εt). Since primary tensile reinforcement strain at 
nominal moment capacity is typically well past yield for most conventional designs [23], 
damage at this yield limit state would most likely not be detrimental or restrict safe post-
event inspections. These results show that the damage description for the performance-
based yield response milestone in Table 5 correlates well with visual observations from 
experimental testing. 
3.3.2 Half Peak (B2) 
Photos in the second column of Figure 19 are representative of the half peak 
milestone and show that each panel has developed extensive cracking, with the largest 
crack width openings concentrated near midspan. This is the first milestone which shows 
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significant variations in visual damage between different panel design configurations. The 
quantity and distribution of major flexural cracks increase relative to larger values of net 
tensile strain as observed in Figure 19. For the near compression-controlled design of 
ET005, the gross-section concrete behavior becomes more dominant at larger deformations 
and thus isolates crack width growth at well-defined locations (particularly at midspan). 
While no spalling was observed at this stage during these tests, several small cracks near 
the edge of each panel suggest that minor, localized spalling may be possible within the 
next few load increments.  
In most tests, the panel deflected shape began deviating from a general parabolic 
shape as the distribution of plasticity continued to grow outward from midspan. This 
correlates well with the decline in magnitude of KLM following the yield response milestone 
(see Figure 17c). Due to the wider spatial distribution of damage observed at this point, 
these panels would most likely be deemed unrepairable at this damage level. The large 
crack sizes would likely prohibit any close inspection or reconnaissance of these 
components based upon guidelines for post-disaster safety evaluation of buildings [38]. 
3.3.3 Three-quarter Peak (B3) 
The photos in the third column of Figure 19, taken when the support rotation at 
three-quarter peak response was reached, show that the flexural cracks in each panel have 
significantly widened, especially near the region of largest bending moment at midspan. 
Localized concrete crushing was also visually observed on the compression face near 
midspan, with minor spalling subsequently occurring in these areas. Although the panels 
have yet to reach peak capacity at this point, these components would most likely be 
unrepairable and present a serious safety concern for occupants in the building due to the 
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potential for significant concrete spalling and pending instability of the structure caused by 
the development of substantial plasticity, especially near midspan. 
As also noted at the half peak limit state, visual damage differs depending on net 
tensile strain. Panel ET025 exhibited a much wider crack at midspan and, along with 
ET015, has developed numerous additional intermediate cracks within the middle third of 
the span. These observations indicate that visual damage may not be consistent across a 
given limit state for panels with different reinforcement indices and net tensile strains. 
Rather, the distribution of cracking and spread of component plasticity varies with 
reinforcement index and net tensile strain values, especially at higher damage levels. This 
is further justified by observing that the visual damage of ET015 at three-quarter peak 
closely resembles ET025 at half peak (see Figure 19). This shows that, although 
prescriptive response limits are often solely tied to visual damage observations, that 
approach may not consistently capture the component-specific behavior of panels as 
established in the performance-based framework [33] (see Chapter 2). 
3.3.4 Peak (B4) 
The distribution of damage corresponding to peak capacity was characterized by 
the extensive growth of a dominant flexural crack at midspan relative to all others initially 
formed along the span length of the panel. The width of this dominant crack was observed 
to qualitatively increase for larger values of net tensile strain as shown in the fourth column 
of photos in Figure 19. These photos demonstrate the ability of panels designed for higher 
component ductility (i.e., higher net tensile strain) to develop a larger spatial distribution 
of plasticity near midspan, thus accruing larger deformations than other panels designed 
for similar nominal moment capacities. This may represent a design solution more suitable 
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for blast-resistant components since a larger region of the panel is appropriately utilized in 
flexure, facilitating enhanced ductility without sacrificing nominal moment capacity. 
The substantial extent of damage observed at this performance milestone is 
consistent with the applicable performance-based description as shown in Table 5. Since 
the panels have reached their peak capacity, the components have exhausted structural 
integrity via either significant concrete crushing (for compression-controlled sections) or 
significant utilization of the rebar’s strain hardening (for tension-controlled sections). 
3.4 Numerical Studies 
Numerical analyses performed for this study include a model validation followed 
by two parametric studies which evaluate the correlations of performance-based response 
criteria with variations in net tensile strain and reinforcement index for blast design 
considerations. 
3.4.1 Model Validation 
Figure 20 presents the average experimental resistance function for each of the 
three panel designs. These curves, labeled as “- Test AVG”, are compared with 
conventional elastic-perfectly-plastic resistance functions, depicted as “- UFC” in Figure 
20, calculated in accordance with current blast design standards [5,39], including 
conventional assumptions for calculating nominal resistance (e.g., Whitney stress block), 
and currently prescribed damage limit states and definitions for antiterrorism design [8]. 
The following static increase factors were applied [5]: 1.1 for the steel reinforcement’s 
design yield strength (414 MPa or 60 ksi), and 1.0 for the expected concrete compressive 
strengths (see Table 7). The conventional, elastic-perfectly-plastic stress-strain relationship 
for steel reinforcement is plotted in Figure 21a. The “- UFC” curves represent the current 
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standard for evaluating the resistance of concrete wall panels via SDOF dynamic analyses. 
The ultimate resistance plateaus of the “- UFC” curves fall significantly below the tested 
peak response of all three panel design configurations because they do not incorporate the 
actual stress-strain relationships of the constituent materials or non-linear moment-
curvature. Also important to note is the significantly lower estimation of support rotation 
in the “- UFC” curves at the first yield milestone across all panel designs. Whereas the 
initial stiffness of the component is traditionally determined using the average of the gross 
and fully-cracked moments of inertia, the post cracking stiffness predominantly controls 
the deformation response by the achievement of yield in the reinforcement. This results in 
larger support rotations at yield in the actual response in comparison to the conventional 
methodology. 
Performance-based analyses are also included for comparison with PDC damage 
limit states and definitions consistent with design and analysis practices for cladding 
components. A major focus of these studies is to illustrate the concept of using a 
component-specific, performance-based framework to assess damage levels and allowable 
deformation capacity of a given component. Using this approach, the user has the ability 
to adjust material properties and other relevant input parameters as suited for a particular 
design case. These performance-based resistance functions, generated using a 
computational modeling approach, depicted as “- Model” in Figure 20 and adopted from 
Gombeda et al. [33] (see Chapter 2), also show good agreement with the average test 
curves. The “-Model” curves incorporate the as-tested steel reinforcement stress-strain 
curve (see Figure 21a) and the Popovics model [19] for concrete stress-strain in 
compression (see generalized curve in Figure 21b) populated with as-tested compressive 
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strength values (see Table 7) in order to facilitate a direct comparison with experimental 
test data. Linear tension softening is used to facilitate numerical convergence once concrete 
fibers reach the tensile threshold for cracking. The slope of the linear tension softening 
branch was selected to balance the mechanical performance of the model with the need to 
avoid premature numerical non-convergence. After performing a sensitivity study, the 
baseline ratio of ultimate concrete tensile strain to cracking strain was set equal to 1.5. This 
ratio was adjusted within +/- 0.05 if needed to facilitate numerical convergence. This 
modeling approach will be discussed in more detail in subsequent sections and will be used 
to conduct parametric studies. 
 
Figure 20 - Comparison of resistance functions: experimental average, conventional UFC 
design and fiber-beam modeling per Gombeda et al. [6] 
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Figure 21 – Stress-strain relationships for (a) steel reinforcement in tension and (b) 
concrete in compression 
3.4.2 Performance-Based Response Limits for Varying Reinforcement 
A parametric study is performed to evaluate correlations of performance-based 
response criteria with varying net tensile strain and reinforcement index. This study 
includes and expands on the three panel cross-section configurations examined 
experimentally in this paper by considering designs with target net tensile strains ranging 
from 0.005 to 0.025 in increments of 0.002. The complete matrix of design cases with 
corresponding section and material properties is summarized in Table 8. The performance-
based analysis framework proposed by Gombeda et al. [33] (see Chapter 2) was used to 
calculate the resistance function and corresponding response limit for each case. In this 
study, steel reinforcement was modeling using a bi-linear design stress-strain curve 
incorporating strain hardening as illustrated in Figure 21a. This was done to more closely 
resemble actual steel reinforcement performance, which strongly influences performance-
based limit states. Yield and ultimate strengths of 414 MPa (60 ksi) and 620.5 MPa (90 
ksi), respectively, and an ultimate tensile strain of 0.09 mm/mm were prescribed based 
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upon minimum requirements for steel reinforcement [26]. The stress-strain relationship for 
concrete was based on Popovics model [19] (see a generalized curve in Figure 21b). 
Nominal material properties were used to facilitate a design-oriented case study and to 
permit appropriate dynamic increase factors to be used for concrete compressive strength 
and yield and ultimate reinforcement strengths [5]. The moments at yield (MYD) and peak 
(MPK) milestones from computational modeling are shown for comparison with their 
corresponding nominal design moments (Mn) to illustrate the effects of including strain 
hardening and the performance-based analysis approach. 
Table 8 - Parametric study matrix (* denotes case was included in experimental testing) 
Target 
εt 
Nominal 
εt 
ρ 
f'c 
(MPa) 
Nominal 
ω 
Mn 
(kN-m) 
MYD 
(kN-m) 
MPK 
(kN-m) 
0.005* 0.0062 1.85% 
34.5 
0.222 45.90 51.97 56.01 
0.007 0.0070 1.71% 0.205 46.23 52.10 56.68 
0.009 0.0095 1.36% 0.163 45.12 50.45 55.94 
0.011 0.0109 1.23% 0.147 45.59 50.78 57.00 
0.013 0.0131 1.06% 0.127 48.13 53.62 60.89 
0.015* 0.0157 0.91% 0.109 44.74 49.36 57.31 
0.017 0.0167 0.86% 0.103 47.37 52.38 60.82 
0.019 0.0189 0.78% 0.093 46.56 51.78 60.85 
0.021 0.0214 0.70% 0.084 45.46 50.29 60.14 
0.023 0.0228 0.66% 0.079 48.04 53.15 63.60 
0.025* 0.0263 0.58% 0.069 40.44 44.94 54.55 
Performance-based response criteria as a function of nominal net tensile strain, εt, 
and reinforcement index, ω, are plotted in Figure 22a and b, respectively. The results show 
that all limit states, except for yield, exhibit generally increase with increasing values of εt 
and vice versa for increasing values of ω. The curves for the yield milestone show the 
opposite behavior in both plots. The results of Figure 22a support the examination of 
component damage discussed earlier in this paper, which showed that panels designed for 
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a larger net tensile strain will exhibit greater ductility and a more substantial spatial 
distribution of damage. Similarly, the trends in Figure 22b confirm that panels with larger 
reinforcement indices will exhibit less ductility and more closely resemble compression-
controlled behavior. Similar to observations from experimental testing, only one of the 
panel designs exhibited an allowable support rotation at peak greater than 5°, showing that 
many variations of tension-controlled sections lack the ability to accrue large deformations 
consistent with conventional high damage levels. 
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Figure 22 - Performance-based response limits as a function of nominal net tensile strain, 
εt (a) and reinforcement index, ω (b) 
3.4.3 SDOF Dynamic Analysis Comparison 
A series of SDOF analyses was conducted to examine the impact of using proper 
constitutive properties, performance-based resistance functions, and realistic response 
limits on the dynamic performance of singly-reinforced wall panels. This study compares 
the performance predicted by the proposed approach with that obtained from the 
conventional UFC approach that is commonly used for blast evaluation of reinforced 
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concrete wall panels [5,8]. It is important to note that this is a comparison of the two models 
and is not fully validated through experimental testing. 
Each panel in this evaluation used the same dimensions shown in Figure 15, with 
simple boundary conditions and a one-way span of 3.05 m (10 ft.) as shown in Figure 16. 
Multiple combinations of blast-induced pressure and impulse (represented by the 
simplified positive phase triangular pressure-time history) can produce the same level of 
flexural performance for a given component – these demands can plotted together to obtain 
a pressure-impulse (P-I) capacity curve, which ranges from larger pressure at shorter 
duration (i.e. smaller impulse) and vice versa. P-I diagrams are commonly used as a design 
tool for a wide array of structural and non-structural components, especially for elements 
in the building envelope (i.e. façade, windows, and roof) which provide the first line of 
defense for occupants against exterior blast threats. In current practice, these diagrams are 
generated by systematically calculating each P-I point for a given limit state using a 
generalized SDOF analysis approach. P-I diagrams are generated independently of P-I 
demands that correspond to actual charge sizes and standoff distances – rather, trial P-I 
demands are hypothetical and represent the exact loads that would induce the limit state of 
interest. The resulting map of P-I performance facilitates rapid assessment of structural 
components for any specified blast threat, which is characterized by a P-I demand. 
Figure 23a-c compare the P-I capacity curves for each panel design variant that 
were developed using the traditional and enhanced SDOF analysis methods. The curves 
denoted with “C” were calculated using conventional antiterrorism response criteria [8] 
and traditional SDOF analysis assumptions [5,39], which includes idealized elastic-
perfectly-plastic steel reinforcement behavior (see Figure 21a) with appropriate static 
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increase factors and KLM equal to 0.78 and 0.66 for elastic and plastic regions, respectively. 
A second set of curves, denoted as “E”, were calculated using the performance based 
framework [33] (see Chapter 2) with expected material properties, including bi-linear steel 
reinforcement stress strain curve with strain hardening (previously shown in Figure 21a) 
and the concrete compressive strengths noted in Table 6. All concrete and steel material 
strengths were increased to account for strain rate effects using appropriate dynamic 
increase factors [5] for both approaches. 
Figure 23a-c compares the P-I curves for the three panel prototypes that correspond 
to each response limit B1 through B4 (as previously discussed in Section 4). The figures 
include a cross-cutting curve of blast demands based on a constant standoff distance of 
9.14 m (30 ft.) and a variation in TNT charge size between 9.07-385.55 kg (20-850 lb.). 
All threats have a scaled distance larger than 1.0 m/kg1/3 (2.52 ft./lbm1/3) to ensure that 
“far-field” blast loading assumptions remain valid [40]. The range of minimum-to-
maximum scaled distance cuts across all eight P-I curves for each panel design. The 
comparative performance of each panel is assessed by determining the scaled distances at 
which the demand curve intersects the P-I curves. These intersections are traced in Figure 
23d-f to show the transitions between each damage level: superficial (SF), moderate 
(MOD), heavy (HVY), hazardous (HZD), and blowout (BO). The vertical transitions (i.e. 
the performance limits B1 through B4 between successive damage indicators when a P-I 
curve is crossed) are marked for clarity in Figure 23d. 
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Figure 23 – Pressure-impulse curves for various performance levels (a-c) and scaled 
distance ranges at each damage level (d-f) 
The results in Figure 23 show that the performance-based predictions reach yield 
at a lower scaled distance than the conventional UFC approach. This is due to the fact that 
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the UFC approach computes global yield of the panel based on the intersection of the 
equivalent panel stiffness (using the average of the gross and cracked section properties) 
with the nominal capacity. As illustrated in Figure 20, a more mechanically realistic 
calculation of the resistance function results in lower post-cracking stiffness and greater 
deformation at yield. The performance-based approach will therefore absorb more strain 
energy versus the UFC model at yield, thus reducing the scaled distance to reach yield. 
This behavior is consistent for B1 damage levels in all three panel prototypes. 
Figure 20 showed that the performance-based resistance functions achieved greater 
strength than the UFC predictions with significant limitations on the deformation capacity. 
As previously discussed, panels designed with higher net tensile strain at nominal provide 
greater deformation capacity at peak. As a result, the performance-based predictions will 
experience a steeper increase in post-yield damage as scaled distances decreases (i.e. as 
blast demand increases) than the traditional UFC approaches. For example, a panel 
designed near the lower bound limit of tension controlled response (t of 0.005) will likely 
reach heavy damage at a scaled distance of approximately 2.2 m/kg1/3 whereas the UFC 
approach predicts 1.8 m/kg1/3 for that transition. In fact, the ET005 panel reaches maximum 
damage at blowout in the performance-based prediction before the UFC prediction reaches 
heavy damage. Figure 23d-f shows that these damage discrepancies between the 
approaches decrease at as the panel flexural ductility increases. 
3.5 Summary and Conclusions 
Eight reinforced precast concrete wall panels with three different reinforcement 
configurations were experimentally tested to examine the effect of varying net tensile strain 
and reinforcement index on allowable deformation capacities, performance-based blast 
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response criteria, visual damage gradations and implications for blast-resistant design. The 
panels were quasi-statically tested to determine their resistance functions, deflected shapes 
and critical response milestones, all of which are used to conduct simplified dynamic 
analyses using an enhanced SDOF methodology. The progression of visual damage across 
all design configurations was summarized and compared to performance-based damage 
descriptions proposed by Gombeda et al. [33] (see Chapter 2). A set of parametric studies 
was presented to show the effect of varying reinforcement index and net tensile strain on 
performance-based blast response criteria. P-I diagrams were also calculated to 
demonstrate the response variability of panels designed with different net tensile strains 
using an enhanced performance-based approach relative to conventional blast-resistant 
design assumptions. The results of this study demonstrate the utility of blast response 
criteria calculated as a function of panel design parameters and flexural mechanics rather 
than visual damage. 
Several conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study: 
1. Tension controlled, singly-reinforced concrete wall panel elements can exhibit 
a wide range of displacement ductility, component utilization and visual 
damage based on the constitutive properties, cross-section configurations and 
design parameters, specifically the net tensile strain and reinforcement index, 
of the section. Conventional blast design methodologies and acceptance criteria 
lack the ability to directly capture the influence of these parameters on critical 
blast limit states and may result in inaccurate estimates of performance under a 
given demand. 
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2. The results of experimental testing show that visually graded damage is not 
consistent with visual damage guidelines from previously published design 
standards. Rather, the experimental results show that the progression of visual 
damage and component plasticity are dependent upon net tensile strain and 
reinforcement index. Larger distributions of visual damage were observed for 
panels designed with larger net tensile strains, especially at higher damage 
levels. 
3. P-I capacity curves generated using conventional blast-resistant design 
assumptions and an enhanced, performance-based SDOF methodology show 
significant discrepancies in assessing the capacity of blast-resistant wall panels. 
This is especially true for panels that are at the lower end of the tension 
controlled regime (i.e., net tensile strains closer to 0.005), for which 
conventional SDOF assumptions often under predicts damage at closer standoff 
distances, relative to the enhanced approach (E). 
The outcomes of this study highlight the dependency of both structural performance 
and progression of visual damage on net tensile strain and reinforcement index. The 
proposed performance-based approach can facilitate a more mechanically realistic 
prediction of performance via component-specific blast response criteria and damage 
descriptions that are correlated to the panel design parameters.  
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4. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF PARTIALLY-COMPOSITE INSULATED 
WALL PANELS 
4.1 Background 
Energy efficiency in buildings has become a major concern due to the threat of 
climate change and the increasing cost of utilities. Collins [41] demonstrated that energy 
saving benefits could be achieved by using a composite cladding system comprised of two 
concrete wythes (interior and exterior) with insulating foam sandwiched between them. 
The insulated wall panel concept further developed with research on the effect of insulation 
properties on the flexural stiffness of panels by Pfiefer and Hanson [42]. With the recent 
emphasis on sustainable construction, researchers and developers have refined the design 
of insulated panels to increase thermal resistance without compromising the structural 
integrity of the wall panel [43]. Shear ties are used to connect the two concrete wythes 
through the insulation layer – these ties can be designed to resist flexural demands via 
composite, partially composite, or non-composite action of the section. Thermally resistive 
shear ties comprised of carbon fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRP) or glass fiber-reinforced 
polymers (GFRP) have been shown to provide the flexural resistance required to resist the 
relevant design loads [44,45]. Though the thermal resistance of these panels is of great 
importance, it is also necessary to understand the structural behavior and failure limit states 
of these structures. 
Accurate methods for calculating the composite response of insulated panels under 
service and ultimate loading are necessary for proper design of the panel system. Multiple 
approaches to assess the response of composite structures have been developed for a variety 
of structural applications. Research on composite action has been conducted on steel-
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concrete composite beams [46,47], concrete-timber structures [48–52], wood-based 
sandwich panels [53], and insulated concrete panels [54,55]. Most of these approaches 
assume linear elastic behavior in the structural components (including the shear ties) and 
do not account for a gap between interior surfaces of the structural materials where shear 
transfer occurs. Shear transfer relies on a combination of friction between the insulation 
and concrete layers with the combined shear loading mechanism in the ties. Although 
experimental research has shown that a partial degree of composite action can be achieved 
through friction between the layers [56], the ties are needed to ensure shear capacity under 
service and ultimate loading. The gap created by the presence of the insulation layer 
between the wythes results in the development of shear, flexure and potentially axial force 
in the ties as the panel undergoes flexural deformation due to lateral loading (perpendicular 
to the panel’s exterior surface). The moment developed in the ties results from a force 
couple created when opposing shear forces, separated by an eccentricity, are transferred to 
both concrete wythes at the locations of tie embedment. Traditional approaches are not 
easily extended to capture the localized flexural behavior of the ties. 
Recently, approaches have been developed specifically for insulated wall panel 
systems. Benayoune et al. [57] showed that the ultimate strength and degree of composite 
action of a precast wall system is highly dependent upon the stiffness of the shear tie. 
Salmon and Einea [54] developed a method that, although effective for calculating thermal 
bowing deflections, is not applicable for determination of flexural strength. Bai et al. [58] 
developed a discrete model incorporating shear deformations and independent flexural 
behaviors of concrete wythes to create models of symmetric partially composite concrete 
sandwich panels. The model was limited to small elastic deformations and does not 
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consider variation in deformation behavior of discretely placed tie types and their 
corresponding failure modes. Hodicky et al. [59] performed experimental testing on 
insulated concrete sandwich panels to examine the effect of varying geometric and material 
properties of different FRP ties on shear flow strength. By manipulating the spacing of 
distributed shear ties and thus the interaction surface area between the concrete and 
insulation, a change in the overall magnitude of shear stresses between the concrete wythes 
was observed. Chen et al. [60] conducted bending tests on eight large scale concrete 
sandwich panels and accounted for a variation in the distribution of FRP shear ties. The 
results showed that different types of shear ties produce varying levels of composite action, 
further motivating the need to include the properties and spatial distribution of ties into 
analysis methods of sandwich panels. Tomlinson and Fam [61] developed an approach to 
model the flexural response of partially-composite insulated wall panels with varying 
arrangements of shear ties and wall panel geometries. This methodology consists of an 
iterative approach that assumes a linear slip profile and integrates strain discontinuities 
caused by the ties to obtain an updated slip profile, however, shear tie constitutive 
properties are restricted to the elastic range. This may be suitable for elastic-brittle 
materials; however, ductile materials, which include metals and numerous plastics will 
realistically yield due to inter-wythe shear forces at large panel deformations. 
This paper proposes a simplified model to assess the performance of both 
prestressed and non-prestressed concrete insulated non-loadbearing panels under out-of-
plane loading. As stated in the title, the elements examined in this manuscript are insulated 
wall panels intended for use as part of the building envelope. Use of these panels for use 
as roof or slab elements was not considered in this paper. There are some cases such as 
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refrigeration buildings that could also utilize the design concept for the roof diaphragm, 
however the main application is for wall panels. These elements are designed to resist of 
out-of-plane forces such as those generated from wind loads or pressure demands from 
blast events. 
As an alternative to the aforementioned methods by others, the proposed model 
provides a simplified method for calculating panel performance from service loads through 
ultimate strength for a wide range of cross-section geometries and shear tie configurations. 
The intended application of the model is for use as a design and analysis tool and facilitates 
ease of implementation by the user without the prerequisite of commercial finite element 
software. It allows the user to easily input all relevant geometric and material parameters 
and determine the behavior of the panels without the need for building complicated finite 
element models. The proposed model incorporates the elastic and inelastic constitutive 
properties of the wythe-to-wythe shear ties, thus capturing the effect of tie ductility on the 
overall panel. Proper use of the model enables a simplified yet effective way to design and 
selectively detail tie arrangements for a desired level of performance and/or an intended 
failure mode or limit state in response to lateral loads. The proposed model is particularly 
applicable for the design of precast insulated wall panels to resist impulsive lateral loads 
such as blast and impact. 
Insulated precast concrete wall panels consist of a layer of foam insulation 
sandwiched between two layers, or wythes, of concrete. The insulating layer allows the 
panel to provide high thermal resistance without sacrificing the advantages offered by 
precast concrete construction, including design aesthetics, economic fabrication with 
higher quality control, or rapid erection. Shear ties which connect the two wythes through 
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the insulation layer are commonly used to resist the shear and tension forces generated 
during fabrication, shipping, erection, and service life. The combinations of shear and 
tension on the ties vary over the loading history of the panel. In most cases compression 
between the wythes is assumed to be transmitted through the insulation. 
While a physical connection between the concrete wythes is necessary to create 
composite action, this connection can allow heat to transfer directly between the wythes 
due to “thermal bridging,” thereby decreasing the thermal efficiency of the panel [62]. 
However, the effects of thermal bridging can be diminished or effectively eliminated by 
utilizing shear ties made with material having low thermal conductivity with small cross-
sectional area. Numerous shear tie systems (many of them proprietary) are currently 
available and offer varying levels of strength, stiffness, thermal resistance and cost. Shear 
ties may be placed at discrete locations or distributed along the length of the panel. They 
can be used to allow the interior and exterior wythe to work in tandem to resist external 
lateral loads, thereby inducing flexural response in the panel. For insulated panels 
constructed with shear ties, the flexural behavior can be classified as non-composite, 
composite or partially composite. These scenarios are examined for a typical section and 
span as illustrated in Figure 24A.  
Composite behavior is defined in this paper as the flexural resistance achieved by 
assuming a linear strain profile over the panel section (see Figure 24B), similar to that in a 
solid concrete cross-section. Non-composite behavior exists when the interior and exterior 
wythes act in flexure independently to resist applied loads, and the flexural contribution of 
the insulation layer is assumed to be negligible. This is equivalent to the flexural response 
of two stacked slabs with a frictionless interface between them. Due to compatibility, the 
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stacked slabs must have the same curvature, rotation and flexural displacement along the 
length. This results in measurable relative slip between the two wythes (Figure 24C). 
Between these two extrema is the case of partially composite behavior, which is 
characterized by a level of shear force transfer between the interior and exterior wythes 
through the connection between them (Figure 24D). These connectors allow relative slip 
between the panels (though less than that of non-composite panels) as a function of their 
shear resistance. The degree of composite action dictates the moment-curvature resistance 
of the section and hence the load-deflection behavior of the panel (Figure 24E). As the 
degree of shear transfer increases, the response will trend toward that of a composite 
section – conversely, decreasing levels of shear transfer will trend toward the non-
composite response. 
 
Figure 24 - Flexural behavior of insulated concrete wall panels 
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4.2 Computational Modeling of Panel Response Extrema 
Before discussing the development and performance of the proposed approach, the 
author will first illustrate the underlying mechanics of precast insulated wall panels 
constructed with shear ties via a computational modeling approach, implemented using 
OpenSees [18]. An illustration of the OpenSees model is shown in Figure 25 where C, L, 
and P represent the shear tie spacing, span length, and panel fabrication length, 
respectively. Since the model was developed in 2D, multiple rows of shear ties at the same 
location along the panel length are lumped together. Concrete wythes are modeled as 
Displacement-Based Beam-Column Elements [18] with ten discretized fiber cross-sections 
(integration points) every 30.5 cm (12 in.) along their length. Shear ties are represented 
with Two Node Link Elements [18] (Figure 25c) and assembled together to form the wall 
system (see Figure 25b). The flexural resistance of the insulation layer is not physically 
represented in this model but is instead incorporated into the resistance of the discrete tie 
as noted in Naito et al. [63]. Concrete in the wythe beam-columns is modeled using a 
uniaxial material with non-linear compression behavior and linear tension softening 
(material type Concrete02 [18]). Linear concrete tension softening is used to facilitate 
convergence when the beam-column element experienced cracking. Reinforcing steel is 
modeled with idealized uniaxial ElasticMultiLinear Material [18] stress-strain behavior. 
The link elements consist of orthogonal springs in the direction parallel to its local 
principal axis (S1) to support compression as well as transverse (S2) to implement the shear 
force-deformation relationship of the ties (Figure 25d). The axial resistance of the discrete 
ties (S1) is modeled using an Elastic Uniaxial Material [18] with constitutive properties 
based upon the compressive stiffness of the insulation. Through experimental testing of 
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extruded polystyrene (XPS) foam, a compressive stiffness value of 0.244 kN/cm per cm2 
of link element tributary area was deemed sufficient for use in the model. The shear-
deformation behavior of the ties in the S2 springs is modelled using an ElasticMultiLinear 
Material [18] as illustrated in Figure 25d where Vm and Vu represent the tie force at peak 
response and ultimate (i.e., fracture), respectively. Dy, Dm and Du denote the tie 
deformations at the onset and end of the peak force plateau and at ultimate response, 
respectively. This material model can be constructed using data from experimental testing 
or tie manufacturer specifications. Link elements were discretely placed at the location of 
every shear tie along the length of the panel and connected the corresponding nodes of the 
two wythes with full translational and rotational connectivity. Additional link elements 
with zero resistance in S2 were used at intermediate nodal locations along the length of the 
wythe beam-columns where no ties were present, as well as at the ends of the panel, to 
maintain overall stability of the slender wythes. The analysis is conducted using a hybrid 
incrementation scheme, incorporating both displacement and force-controlled methods. 
Force-controlled incrementation is used until the peak panel response is reached (i.e., 
tangent slope of the panel resistance function reaches zero) and the remainder of the 
analysis is run displacement-controlled. This hybrid approach is used to improve efficiency 
of the model while ensuring that all regions of panel response are properly captured. 
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Figure 25 - Schematic of model built using computational methods 
Using this computational component-based model, the effect of shear tie stiffness 
on the degree of composite action of a panel can be illustrated. As the stiffness of the ties 
approaches zero, the response of the panel approaches the non-composite response. On the 
contrary, when the tie stiffness approaches infinity, the response approaches composite 
behavior. An illustration of this concept is shown in Figure 26 where the non-composite 
and composite responses of a given panel are used as lower and upper bounds of strength 
(vice-versa for end slip), respectively. The prototype will panel considered for this study is 
a uniformly loaded simply-supported panel with overall length and span length equal to 
3.66 m (12 ft.) and 3.05 m (10 ft.), respectively; symmetrical wythe cross section 
dimensions of 81.3 cm (32 in.) wide and 7.62 cm (3 in.) and thick; and XPS insulation 
thickness equal to 5.08 cm (2 in.). Two #16 Gr. 420 (#5 Gr. 60) bars were placed at the 
middle of the thickness of each wythe, and concrete compressive strength was taken as 
41.4 MPa (6000 psi). Shear spring elements were placed at 40.6 cm (16 in.) on center along 
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the length of the panel, starting at 20.3 cm (8 in.) in from the edge. For simplification, shear 
tie constitutive properties for this initial investigation were modeled using Elastic Uniaxial 
Material [18] rather than the prescribed multilinear approach in order to directly illustrate 
the effect of tie stiffness on the panel response. The effect of tie ductility is illustrated later 
in the paper as part of a realistic parametric study which will require the implementation 
of the multilinear shear tie material model. Three levels of hypothetical tie stiffness were 
used to examine the effects of increasing composite action: low (17.5 kN/cm), medium 
(43.8 kN/cm) and high (175 kN/cm). The influence of panel cross-section geometry and 
material properties are examined in a realistic prototype wall panel later in this paper.  
The effect of increasing tie shear stiffness on the pressure-deflection and end slip 
response is illustrated in Figure 26a and 3b, respectively. The successively darker shading 
between curves shows the panel response trending toward the composite behavior as tie 
stiffness increases. Similarly, end slip trends toward zero (i.e., composite response) as tie 
stiffness is increased. The plots show that a 10-times increase in tie stiffness (low to high) 
increases the yield strength by over 50% and decreases the panel deformation at yield by 
over 50%. The results therefore indicate that constitutive properties of the ties have a direct 
influence on the overall strength and stiffness of precast insulated wall panels. 
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Figure 26 - Computational results for a) applied pressure and b) panel end slip 
4.3 Proposed Model 
Though effective for demonstrating partially composite action, the computational 
model in Figure 25 is more suited to research applications rather than design due to its 
component-based assembly and computational effort. A new model for designing and 
analyzing partially-composite precast insulated wall panels subject to lateral loading was 
therefore pursued. The proposed model accounts for the contribution of each shear tie 
based on its constitutive properties and placement within the panel. The model can be used 
for any combination of panel cross-section geometry and arrangement of shear ties, 
including uneven and asymmetrical distributions, and is also compatible with non-uniform 
loading conditions. It is the responsibility of the user to procure shear tie constitutive 
relationships prior to performing the analysis. The model is currently limited to statically 
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determinate panels and further research by the author will seek to determine efficient ways 
to allow for the model to be compatible with indeterminate structures (e.g., multi-span wall 
panels). A flowchart outlining the proposed model framework is shown in Figure 27. A 
description of the procedure is followed by a validation against experimental data and 
comparison with the previously discussed computational model. 
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Figure 27 - Framework for proposed model 
Before starting the procedure, two moment-curvature analyses are performed for 
the panel cross-section as an initializing step: one assuming a composite response and the 
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other non-composite response as shown in Figure 28. The moment-curvature relationship 
for the composite section, MC(ϕ), is calculated assuming a continuous linear strain profile 
through the entire cross section, including both concrete wythes and the sandwiched 
insulation layer. For these analyses, the Hognestad stress-strain model [64] was used for 
concrete in compression; a multitude of other concrete models can potentially be used as 
an alternative. To capture cracking, an elastic-brittle concrete tensile stress-strain 
relationship was used, with failure at the modulus of rupture. A multilinear material model 
was implemented for non-prestressed and prestressed steel based on a fit with material test 
data. For the non-composite section, moment-curvature relationships are calculated for 
both the interior, Mbot(ϕ), and exterior wythe, Mtop(ϕ) and summed to obtain the non-
composite moment-curvature relationship, MNC(ϕ), as shown in Equation 13. These non-
composite and composite responses are used as lower and upper bounds of panel strength, 
respectively, for assessing partially-composite behavior. 
𝑀𝑁𝐶(𝜙) = 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑝(𝜙) + 𝑀𝑏𝑜𝑡(𝜙) Equation 13 
The deflections of the composite and non-composite panel configurations are 
determined as a function of the applied load. The determination of the moment–deflection 
resistance of each panel at non-composite and composite behavior is detailed in Figure 28 
and summarized as steps A through E in Figure 27. First, an incremental load, wi is applied 
until the maximum moment is reached at step N (step A).  The resulting moment 
distribution is then calculated using static equilibrium (step B). The curvature over the 
length of the panel is determined in step C for both the composite and non-composite panels 
by combining the moment distribution from step B with the moment-curvatures obtained 
in the aforementioned initializing step. For each incremental load, the panel deflection can 
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be computed in step D from the determined curvature distribution through virtual work 
using Equation 14 or via other methods where ϕi(x) is the curvature over the length, L, at 
each load increment, wi, and mδ(x) is the virtual moment distribution over the length due to 
the virtual unit force at midspan. For this model, both ϕi(x) and mδ(x) are discretized with 
integration points every 2.54 cm (1 in.) along the length of the panel. The user can adjust 
the density of integration points as needed to efficiently calculate the deflection of a 
specific panel. Iteratively incrementing the loads via steps A through D allows for the 
calculation of the full load-deflection response of the panel with both composite and non-
composite sections (step E). 
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Figure 28 - Response estimation for composite and non-composite panels 
𝛥𝑖 = ∫ 𝜙𝑖(𝑥) 𝑚𝛿(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝐿
0
 Equation 14 
To compute the load-deflection response of a partially-composite panel, MPC(Δ), 
the iterative procedure outlined in Figure 27 and illustrated in Figure 29 is used following 
the completion of step E in Figure 28. This part of the procedure increments panel 
displacement, calculates the resulting deformation and force developed in each shear tie 
for the increment, and uses the shear force couple along with the non-composite moment 
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to determine the partially-composite moment at that displacement increment. An initial 
level of panel composite action is assumed (step F) and checked for convergence upon 
completion of the remaining steps in the analysis (through step M). For the first iteration, 
the non-composite panel response is used. If a specified tolerance is met, the framework 
advances to the next displacement increment. If not, the level of composition action 
calculated from step M is used as the initial condition for the next iteration at the same 
displacement increment, and the calculations are repeated from step F. The program 
structure for this analysis is presented in Figure 27 and illustrated in Figure 29. 
For each displacement increment, i, the panel rotation at each tie location, j, is 
determined from the respective curvature distribution (step G) using virtual work (Equation 
15) or an alternative method (step H). This is repeated for each iteration of composite 
action, k. At each tie location, the shear deformation in the tie is computed from the rotation 
at the base of the tie (step H) and compatibility as illustrated in step I (Figure 29) using 
Equation 16 and Equation 17. The resulting shear force at each tie is determined from the 
tie’s deformation and its mechanical properties (step J). It is important to note that the shear 
tie load-deformation backbone curves shown in step J of Figure 29 were developed as 
simplified approximations of test data to facilitate ease of convergence and stability for the 
model, as previously done by Naito et al [63]. This requires the user to procure test data 
for the given shear ties in a panel and develop the backbone curves to approximate the 
shear tie constitutive behavior. For discrete ties, mechanical properties can be obtained 
either from manufacturer data or experimental testing. For panels constructed with 
distributed ties, the force contribution per length can be lumped at discrete locations and 
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the analysis can use this same procedure. Steps H through J are iterated until the 
contribution of all ties within the loaded half span have been accounted for. 
For ties that lie outside the span, a linear slip profile is assumed outward from the 
last two ties within the span, and all remaining tie deformations are extrapolated 
accordingly. The total shear force contribution of all ties on the half panel is then summed 
using Equation 18 (step K) and multiplied by eccentricity, e, taken as the distance between 
wythe centroids as illustrated in Figure 29K, to determine the supplemental force couple 
caused by the shear ties. For panels with asymmetrical shear tie distributions and/or non-
uniform loading, the tie shear force contributions are first summed from the location of the 
peak panel bending moment outward to either support and the side with the lowest total 
shear force is used as a conservative estimate to calculate the total supplemental moment 
resistance. The supplemental moment resistance is added to the non-composite moment 
(step L) at each displacement increment with the caveat that the total partial composite 
resistance cannot exceed the composite resistance, as shown in Equation 19. Finally, the 
percent composite action (PCA) of the panel is determined (step M) with Equation 20. The 
calculated PCA value is used to interpolate between the non-composite and composite 
moment and curvature responses (see Equation 21 and 10) before the onset of the second 
iteration. The partially-composite response curve obtained from this interpolation is then 
used to compute the updated relative tie deformations. The procedure, Steps F to M, are 
iterated until the PCA at each displacement step converges. This iterative procedure 
represents an efficient way to calculate the partially-composite response of insulated wall 
panels. 
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Figure 29 - Response estimation for partially composite panels 
𝜃 𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = ∫ 𝜙 𝑖,𝑘(𝑥) 𝑚𝜃𝑗(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝐿
0
 Equation 15 
where ϕi,k is the curvature distribution of the non-composite section at load increment wi, 
mθ,j(x) is the virtual moment distribution over the length due to the applied moment at each 
tie location, j. 
𝑒 =
𝑡1
2
+ 𝑡2 +
𝑡3
2
 Equation 16 
𝛿𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = 𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 Equation 17 
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where e is the eccentricity between the geometric centroids of each wythe and θi,j,k is the 
rotation at each tie location calculated using Equation 15. 
𝐹𝑖,𝑘 = ∑ 𝑓𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑁
𝑗=1
 Equation 18 
where N is the number of ties on the panel span and fi,j,k is the force in each shear tie, j, due 
to the deformation of each tie δi,j,k from the incrementally applied load wi. 
𝑀𝑃𝐶 𝑖,𝑘 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑀𝐶 𝑖,  𝑀𝑁𝐶 𝑖 + 𝐹𝑖,𝑘 𝑒) Equation 19 
where MC,i is the moment capacity of the composite panel at deflection Δi, and MNC,i is the 
moment capacity of the non-composite panel at deflection Δi. 
𝑃𝐶𝐴 𝑖,𝑘 = 100 
𝑀𝑃𝐶 𝑖,𝑘 − 𝑀𝑁𝐶 𝑖
𝑀𝐶 𝑖 − 𝑀𝑁𝐶 𝑖
 Equation 20 
𝜙𝑃𝐶 𝑖,𝑘+1 = 𝑃𝐶𝐴 𝑖,𝑘 (𝜙𝐶 − 𝜙𝑁𝐶) + 𝜙𝑁𝐶  Equation 21 
𝑀𝑃𝐶 𝑖,𝑘+1 = 𝑃𝐶𝐴 𝑖,𝑘 (𝑀𝐶 − 𝑀𝑁𝐶) + 𝑀𝑁𝐶  Equation 22 
where ϕC, ϕNC, MC and MNC are the composite and non-composite curvature and moment 
response vectors, respectively. 
4.4 Comparison with Experimental Test Data 
The results of several recent experimental tests on precast insulated wall panels are 
used to validate the proposed model. Six wall panel configurations are considered as shown 
in Figure 30. Test data are obtained from Naito et al. [20], Trasborg [28] and Tomlinson 
and Fam [65]. Panels IWP 1 to 2 and IWP 4 to 6 measured 3.66 m (12 ft.) in total length 
and were subject to a uniformly distributed load within a simply-supported span of 3.05 m 
(10 ft.) as illustrated in Figure 30. Panel IWP 3 measured 2.7 m (8.86 ft.) in total length 
and was loaded in four-point bending as detailed in Figure 30. The shear ties used in each 
panel are shown in Table 9 and Figure 31. Shear tie constitutive properties were adopted 
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from experimental tests [63,66] and tie manufacturer specifications. The tie shear force-
deformation relationships are shown in Figure 32. Note that since tie type D is a distributed 
shear tie, a tributary width of 203.2 mm (8 in.) was used to transform it to into an equivalent 
discrete tie for use in the model. It should be noted that for the following comparisons, 
iterations of percent composite action were stopped once the solution converged to within 
a 1% difference of the composite action guess at each load increment. 
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Figure 30 - Tested insulated wall panel configurations from [20,28,65] 
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Table 9 – Shear tie matrix 
Identification Source Type Material Size 
A Thermomass® 
Non-Composite 
(MC) 
GFRP pin MC 20/50 
B Thermomass® Composite (CC) GFRP pin 
CC 150-50-50-
50 
C Thermomass® X Series GFRP pin X60-305 
D Altus Group® C-Grid® 
CFRP 
grid 
C50 – 1.8 x 1.6 
E 
Tomlinson and 
Fam [66] 
N/A BFRP pin B45T6 
 
Figure 31 - Illustration of shear ties with dimensions 
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Figure 32 – Force-deformation relationships of shear ties used to construct panels 
An illustration of the model is first used to show displacement-dependent shear tie 
and panel behavior. Figure 33 illustrates the series of calculations that constitute the 
partially composite member analysis. These include (a) the base rotation in each tie and the 
associated shear deformation, (b) the force in each row of shear ties and the percentage of 
composite action, and (c) panel pressure capacity as a function of the midspan displacement 
for panel IWP 4 (see Figure 30d). As expected, tie rotation and deformation increase with 
increasing panel deflections. Also, Figure 33a shows that the shear ties closest to midspan 
(row j=5 – see Figure 30d) exhibit lower deformation compared to those closest to the 
supports (row j=1), again as expected. The effect of shear tie deformation on the force in 
each row is illustrated in Figure 33b. A low ductility, high strength tie (type C) near the 
edge (row j=1) begins to fail at a much smaller panel deflection than the remaining higher 
ductility ties. Strength degradation of ties in row j=1 has a significant influence on the level 
of composite action (Figure 33b) as the peak row force and peak composite action occur at 
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the same panel deflection. Figure 33c further shows that the panel’s lateral pressure 
capacity is deformation-dependent. These observations are contrary to many design 
assumptions which only consider strength limit states of insulated wall panels [67]. 
To illustrate convergence of the proposed iterative approach, the error percentage 
between assumed and calculated percent composite values, PCA (see Equation 20), of 
panel IWP 4 (see Figure 30) was plotted as a function of iteration step, k, for the first 25.4 
mm (1 in.) of midspan panel displacement in increments of 2.54 mm (0.1 in.) as shown in 
Figure 34. The results show that for this particular example, the percent composite level 
for each displacement increment converges to within the specified tolerance of +/- 1% 
composite action in ten steps or less, depending on the displacement increment. It is 
important to note that the number of iteration steps required for convergence will vary 
based on the complexity of the model and the tolerance specified by the user. 
 
Figure 33 - Displacement-dependent shear tie and panel behavior for IWP 4 
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Figure 34 – Error percentage between assumed and calculated percent composite values 
as a function of iteration step, k, for the first 25.4 mm (1 in.) of panel midspan 
displacement for IWP 4 
Figure 35 presents a comparison between the proposed model and experimental 
testing data for the six panels. Multiple tests were conducted on most panels, resulting in a 
distribution of measured response. For those panels a shaded region that bounds the 
experimental response is plotted. The exception is Panel IWP 3 (Figure 35c), for which 
only one set of data was available. Panel response calculated using the previously discussed 
computational modeling approach is also included in subplots a-b and d-f for additional 
comparison. Panel IWP 3 is not examined using computational modeling due to the use of 
concrete rails which encroach on the insulation layer and complicate the cross-sectional 
geometry. Both applied pressure and panel end slip are shown as a function of midspan 
deformation. The results indicate that the proposed model and computational approach 
show good conservative agreement with the experimental results. The pressure capacity of 
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both models trends toward the lower bound of the experimental results, and end slip 
response from the models is larger in every case considered here. The results also compare 
especially well for panels constructed with discrete shear ties (Figure 35a-e). The accuracy 
of the proposed model with both experimental results and computational modeling 
validates the proposed iteration-based model for use in predicting the response of insulated 
wall panels. 
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Figure 35 - Comparison of proposed model and the computational model with 
experimental data for panels IWP 1 to 6 (subplots a to f, respectively) 
4.5 Parametric Studies 
The proposed model can be used to predict the response of wall panels constructed 
with a broad range of concrete wythe cross-section geometries, insulation layer thicknesses 
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and shear tie arrangements. To illustrate the practicality of using this method as a design 
and analysis tool and to determine the effect of tie ductility on overall panel response, two 
parametric studies involving four hypothetical insulated wall panel configurations (Figure 
36a through d) are conducted. 
4.5.1 Parametric Study A – Applicability of the model as a design tool 
The first study examines the applicability of the model as a design tool, 
incorporating the effects of varying shear tie arrangements and constitutive properties on 
global panel response. All panel configurations have the same wythe cross section 
geometry, overall length and simply-supported span as IWP 4 (see Figure 30). The 
constitutive properties of the ties are depicted in Figure 37. Four hypothetical tie types are 
considered: C, F, G, and H. Type C is a larger tie with higher strength and ductility 
compared to the other 3, and it is used only in IWP 7 (as shown with the larger tie markings 
in Figure 36a). Ties G and H have the same initial and unloading stiffness as F but have 
two and three times the ductility of F, respectively. The arrangement of ties with their 
corresponding constitutive properties are designed such that the panel IWP 7 (with tie type 
C), IWP 8 (with tie type G), and IWP 9 (with tie type H) have comparative moment 
capacity. The panels are examined using the proposed model. The pressure versus 
deformation response for all panel cases is shown in Figure 38 along with the 
corresponding percentage of composite action at the peak capacity. The results indicate 
that similar flexural strengths can be achieved with several tie configurations, such as a 
few closely spaced strong connectors (IWP 7) or a larger number of low strength 
connectors (IWP 8 and 9). Due to the high stiffness and strength of the type C ties, the 
IWP7 panel reaches its peak strength at a much lower deformation than IWP 8 or 9, which 
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both use a denser distribution of connectors with lower strength and stiffness. The ties in 
Panels IWP 8 and 9 have the same yield strength, but the ties in IWP 9 have increased 
ductility and are placed closer together near the end of the panel. Figure 38 shows IWP 8 
and 9 with nearly the same peak pressure capacity, but IWP 9 reaches a higher global panel 
deformation due to the increased ductility. This also illustrates the effect of tie 
configuration, where panels with varying layouts and different ties can achieve similar peak 
panel strength yet with significantly different panel deformations. As illustrated in this 
parametric study, the tie properties and arrangement can be used to customize the global 
flexibility, strength and ductility of an insulated panel in accordance with a variety of 
design objectives. 
 
Figure 36 – Panel configurations IWP 7-10 (a-d) used in the parametric study (all 
dimensions in mm) 
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Figure 37 – Shear force-deformation relationships of shear ties used in the two parametric 
studies 
 
Figure 38 – Estimated pressure-deformation response of IWP 7 through IWP 9 
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4.5.2 Parametric Study B – Effect of tie ductility on global panel response 
In the second parametric study, a progressive shear tie failure mechanism is used 
to illustrate the effects of tie ductility on the global composite percentage and overall 
response of a panel. Under uniform load with simple boundary conditions, the largest inter-
layer slip in an idealized panel will occur at each end of the panel and approach zero at 
midspan. Consequently, ties placed at the end of the panel will contribute more shear 
resistance and reach their fracture deformation before ties located closer to midspan. 
Similarly, at later stages of the response when displacements are larger, ties located closer 
to midspan will engage and provide increasing shear contributions. To illustrate this 
concept, panel configuration IWP 10 (Figure 36) is analyzed with three different shear ties 
F, G, and H (Figure 37). Figure 39a, c, and e present estimated pressure – deflection 
responses of the IWP 10 with ties F, G and H, respectively. Three critical milestones, first 
yield of the reinforcement, peak capacity and ultimate response (defined here as a global 
panel deformation of 15.5 cm (6.1 in.)), are chosen to illustrate the progression of shear tie 
failures. Figure 39b, d, and f illustrate the shear force in each tie along the length of the 
panel half-span (due to symmetry) at the three milestones for tie type F, G, and H, 
respectively. When the steel reinforcement in the tension wythe yields, all tie types (F-H) 
provide the same resistance with the four connectors nearest the end of the panel in the 
plastic range and the others in the elastic range. At this level of response, the IWP 10 tie 
arrangement and mechanical properties produces a panel with 60% of the composite 
strength (i.e. milestone 1 in Figure 39a, c, and e). At the peak strength of each panel (i.e. 
milestone 2), the majority of ties are at or near their plastic capacity. As the ductility of the 
connectors increases, the ties can maintain the internal shear couple at larger deformations 
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and thereby allow the panels to utilize their overall flexural strength longer. For example, 
ties G and H both enable 63% composite action at the peak capacity, versus 59% for tie F. 
The actual strength and deformation level at peak for tie H, however, is higher than that for 
G because both the composite and non-composite panel strengths increase at larger 
deformations. Tie type H is able to remain stable under larger deformations than G because 
of the greater ductility in the tie. Tie type F achieves lower composite action at peak 
strength because the plastic deformation capacity of the tie is not large enough to allow all 
ties to become plastic before the end tie loses strength and the panel “unzips.” As the 
deformation increases past the peak strength, progressive shear tie failures occur as 
illustrated in the decrease in tie strength and drop in flexural capacity. For tie F, five rows 
of ties fail when the panel reaches the deformation of 15.5 cm (6.1 in.). If the ductility of 
the tie is doubled (tie G), three rows of ties fail - if the ductility is tripled (tie H), tie integrity 
is maintained. Therefore, the flexural strength and percentage of composite action increases 
at the ultimate deformation level with increases in tie ductility. 
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Figure 39 – Effect of progressive tie failure on performance of panel IWP 10 
4.6 Summary and Conclusions 
A simplified model was developed to assess the flexural behavior of partially-
composite precast concrete insulated wall panels. The approach accounts for concrete 
wythe flexural behavior as well as the constitutive properties and geometric arrangement 
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of the ties used to transfer shear forces between the wythes. To determine the percentage 
of composite action between the wythes, the proposed model uses an iterative method to 
calculate relative tie deformations and resulting shear forces. These forces create force 
couples which are superimposed onto the non-composite panel response at each iteration 
step as an additional moment. An OpenSees computational model was also used to 
illustrate the accuracy of the proposed model for estimating both interface slip and global 
flexural response. Using these two modeling approaches, the individual performance of 
each shear tie can also be closely monitored and compared. The proposed model accurately 
estimates the pressure-deformation and end slip response of six experimental tests 
representative of insulated wall panel construction. Also, the proposed model and the 
OpenSees computation model show good agreement, indicating that the approximations 
used in the iteration-based model are acceptable. 
Two parametric studies were performed to illustrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed model as a simplified design and analysis tool and to show the effects on tie 
ductility on overall panel response. Specifically, the approach was used to illustrate how 
tie properties and placement can directly impact the global pressure-displacement response. 
The results of the study show that constitutive properties and spatial arrangement of the tie 
connectors can be configured to vary the panel’s flexural ductility and stiffness while 
achieving the same strength in response to lateral pressure. Tie ductility is also shown to 
directly impact the deformation capacity of the panel. Low ductility ties result in early 
strength degradation of the tie, considerably reducing the level of composite action as well 
as the panel overall deformation capacity and strength.  
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5. DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF A DUCTILE SHEAR TIE SYSTEM 
5.1 Background 
This paper examines the development and experimental evaluation of a proprietary 
shear tie system for insulated concrete wall panels. Precast insulated wall panels provide 
similar benefits as solid wall panels including structural strength, efficient erection, and 
economic fabrication; however, insulated panels provide the additional benefit of increased 
sustainability and enhanced thermal resistance provided by the insulation layer. These 
components typically feature a cross-section consisting of three layers: a continuous 
insulation layer sandwiched by two reinforced or prestressed concrete wythes. A series of 
discrete or continuous shear ties are installed through the insulation layer to connect the 
concrete wythes and allow the panels to act compositely in flexure. The ties are commonly 
manufactured using materials with relatively low thermal conductivity, such as polymers, 
fiberglass or carbon fiber composites, to prevent thermal bridging (i.e., transfer of thermal 
energy across the insulation layer) through the section. The presence of thermal bridging 
can significantly nullify the presence of the foam in between the concrete wythes if many 
shear ties are installed. The use of composite materials may result in a brittle failure mode 
of the ties which can often be sufficient for design against conventional loading but may 
restrict the contribution of the ties in components designed using performance-based 
methodologies. An innovative shear tie for use in insulated concrete wall panels and 
tailored for compatibility with performance-based design strategies is presented in this 
paper. These ties, designed to provide enhanced ductility, are suitable for panels subjected 
to extreme loading conditions, such as blasts, in addition to conventional loads. A series of 
experimental shear tests were conducted to evaluate the performance of the ties and to 
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facilitate the development of design recommendations for use in fabrication of insulated 
wall panels. Several tests were also conducted at varying loading rates to emulate the 
behavior of ties in blast-resistant panels. Lastly, implications of these outcomes for 
insulated wall panel design and analysis procedures are also discussed. The innovative ties 
provide an alternative to current systems to enhance the performance and mechanical 
efficiency of insulated wall panels, especially for high risk building envelopes. 
5.1.1 Insulated Wall Panel and Shear Tie Behavior 
This paper examines the development and experimental evaluation of a proprietary 
shear tie system for insulated concrete wall panels. Precast insulated wall panels provide 
similar benefits as solid wall panels including structural strength, efficient erection, and 
economic fabrication; however, insulated panels provide the additional benefit of increased 
sustainability and enhanced thermal resistance provided by the insulation layer. These 
components typically feature a cross-section consisting of three layers: a continuous 
insulation layer sandwiched by two reinforced or prestressed concrete wythes. A series of 
discrete or continuous shear ties are installed through the insulation layer to connect the 
concrete wythes and allow the panels to act compositely in flexure. The ties are commonly 
manufactured using materials with relatively low thermal conductivity, such as polymers, 
fiberglass or carbon fiber composites, to prevent thermal bridging (i.e., transfer of thermal 
energy across the insulation layer) through the section. The presence of thermal bridging 
can significantly nullify the presence of the foam in between the concrete wythes if many 
shear ties are installed. The use of composite materials may result in a brittle failure mode 
of the ties which can often be sufficient for design against conventional loading but may 
restrict the contribution of the ties in components designed using performance-based 
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methodologies. An innovative shear tie for use in insulated concrete wall panels and 
tailored for compatibility with performance-based design strategies is presented in this 
paper. These ties, designed to provide enhanced ductility, are suitable for panels subjected 
to extreme loading conditions, such as blasts, in addition to conventional loads. A series of 
experimental shear tests were conducted to evaluate the performance of the ties and to 
facilitate the development of design recommendations for use in fabrication of insulated 
wall panels. Several tests were also conducted at varying loading rates to emulate the 
behavior of ties in blast-resistant panels. Lastly, implications of these outcomes for 
insulated wall panel design and analysis procedures are also discussed. The innovative ties 
provide an alternative to current systems to enhance the performance and mechanical 
efficiency of insulated wall panels, especially for high risk building envelopes. 
Insulated concrete wall panels can be detailed to exhibit a specified degree of 
composite action between the two outer concrete wythes. For example, the use of a very 
stiff tie would theoretically allow the wall panel to act as fully composite and thus behave 
as a single reinforced and/or prestressed concrete beam with top and bottom curtains of 
reinforcement (see Figure 24A). A very soft tie would allow the two wythes to respond 
independent (non-compositely) of each other (Figure 24B). In this case, their respective 
load deformation relationships can be superimposed into the global performance of the 
whole system. Deformable shear ties realistically exhibit partially composite behavior 
which implies that the response of the wall system lies somewhere between the non-
composite and fully composite bounds (Figure 24C). This increases the level of complexity 
for both their design and detailing and the design of the wall systems to which they are 
implemented. 
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Current design guidelines for insulated precast concrete wall panels [68] utilize a 
strength-based approach and necessitate shear ties to provide sufficient strength to achieve 
fully composite panel section behavior. The number of ties required varies depending on 
wall panel geometry and material properties, tie constitutive properties and insulation 
material type. Shear resistance is often collectively provided by the mechanical response 
of ties in additional to friction and chemical bond between insulation and concrete wythes. 
For these reasons, shear tests often reflect these conditions in order to determine proper 
design values for wall panels. Several currently available shear ties exhibit elastic-brittle 
behavior [63] catered towards achieving a composite section using strength-based design 
calculations. Conventional assumptions [68] imply that all ties reach their peak strength at 
the same time and simultaneous with the nominal flexural capacity of the component. 
Recent studies have shown that the spatial distribution of shear force is not uniform across 
all ties which has significant influence on both ductility and expected capacity of wall 
panels [4,69]. The innovative shear tie system is suited for panels designed using 
performance-based methodologies to facilitate efficient and more cost-effective 
components. 
5.1.2 Applicability for Blast-Resistant Wall Panels 
As mentioned in the previous section, shear ties are commonly specified using a 
strength-based approach. While this is viable for conventional loading conditions, many 
ties exhibit elastic-brittle behavior [63] which may lead to degradation of shear transfer 
capacity between the concrete wythes and thus a reduction in the capacity of the panel, 
especially at larger deformations. The performance of the new tie system was assessed 
using a displacement-based design and analysis approach, in addition to satisfying 
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conventional strength requirements, specifically catered to allow ties to maintain design 
capacity under large deformations associated with accidental and intentional impact and 
explosions. Most shear ties are designed to withstand conventional life cycle loads such as 
lifting during construction and wind loads during service; however, no shear ties exist 
which account for extreme events such as a blast load. Most government or other high risk 
facilities mandate both energy and security requirements. An ideal solution to both 
requirements is a precast insulated wall panel with shear ties designed for high explosive 
detonations. In blast design, the primary mode of energy dissipation and evaluation is panel 
deformation. By designing a shear tie with a large amount of ductility, the wall panel can 
displace more energy generated during a detonation before failing reducing the risk to 
inhabiting occupants. 
Response criteria for antiterrorism design utilize several damage levels as a 
function of blast-induced deformation [8]. Conventional blast design standards [5,39] 
commonly specify an elastic-perfectly-plastic resistance function for concrete components 
which do not directly consider realistic failure mechanisms or limit states of insulated wall 
panels. This often implies that, regardless of shear tie type or properties, the panel is able 
to withstand the blast loading and maintain structural integrity at relatively large 
deformations. While elastic-brittle ties may adequately satisfy strength requirements, their 
inherent lack of ductility may prevent wall panels from reaching higher damage levels. The 
proprietary shear tie system was designed to provide stable ductility which prolongs their 
structural integrity and facilitates larger allowable wall panel deformations. This is 
achieved through a stable plastic hinge mechanism to ensure the development of controlled 
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plasticity. Specific details regarding the design and development of the ties will be 
discussed in the upcoming sections of this paper. 
5.1.3 Recent Developments in Ductile Shear Connectors and Materials 
Previous studies have demonstrated the applicability and benefits for using ductile 
connectors in composite structural systems. Dias and Jorge [52] showed that increasing the 
ductility of shear connectors can result in additional moment capacity and help to maximize 
the midspan deflection of the components. The results of this study also illustrated that 
avoiding premature failures in connectors has a direct effect on increasing the ultimate 
deformation capacity of the structure. Zhang and Gauvreau [70] demonstrated that a timber 
concrete composite system using ductile shear connectors developed reliable softening 
before failure and maintained overall efficiency of the connectors after yielding. A similar 
objective was identified for insulated concrete wall panels in this study using thermally 
efficient shear ties.  
As mentioned previously in this paper, materials with low thermal conductivity are 
favorable for shear ties to mitigate localized thermal bridging through the panel section. 
For these reasons, ties fabricated using polymer-based materials, such as glass fiber-
reinforced polymer (FRP), basalt FRP [66] and other composites, have been recently 
developed. While these materials provide sufficient strength and stiffness to satisfy 
strength requirements for insulated wall panels, they typically lack sufficient deformation 
ductility for compatibility with displacement-based performance evaluations which are 
common in blast-resistant design practices. For these reasons, an extensive search was 
conducted to select a polymer with stable ductility in addition to providing adequate 
flexural and tensile strength. Several studies have demonstrated the mechanical 
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performance of polycarbonate for impact resistance and other high strain rate applications 
[71–73], most notably highlighting its deformation behavior under these dynamic loading 
conditions [72]. The mechanical performance of polycarbonate has also been characterized 
as a function of strain rate [74,75] and demonstrated ability to maintain adequate ductility 
under increasingly dynamic loading conditions. 
5.2 Prototype Shear Tie Design 
5.2.1 Cross-Section 
During preliminary studies, several cross-sectional variations were examined for 
effectiveness in meeting strength design requirements and promoting stable ductility in the 
shear tie legs. Ultimately, a wide-flanged cross-section was implemented due to its 
efficiency resisting both shear and flexural demands, in addition to possessing optimal 
geometry for stable plastic hinge formation. A schematic showing the critical dimensions 
of each tie leg is shown in Figure 40. The middle section (5.08 cm) of the tie resides within 
the insulation layer and thus spans between the two concrete wythes as shown in Figure 
40. The bottom of each leg consists of a flat bearing surface eventually terminating at a 
tapered end to facilitate enhanced resistance of the tie to a concrete pullout failure 
mechanism and ease of insertion into wet concrete, respectively. Lastly, the top portion of 
the legs provides connectivity between adjacent legs, in addition to providing pullout 
resistance of tie in the top concrete wythe. Further development, fabrication and 
experimental performance of other variants, such as increasing those suite for larger 
insulation thicknesses, will be explored in future research by the author. 
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Figure 40 – Critical shear tie dimensions for DT2 (all dimensions in cm) 
5.2.2 Leg Configurations 
Three different tie configurations were developed and evaluated in this study: four 
(DT24), three (DT23) and two legs (DT22) as illustrated in Figure 41a, b and c, 
respectively. This was done to diversify the applications for this product by providing a 
high, standard and low strength composite tie, respectively. The DT22 variant was 
designed to be compatible with current non-composite tie systems and is intended for use 
in non-composite panels or in lower strength composite components. This version of the 
tie can also be used in locations where shear demands are relatively low but tensile 
resistance is required for lifting or handling loads. The DT23 version provides standard-
level resistance and is intended for use in standard panel designs with uniformly spaced 
ties. Lastly, DT24 was also developed to provide higher shear resistance for larger panels 
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or in regions where inter-wythe shear slip must be minimized. The effect of using 
combinations of the three tie variants in different insulated wall panel configurations will 
be discussed in an upcoming, parallel paper by the author. 
 
Figure 41 - Shear tie variants: DT24 (a), DT23 (b) and DT22 (c) 
5.2.3 Nominal Horizontal Shear and Plastic Moment Capacities 
The design shear and moment capacities were determined using a standard plastic 
section analysis typically performed for steel sections. Based on the previously selected 
wide-flange cross-sections, the plastic section modulus (Z) was calculated using Equation 
23, where the dimension variables are visually defined in Figure 40. The plastic moment 
capacity (MP) was then calculated using Z and the material yield strength (σY) from tensile 
testing as show in Equation 24. Lastly, the ultimate horizontal shear capacity (VP) of the 
whole tie was calculated as a function of the plastic moment capacity (MP) of each tie leg, 
the number of tie legs [2, 3, or 4] (n) and the span length (L) (i.e., insulation layer thickness) 
as shown in Equation 25. 
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𝑀𝑃 = 𝜎𝑌Z Equation 24 
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𝑉𝑃 =
2n𝑀𝑃
𝐿
 Equation 25 
The methodology used to calculate shear capacity relies on the assumption that the 
tie legs can develop their full plastic moment capacity at each support (i.e., interface with 
concrete wythes). Realistically, embedment of the legs in concrete may not facilitate a 
completely fixed boundary condition as the concrete can experience localized crushing, 
potentially contributing to a premature failure mechanism. Therefore, these idealized 
design values will be compared with the results of models with varying complexities using 
both computational and finite element modeling approaches later in this report. 
5.2.4 Concrete Pullout Resistance 
The bottom end of each tie leg was designed to satisfy concrete pull-out strength 
requirements. A bearing surface was added behind the pointed ends to provide pull-out 
resistance and was sized appropriately to avoid premature localized concrete crushing in 
this region. This was done by equating the limiting force to cause net section tension failure 
of a tie leg to the peak compressive capacity of the concrete behind the tapered ends and 
solving for the required bearing area as shown in Equation 26 where Ab is the required 
bearing area of each tie leg (see Figure 42), Ans (see Figure 42) is the limiting net section 
area of a tie leg (equal to 111.42 mm2) and f’c is the concrete compressive strength. A 
concrete compressive strength of 27.6 MPa (4000 psi) was estimated as a lower-bound 
value based on conventional mix designs used by precast concrete fabricators. This 
conservative prediction will help to establish confidence that the provided bearing area is 
sufficient for higher strength concrete mixes. 
𝐴𝑏 =
𝜎𝑌𝐴𝑛𝑠
0.85 𝑓′𝑐
 Equation 26 
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The top end of the ties were also designed to provide concrete pull-out resistance, 
in addition to connecting all ties legs together as one part. Sufficient anchorage of the top 
end ensures that the top wythe of an insulated wall panel does not separate during lifting 
and handling. Whereas the bottom ends relied on a bearing surface, the pull-out resistance 
at the top is provided by concrete dowel action. Dowel action resistance, Q, was calculated 
using Equation 27 which was previously used to evaluate the experimental performance of 
a perforated tie embedded concrete [76] where Q is the pull-out resistance of the top end 
of the tie, n is the number of openings per tie and ADA is the area of each opening (equal to 
380.64 mm2). This calculation used the same concrete compressive strength used in 
Equation 26. 
𝑄 = 2𝑛𝐴𝐷𝐴1.6𝑓′𝑐 Equation 27 
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Figure 42 – Illustration of design parameters for concrete pullout resistance 
5.2.5 Material Selection 
In order to satisfy thermal and mechanical performance requirements, a series of 
polymer materials were evaluated for use in the shear tie system. Most conventional shear 
tie systems are fabricated using polymers to mitigate any thermal bridging effects through 
the insulation layer of the panel. Metallic ties can act as thermal conductors, potentially 
nullify the enhanced thermal resistance provided by the insulation. In addition to thermal 
performance, a polymer with a large tensile elongation capacity was also desired to satisfy 
the ductility design objective mentioned previously in this report. Several different 
reinforced and unreinforced polymer types, including nylon, ABS and polycarbonate, were 
initially selected due to their prescribed elongation properties. The first step of preliminary 
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testing included procuring tensile stress-strain performance in accordance with ASTM 
D638 [77] to characterize the strength and ductility of each material. Although the addition 
of reinforcing strands in reinforced polymers facilitated larger allowable strengths, these 
materials typically exhibited brittle behavior and were unable to meet ductility 
requirements. Ultimately, an unreinforced polycarbonate resin (PC) was chosen due to its 
ability to provide sustained tensile strength over a large elongation as illustrated in Figure 
43. Several other polymer types, including acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), a 
PC/ABS blend and polylactic acid (PLA), tested in this study are also plotted in Figure 43 
for comparison. These materials exhibit significantly less ductility relative to the 
unreinforced PC, with a few samples resembling an elastic-brittle response. The qualitative 
behavior of polycarbonate closely resembles that of structural steel with its ability to 
develop distributed, stable plasticity and thus accrue larger deformations without 
sacrificing strength. A major difference qualitatively observed between the two materials 
was the lack of strain hardening in the polycarbonate. Rather than develop larger strengths 
at larger deformations, this material resembles a perfectly-plastic behavior after the initial 
onset of plasticity. The results of these tensile tests were then used in computational and 
finite element models to determine the shear and flexural resistance of the ties. The details 
of the modeling efforts will be discussed in the upcoming sections of this report. 
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Figure 43 - Tensile stress-strain relationships of various polymer samples tested in this 
study 
 
5.3 Mechanical Response Modeling 
Two numerical modeling phases were used to determine the expected capacity of 
the shear tie system. These efforts were used to facilitate a more accurate estimation of tie 
strength and ductility, considering realistic boundary conditions and load application 
patterns, which are not fully accounted for in the simplified design assumptions (see 
Section 5.2.3). The first phase used computational modeling software, OpenSees [18], to 
develop a fiber-beam based model which considers the non-linear stress-strain 
performance of the polycarbonate material and semi-rigid boundary conditions to account 
for the concrete and polycarbonate interface. The second approach utilized Abaqus [78] to 
develop a more complex finite element model aimed at fully capturing the contribution of 
concrete-polycarbonate interaction surfaces, distributed polycarbonate plasticity and 
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effects detailing modifications. These modeling approaches will be used to compare with 
experimental test data later in this report. Specific details of each modeling effort will be 
discussed in the following subsections. 
5.3.1 Computational Modeling (OpenSees) 
The computational modeling architecture was based upon previous modeling of 
solid concrete wall panels by Gombeda et al. [33] (see Chapter 2). A schematic of the 
model, including material definitions is shown in Figure 44. The tie legs were modeled 
using Displacement-Based Beam-Column elements [18], whose cross sections are 
discretized into fibers and include integration points distributed uniformly along their 
length. The number of integration points needed for a particular analysis may depend on 
the sensitivity of the model and desired convergence tolerances. Fiber-based planar beam-
column elements (with three degrees of freedom at each node) can extract all relevant 
performance metrics and utilization of constitutive properties at much greater 
computational efficiency than three-dimensional finite element models. Since the span 
length (i.e., insulation thickness) for this study was two inches, a single element was used 
with three integration points along its length. A minimum number of eight fibers per inch 
through the depth of the cross-section was chosen based on a preliminary element 
sensitivity study. 
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Figure 44 - Schematic of computational modeling setup 
To model the effects of concrete embedment, zeroLength [18] elements were used 
to connect the beam-column element to the supports on either end as illustrated in Figure 
44. The axial spring (S1) was modeled using the net section ultimate strength of the shear 
tie legs. Shear (S2) and rotational (S3) resistance was modeled using concrete constitutive 
properties and axial strength was based upon pullout testing and net section failure capacity 
of the tie legs. Concrete material behavior is modeled using Popovics model [19] 
(designated in OpenSees as material type Concrete04 [18]). Linear tension softening is 
used to facilitate numerical convergence once concrete fibers reach the tensile threshold 
for cracking. The slope of the linear tension softening branch was selected to balance the 
mechanical performance of the model with the need to avoid premature numerical non-
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convergence. After performing a sensitivity study, a baseline ratio of ultimate concrete 
tensile strain to cracking strain of 1.5 was initially chosen [33] (see Chapter 2). This ratio 
was adjusted within +/- 0.05, if needed, to facilitate numerical convergence as mentioned 
above. 
The results of this computational modeling approach are plotted in Figure 45. The 
design shear capacity, Vp, for each case is also plotted for comparison. As expected, the 
computational results exhibit larger peak capacity, relative to the design strength, due to 
the inclusion of expected material strengths (see Figure 43). These results will be also 
compared with full scale double shear testing results later in this paper. 
 
Figure 45 – Calculated shear force vs. deformation relationships for each shear tie variant 
using the computational model approach 
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5.3.2 Finite Element Modeling (Abaqus) 
A complex finite element (FE) model aimed at fully capturing the behavior of the 
shear tie legs and their interaction with the surrounding concrete was developed using 
Abaqus [78]. This approach features three-dimensional representation of a single tie 
embedded in concrete wythes on either end. A detailed schematic of the FE model setup is 
illustrated in Figure 46. Due to computational demands, only the DT24 tie behavior was 
examined using this modeling approach. If needed, the results of this case may be 
extrapolated for other unbonded cases depending upon the number of shear tie legs. 
Surface-to-surface contact interactions were used at all interfaces between ties and 
concrete. Small sliding was assumed with surface to surface discretization. Tangential 
behavior was modeled using an isotropic penalty friction formulation with a friction 
coefficient of 0.3. Normal behavior was accounted for using hard contact with allowable 
separation following contact. The bottom surface of the exterior (left) wythe was fully 
restrained as shown in Figure 46. Experimental shear tests were conducted using double-
shear specimens to mitigate any adverse effects of eccentric loading. Since the FE model 
assumed symmetry and considered only a single tie, the outside surface of the inner (right) 
wythe was restrained in the x-axis (along the center line indicated in Figure 46) to mitigate 
any effects of eccentric loading. The load was applied downward to the top surface of the 
inner (right) wythe in the y-axis. Initially, an insulation layer was included in the model 
but was later removed due to numerical convergence challenges and the lack of 
complicated foam material properties required in this case. The main focus of this model 
effort was to monitor the response of the tie, specifically the spread of plasticity, and its 
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interaction with the concrete wythes. Experimental testing of shear ties examines the 
mechanical contribution of the insulation layer and will be discussed later in this report. 
 
Figure 46 – Schematic of FE model configuration 
Ties were modeled using stress-strain data from tensile testing (see Section 5.2.5) 
and, initially, concrete was modeled as an elastic material to facilitate numerical 
convergence and ensure that tie leg embedment was properly accounted for. Popovics 
model [19] was later used to simulate expected material performance and monitor the 
potential for localized crushing near the embedments. A ten node quadratic tetrahedron 
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element (C3D10) was used for the tie and a four node linear tetrahedron element (C3D4) 
was implemented for the concrete wythes. Quadratic formulation was used for the ties due 
to the expected spatial distribution of plasticity and complex geometries, especially near 
the concrete interface. After a mesh sensitivity study, a seed size of approximately 6 mm 
was chosen to ensure both model accuracy and computational efficiency. 
The analysis was conducted using a static general step methodology over a pre-
determined displacement controlled history. Displacement was applied using a uniformly 
spaced amplitude in increments of 1 mm at each time step. This pseudo-static approach 
was chosen so that a full load-displacement history was accessible following the 
completion of the analysis. The reaction force output was measured at the boundary 
condition used to apply the displacement history. 
The results of this FE study will be compared with full scale experimental results 
of double shear tie testing later in this dissertation. Table 10 summarizes all design values 
for both flexural and concrete pullout resistance, in addition to comparing the design shear 
capacity, Vp, with the corresponding results of both models. The computational and finite 
element model results do not consider any additional shear force contribution provided by 
the insulation foam as shown in Table 10. The results show good agreement between 
computational models in most cases. The FE model prediction for the DT24 tie is slightly 
higher due to the apparent development of tension field behavior later in the resistance 
history. These shear capacities are slightly larger than those calculated using simplified 
design methods since these higher fidelity models incorporate expected material strengths 
and full non-linear constitutive properties. Comparisons of these design values with 
experimental data will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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Table 10 - Summary of design values and model predictions 
 Concrete Pullout 
Resistance 
Design 
Computational 
Model 
FE Model 
(without foam) 
Tie ID 
Bottom 
Wythe 
Ab (mm2) 
Top 
Wythe 
Q (kN) 
MP 
(kN-mm) 
VP 
(kN) 
VP 
(kN) 
VP 
(kN) 
DT22 
229.39 
67.19 
39.19 
3.09 3.67 N/A 
DT23 100.78 4.63 5.51 N/A 
DT24 134.37 6.17 7.34 10.77 
 
5.4 Shear Tie Manufacturing 
5.4.1 Scaled Prototypes 
Scaled shear tie leg prototypes were manufactured once preliminary designs were 
identified and subsequently modeled using the two approaches discussed previously in this 
report. Scaled specimens were manufactured at Lehigh University’s manufacturing 
laboratory and enlisted the use of CNC milling and injection molding machines. Scaling 
of the full shear tie prototype was limited to a maximum of 70% by the Nissei PS40E54A, 
an injection molding machine with a 40 cm3 shot capacity (see Figure 47). For this reason, 
scaled prototypes of the tie legs only were manufactured to maximum the scaling of the 
critical regions of the part. Four initial scaled part variations were considered: a 7.62 cm (3 
in.) tie with a prismatic cross-section (X3), a 7.62 cm (3 in.) tie with a linearly varying 
flange profile (XN3), a 10.16 cm (4 in.) tie with a prismatic cross-section (X4) and a 10.16 
cm (4 in.) tie with a linearly varying flange profile (XN4). The linearly varying flange 
profiles were intended to facilitate a large spatial distribution of plasticity and thus 
enhanced deformation capacity as discussed previously. Illustrations and span lengths of 
each variant are shown in Figure 48 where the white regions represent the part cavity, light 
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green indicates the injection runner and gate system and ejector pin holes are shaded in 
light purple. Each of the mold plates shown in Figure 48 is one-half of the total mold; all 
cavities are mirrored on the other half with the exception of the ejector pin holes. Since 
only tie legs were manufactured, prototype end details were included on either end for this 
round of initial fabrication and testing. The end details pictured in Figure 48 are not 
representative of the final product since a revision of the pull-out anchorage was included 
in part to optimize the full-scale fabrication of the ties following this round of testing. 
 
Figure 47 – Nissei PS40E54A injection molding machine at Lehigh University 
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Figure 48 - Mold plates for scaled injection molding of tie leg prototypes 
All scaled specimens were manufactured using a clear polycarbonate base resin 
with no additional glass fibers. Tensile coupons were continuously molded along with the 
tie leg specimens and tested to ensure different samples of the same material exhibited 
consistent material properties. Several injection molding challenges were encountered 
which resulted in slight variations in the design of the mold cavities and adjustments to the 
injection molding process. Many processing guidelines for polycarbonate recommend 
drying the material prior to molding due to its ability to accumulate small amounts of 
moisture when stored. Residual moisture in the material often lead to streaking or the 
formation of tiny air voids or bubbles as shown in Figure 49. In addition to drying the 
material using a Dri-Air 2000 machine prior to molding, mitigation of these problems was 
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attempted by manipulating several processing parameters, such as packing pressure, screw 
velocity and barrel temperatures on the injection molding machine. The scaled specimens 
were used to fabricate preliminary double shear testing specimens to assess the 
performance of the prototypes before commencing design and fabrication of the full scale 
molds. The results of these preliminary scaled tests will be discussed later in this report. 
 
Figure 49 - Scaled injection molded tie legs 
5.4.2 Full Scale Tie Manufacturing 
Following the successful completion of the scaled fabrication and testing phase, 
designs were finalized for the full scale completed part. This phase of the research was 
done in collaboration with ALP Supply and Patterson Plastics and Manufacturing, both 
based in the Greater Philadelphia, Pennsylvania area. ALP, a purveyor of precast concrete 
supplies and accessories, was previously included on the project as a consultant and to 
market, fabricate and distribute the product once finalized. Patterson, a sister company of 
ALP, provides comprehensive injection molding services and was relied upon for all 
manufacturing tasks relevant to the full-scale shear ties. Design and fabrication of the mold 
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plates and accompanying hardware was contracted to Venture Mold and Tool of 
Robbinsville, New Jersey. 
The mold plates were designed with modular inserts to allow production of all three 
tie leg variants (two, three and four legs) without requiring separate master mold plates as 
shown in Figure 50. Modular inserts were fabricated for each version by modifying the top 
portion of the tie based upon how many legs were included. For example, using the four 
leg insert allows all four fixed part cavities (see Figure 50) to fill with molten plastic 
whereas using the three leg inserts simply cuts off the flow of plastic to the leftmost bottom 
cavity as shown in the inset photo in the upper left corner of Figure 50. Ejector pin holes 
were machined into the opposing mold plate and thus are not shown in Figure 50. Unused 
space on the master mold plate was reserved for the cavity of a future tie variant (see Figure 
50) and is able to accommodate a 3” shear tie. 
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Figure 50 - Full-scale mold plate 
Full scale tie prototypes were manufacturing using a Nissei FNX 280 III (see Figure 
51) 2491 kN (280 ton) injection molding machine at Patterson’s facility. The polycarbonate 
material was dried for at least four hours using a desiccant dryer system prior to 
manufacturing and the mold plates were heated to a constant temperature of 73.9 °C 
(165°F) using an external heat source. A heated bushing was also used to prevent blockages 
at the head of the injection nozzle. These processes ensured that any residual moisture was 
removed from the polycarbonate and to mitigate any premature cooling of the part to 
produce a consistent high-quality finished product. A photo of a finished molded shear tie 
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is shown in Figure 52. The mechanical performance of these ties will be evaluated through 
experimental testing of double shear specimens and insulated wall panels later in this 
report. 
 
Figure 51 - Nissei FNX 280III injection molding machine at Patterson Plastics and 
Manufacturing 
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Figure 52 - Finished molded DT23 part 
5.5 Experimental testing 
Several test methods are currently available for evaluating shear tie performance, 
including ASTM E488-18 [79], ICC AC 320 [80], and ICC AC 422 [81]. ASTM E488-18 
was developed for anchors embedded in concrete, but has also been used as an approach 
for determination of shear tie strength. ICC AC320 adopted ASTM E488-18 for the 
determination of tension and shear of the connectors. This approach consists of shear 
loading on a connector embedded in concrete and does not examine the composite shear 
strength of the concrete-insulation/tie-concrete system and negates any flexural resistance 
of the ties. ICC AC422 was developed for distributed shear ties and consists of a double 
shear test. This testing approach is advantageous since it examines the full insulation 
system and inherently examines the flexural and shear capacities of the ties due to the 
eccentricity provided by the presence of the insulation layer in the specimen. A double 
shear approach also minimizes the effect of eccentricity on the transfer of forces within the 
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test specimen. This approach is similar to other shear tie tests conducted in previous 
research studies examining shear transfer in precast concrete elements [63,82]. 
Based on these findings, the double shear test method was implemented for 
evaluating the performance of the newly developed shear tie system. Experimental testing 
of double shear test specimens was conducted to determine the complete resistance 
function of each tie variant, the corresponding contribution of insulation and appropriate 
design values for insulated wall panels. The details of specimen design, test frame 
configuration and experimental results will be presented in the following subsections. 
5.5.1 Preliminary Scaled Testing 
Scaled prototype shear tie legs (see Section 5.4.1) were used to fabricate scaled 
double shear test specimens to evaluate their shear and flexural responses. All four variants 
of the scaled legs were tested using both bonded and unbonded insulation to characterize 
the shear force contribution of the insulation itself. Photos of fabrication and testing of 
these specimens are shown in Figure 53. During fabrication, tie legs were inserted through 
the insulation layers (see Figure 53a) and expanding foam was used to seal any gaps 
surrounding the legs to prevent mortar from seeping through. Concrete was then placed in 
the mold and lightly vibrated to ensure proper consolidation and mitigate any premature 
concrete pull-out failure mechanisms. Figure 53b shows the double shear test setup. The 
outer concrete wythes were cast 5.08 cm (2 in.) deeper than the interior double wythe to 
provide proper sufficient deformation clearance before contacting the table. A string 
potentiometer was placed directly beneath the center of the specimen to record 
deformations during the test. Load was applied using a manually operated screw jack with 
a load cell as shown in Figure 53b. The two outer wythes were clamped to the table to 
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prevent any rotation or premature compressive action through the insulation layers. Figure 
53c shows the deformed shape of the specimen after approximately 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) of 
deformation. The bond between concrete and insulation remained intact at the top of the 
middle wythe prior to failure of the tie legs. Unbonded tests were also conducted, in which 
the insulation between concrete wythes was removed prior to testing. This resulted in the 
tie legs providing all shear and flexural resistance and was subsequently used to isolate the 
contribution of the insulation. 
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Figure 53 - Scaled double shear tests 
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Results of bonded and unbonded shear tests are shown in Figure 54a and b, 
respectively. As expected, the scaled 7.62 cm (3 in.) tie legs exhibited significantly larger 
shear strength relative to the scaled 10.16 cm (4 in.) legs due to the smaller span length. 
Unlike in the finalized full-scale tie designs, the cross-sections remained constant across 
all preliminary scaled tests. On average, the 7.62 cm (3 in.) ties reached a peak shear force 
of approximately 8.90 kN (2000 lbf) and achieved deformations in excess of 2.54 cm (1 
in.) in every case. The performance between prismatic cross-section specimens (X3) and 
linearly varying flange profile specimens (XN3) was relatively similar for the 7.62 cm (3 
in.) case since both specimens achieved similar peak strengths at similar displacement 
levels as shown in Figure 54. A significant difference in deformation capacity was 
observed, however, between the two 10.16 cm (4 in.) tie leg variants. Although their peak 
strengths of approximately 8.90 kN (1200 lbf) are relatively similar, the prismatic cross-
section specimens (X4) achieved significantly more ductility than the varying flange 
profile specimens (XN4). 
The results of unbonded tests “-NF” show significant reductions in peak strength 
when the contribution of insulation bond is removed as shown in Figure 54b. Similar to the 
bonded tests, the scaled 7.62 cm (3 in.) tie legs achieved significantly larger strengths 
relative to the scaled 10.16 cm (4 in.) versions. Only the prismatic cross-section specimens 
were tested during the unbonded phase. The peak shear force of the scaled 7.62 cm (3 in.) 
legs was approximately 4.80 kN (1080 lbf) whereas the scaled 10.16 cm (4 in.) version 
reached approximately 3.825 kN (860 lbf). The scaled 10.16 cm (4 in.) specimens achieved 
slightly more ductility, failing at approximately 3.56 cm (1.4 in.) of deformation on 
average, versus approximately 2.54 cm (1 in.) for the scaled 7.62 cm (3 in.) legs. 
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Differences between the bonded and unbonded specimens show that the insulation 
contributes a maximum of approximately 56% and 39% of the total shear strength exhibited 
in the scaled 7.62 cm (3 in.) and scaled 10.16 cm (4 in.) bonded tests, respectively. Full 
scale unbonded and bonded double shear tests of the finalized shear tie design will be 
examine in the next few sections. 
 
Figure 54 - Scaled double shear test results 
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5.5.2 Mechanics and Design of Full-Scale Test Specimens 
Design of the specimens was modeled after acceptance criteria for semi continuous 
fiber-reinforced ties [81] and slightly adapted for use with the proprietary discrete shear 
ties. Double-shear specimens were fabricated to resemble two wall panel cross-sections, in 
this case with 7.62 cm (3 in.) concrete wythes and 5.08 cm (2 in.) insulation, fused together 
as illustrated in Figure 55b. Performing these tests in double shear helps to mitigate 
unwanted eccentricities or artificial moment demands on the specimens since both the 
external forces and moments are balanced during the test. The length of each specimen is 
influenced by an internal eccentricity that develops in each exterior wythe. The free body 
diagram illustrated in Figure 55c shows the shear ties impart half of the total applied load, 
V, to each exterior concrete wythe at the insulation interface. The force is then transmitted 
to the reaction frame support located at the center of the exterior wythe. The resulting 
eccentricity, e, equal to half of the exterior wythe thickness, results in a moment developed 
in the wythe, MV, as shown in Equation 28. This moment is equalized by axial force 
developed in the shear ties, most notably those closest to the ends of the specimen in the 
length direction. This resisting moment, MR, is conceptualized in Equation 29 as a function 
of the number of shear ties in the length direction, n, shear tie spacing, s, the total applied 
load, V and the ratio of axial to shear force demand in the ties, α. Equilibrating Equation 
28 and Equation 29 and solving for α yields Equation 30 which shows that as both the 
number, n, and spacing, s, of shear ties increases, the axial demand on the outermost ties 
decreases. Therefore, increasing the length of the double shear specimens minimizes the 
axial demands on the shear ties and helps to mitigate any additional compression or tension 
in the insulation layer perpendicular to the applied force. Based on these calculations and 
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practical construction considerations, a specimen length of 1.219 m (4 ft.) was used for 
fabrication of these specimens as indicated in Figure 55b. The center double-wythe was 
extended an additional 28.58 cm (11.25 in.) based upon previous acceptance criteria 
guidelines [81]. The total height of the specimen, 81.28 cm (32 in.), was selected to include 
two full shear tie tributary widths (including insulation tributary) of 40.64 cm (16 in.), a 
common spacing used in the precast concrete insulated wall panels industry. 
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Figure 55 – Elevation (a) and plan view (b) schematics of double shear test specimen and 
free body diagrams (c) [all dimensions in cm] 
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The combination of shear and tension or shear and compression can compromise 
the accuracy of the test specimen. Compression can act in combination with the insulation 
to generate elevated shear resistance while tension can result in premature pullout of 
individual ties which can result in premature failure of the test specimen. As discussed 
previously, the elevated tension and compression forces can be minimized by fabrication 
of large specimens. This can be cost-prohibitive especially when considering that multiple 
specimens will be required for each variation of shear tie type, insulation thickness and 
insulation type. As an alternative, the exterior wythes of the shear specimen can be 
restrained. These restraints are designed to mitigate unwarranted axial forces (tension or 
compression, depending on the location on the specimen) which may unrealistically alter 
the shear performance of the tie system. These excessive axial demands would likely not 
be imparted to insulated wall panels during service conditions, and thus this test method 
modification more closely resembles the behavior of the panels. It should be noted that 
these restraints do not pre-compress or pre-tension the specimen, rather are installed to 
mitigate any unwarranted behavior mechanisms during the test. 
A preliminary numerical study was conducted by the author to examine the impact 
of different restraints on the axial forces developed within the insulation/tie and concrete 
interface. This computational model is a derivative of a modeling approach for partially-
composite insulated wall panels previously used by the author [4] (see Chapter 4). The 
concrete wythes of the double shear specimens are represented using fiber-beam-column 
elements to account for any flexural or axial behavior within the wythes. The shear 
resistance (ties plus insulation bond/friction) is modeled using a two node link element [18] 
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and is populated using double shear test data. The main purpose of this effort is to 
essentially reproduce the shear test results and subsequently examine the effect of adding 
restraints on the axial demands and updated shear resistance of the specimens. The results 
show that providing additional restraints to the exterior wythe can result in a significant 
reduction in the tension and compression forces generated in the test fixture. Figure 56a, 
b, and c illustrates the unrestrained test specimen, restraints placed on either side at the 
back end of the specimen, and two additional supports provided at mid-length of the 
specimen, respectively. As shown in Figure 56a-c, the tension force decreases from 
approximately 8.55% to 6.64% and 0.41%, respectively, of the shear force as various 
restraints are added to the specimen. For these reasons, the double shear test specimens 
experimentally evaluated in this study were restrained. Variations of different types, 
locations and quantity of restraints were not examined in this paper but will be the focus 
of future research by the author. 
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Figure 56 - Effect of external restraints on axial force demands on shear ties 
5.5.2.1 Bonded Test Specimens 
Bonded double shear tests were used to determine the concurrent shear force 
contributions of the shear ties and insulation foam. Whereas the ties resist applied loading 
through shear and flexural response mechanisms, the insulation foam provides additional 
shear resistance through friction and a chemical bond, formed as a result of the heat of 
hydration of the concrete during setting and curing, with the adjacent concrete wythes. The 
type of insulation is critical to the bonded capacity and thus two different types will be 
examined in this study. Extruded polystyrene (XPS) and expanded polystyrene (EPS) are 
both closed cell foams commonly used in precast concrete construction and available in 
various compressive strengths and thicknesses. 
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5.5.2.2 Unbonded Test Specimens 
Unbonded double shear tests were used to isolate the shear resistance of the ties 
without considering the contribution of insulation foam friction or bond at the interface 
with the concrete wythes. This was done by replacing a single 5.08 cm (2 in.) insulation 
wythe with two 2.54 cm (1 in.) insulation layers, thus creating a break in shear transfer 
mechanism. The shear resistance captured in these tests will later be subtracted from the 
results of bonded tests to determine the sole contribution of insulation foam. 
5.5.3 Test Setup Design 
The test frame was designed to accommodate the double shear specimens discussed 
in the previous section. Double shear specimens were tested in tension to enable the test 
frame to be self-reacting and eliminate the need for complete anchorage to the strong floor. 
An elevation view schematic of the test setup is illustrated in Figure 57. The hydraulic 
actuator used is an Aeroquip TL series with an 889.6 kN (200 kip) load capacity and 60.96 
cm (24 in.) stroke. The actuator piston was attached to a spreader sub-assembly, through 
which the 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) diameter coil rods are installed, via a Model 3219 1334.5 kN 
(300 kip) range canister style load cell. The spreader is comprised of two C8x13.75 
channels welded together with a spacer plate in between to allow the coil rods to pass 
through and supported on the far end by a dolly allowing frictionless translation during the 
test. The opposite end of the actuator was mounted to a buttressed reaction frame to which 
top and bottom support rails were also connected. These rails were fabricated using HSS 
5x3x3/8 and HSS 4x3x3/8 members on the top and bottom, respectively. The entire test 
frame rests on the bottom rails, which also transmits a portion of the compression force 
from the test specimen to the reaction frame on the far end. The left end of each top rail is 
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welded to a vertical HSS 5x3x3/8 member on which the exterior wythes of the double shear 
specimens bear during the test. A random oriented fiber bearing pad was inserted between 
the vertical HSS member and exterior wythe to ensure the reaction force was uniformly 
applied to the test frame. A second double-channel assembly was installed behind the test 
specimens to engage the far end of the coil rods. The top of each specimen was restrained 
(see Section 5.5.2) using a two HSS assemblies with small angles welded to the ends, which 
straddle the entire width of the specimen as shown in Figure 57a and b. Both restraints are 
provided by HSS stubs welded to the bottom rail of the test frame as illustrated in Figure 
57a. 
 
Figure 57 - Elevation (a) and plan (b) views of double shear test setup 
Deformations were measured using two linear varying differential transformer (or 
LVDT) sensors. The LVDTs exhibit a nominal range of +/- 12.7 cm (5 in.) (DC 750-5000). 
The sensors were symmetrically mounted on either side of the specimen; both readings will 
be averaged to calculate the shear slip of the specimen. The rod inside the LVDT was tied 
to a target mounted on the center double-wythe (see Figure 58) to measure the relative 
deformation between the center and exterior wythe. 
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Figure 58 – Schematic of installed displacement transducer and exterior wythe restraints 
5.5.4 Fabrication of Full-Scale Test Specimens 
Double shear test specimens were fabricated using a method to replicate the 
fabrication of insulated wall panels. This involved pouring the specimens in the horizontal 
position and successive placing layers of wet concrete and insulation/shear ties. Four 3.81 
cm (1.5 in.) diameter schedule 40 PVC pipe ducts were installed to run the entire length of 
each specimen to allow 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) diameter coil rods to pass through the specimen 
as shown in Figure 59a. These rods were attached to the actuator used to load the specimen. 
Lifting inserts were installed on the side of each specimen (top when in tested position) 
and placed into each concrete wythe to ensure lifting loads did not prematurely disturb the 
shear resistance between wythes. 
A concrete compressive strength of 27.6 MPa (4000 psi) was specified for all 
specimens. This relatively low compressive strength was used to evaluate the behavior of 
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the shear ties without considering superfluous embedment capacity provided by increasing 
compressive strengths. Shear ties that fail as intended in shear and/or flexure at this 
compressive strength are then fundamentally qualified for all higher compressive strengths. 
Since most concrete mixes significantly exceed their design compressive strength, concrete 
cylinders were periodically tested until the desired compressive strength was achieved. The 
shear tests were subsequently tested to ensure the appropriate concrete behavior was 
captured during the tests. A self-consolidating consistency was prescribed to ensure proper 
consolidation, especially around the tie embedment details, without the need for excessive 
vibration. 
 
Figure 59 - Fabrication of double shear test specimens 
5.5.5 Results 
The double shear test results are plotted in Figure 61. The figure is split into four 
different subplots: a) unbonded test results, b) bonded test results, c) calculation of 
insulation contribution only, and d) calculation of specimen types which were not 
experimentally tested. The isolated insulation contributions (see Figure 61c) were 
calculated by subtracting the unbonded resistance functions from those of the 
corresponding bonded specimens. The specimens shown in Figure 61d were calculated by 
superimposing the resistance functions of the corresponding unbonded specimens and the 
isolated insulation contribution. The nomenclature for test specimens is as follows: the first 
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three letters “DT2” are consistent across all tests and indicate the use of the newly 
developed shear tie system with 5.08 cm (2 in.) insulation; the next number indicates the 
number of tie legs (2, 3, or 4); the next letter indicates the type of insulation (X for XPS 
and E for EPS); the following letter indicates whether the insulation is bonded (B) or 
unbonded (U); and the last letter represents the loading rate of the test (S for semi-static 
and H for high rate). For example, a semi-static test specimen with three leg ties and bonded 
XPS insulation is labeled as “DT23XBS.” 
As expected, the bonded specimens exhibit significantly larger shear resistance 
relative to the unbonded specimens due to the contribution of insulation-concrete chemical 
bond /friction. The initial elastic portion of the bonded specimen response is dominated by 
the chemical bond/friction between the insulation layer and the concrete wythes. Following 
failure of this mechanism, the shear resistance of the ties controls the response and 
approaches the corresponding unbonded resistance. This loss of insulation bond is 
represented in Figure 61b by initial spikes in the resistance functions followed by an abrupt 
reduction in capacity once the insulation bond was lost. Following completion of the test, 
it was revealed that one of the bonded XPS DT23 specimens (DT23XBS-3) was fabricated 
with an incomplete bonded surface (see Figure 60) and thus significantly reduced the initial 
capacity of the specimen. 
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Figure 60 - Photo of partially bonded concrete wythe-insulation interface 
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Figure 61 – Shear vs. displacement resistance functions for a) unbonded specimens, b) 
bonded specimens, c) insulation bond only, and d) estimated responses for specimens not 
tested 
Figure 62 shows comparisons between experimental unbonded shear tests results 
and both modeling approaches. The results indicate the computational fiber-beam model 
(labeled as “-C”) shows reasonably good agreement with test data in all three cases. The 
peak experimental resistance is higher than the corresponding computational values, most 
likely due to slight friction still present between the break within the insulation layer. 
Figure 62c also includes the resistance generated using the finite element modeling 
approach which also compares reasonably well with corresponding experimental test data. 
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A slight reduction in initial stiffness is observed, which is likely due to localized flexibility 
at the contact surfaces between the upper and lower tie embedments and the concrete 
wythes. After approximately 1.25 cm (0.49 in.), the model appears to develop tension field 
action following the initial formation of the plastic hinges within each tie leg. This behavior 
was not observed during experimental testing, which may be caused by microscopic 
discontinuities in the molded parts not specifically accounted for in the model. 
 
Figure 62 - Comparison of unbonded shear tests with modeling approaches 
5.5.5.1 Load Rate Effects 
Also plotted in Figure 61a and b are the results of specimens tested at higher loading 
rates. The maximum rate of loading for these specimens was limited by the flow capacity 
of the hydraulic manifold system. Similar to the behavior of concrete and steel 
reinforcement at high strain rates [5], the shear ties and insulation exhibit increased strength 
when tested at high loading rates as shown in Figure 61a and b. To quantify the dynamic 
increase factors (DIF) as a function of deformation for each specimen type, the high loading 
rate resistance functions were normalized to the semi-static resistance at each deformation 
increment. The results of these calculations are plotted in Figure 63a-c. It should be noted 
that since both DT23XBH specimens contained a partially-bonded concrete wythe-
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insulation interface (see Figure 60), the DIF history was calculated relative to pseudo-static 
specimen DT23XBS, which exhibited similar characteristics at this interface. Maximum 
DIFs of approximately 2.1, 1.8, and 1.9 are shown for DT23XBH, DT23XUH and 
DT23EBH specimens, respectively. The DIFs slightly decrease following the loss of 
insulation bond in Figure 63a and c and all specimens achieved maximum DIFs once the 
specimens became unbonded. Instantaneous velocity as a function of deformation for each 
case is plotted in Figure 63d-f. These values were calculated by calculating the change in 
deformation at each time increment throughout the test. Maximum velocities range from 
approximately 3-8 cm for the specimens examined in this study. Future work by the author 
will seek to compare these velocities with the expected response of the shear ties in blast-
loaded insulated concrete wall panels. 
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Figure 63 – Calculated dynamic increase factors (DIF) and recorded test velocities for 
high load rate specimens 
5.5.6 Qualitative Observations of Failure Mechanisms 
5.5.6.1 Contribution of Insulation Bond 
The experimental results show that XPS exhibits a larger initial stiffness but fails 
to reach the same peak capacity of EPS as shown in Figure 61b. The softening of EPS 
resistance before peak response may be attributed to an internal shear mechanism 
developed within the insulation thickness. During the bonded tests, the XPS debonded by 
separation along its interface with a concrete wythe as shown in Figure 64a, however, EPS 
often failed internally, retaining regions of chemical bond with the concrete wythes as 
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shown in Figure 64b. The presence of insulation foam did not appear to influence the 
deflected shape of the shear tie legs, as the stiffness of either XPS or EPS is relatively low 
compared to polycarbonate. 
 
Figure 64 - Post-test damage of XPS (a) and EPS insulation (b) 
5.5.6.2 Shear Tie Ductility 
Lastly, a qualitative comparison between shear tie ductile failure mechanisms 
between the finite element modeling approach and experimental testing observations is 
presented. Figure 65a shows a screenshot of the deflected state of a tie leg, highlighting the 
presence of a localized plastic hinge and higher concentration of plastic strains. Figure 65b 
shows a photo of a deformed tie leg taken following an experimental shear test. Comparing 
these results qualitatively shows a good agreement of the failure mechanisms for each case. 
No signs of a concrete pullout mechanism were observed in either situation. These results 
indicate the finite element model was able to sufficiently capture the realistic failure 
mechanism observed during the test and thus may be implemented to predict the capacity 
of other variations of the newly developed tie system in the absence of experimental test 
data. 
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Figure 65 – Comparison of ductile failure mode in FE Model (a) and in experimental 
double shear test specimen (b) 
5.6 Summary and Conclusions 
Development and experimental evaluation of an innovative, ductile shear tie for 
precast concrete insulated wall panels was presented in this paper. The tie was designed to 
exhibit a ductile plastic hinge mechanism which allows it to accrue larger deformations 
without sacrificing significant structural integrity. Three different variants of this 
component were introduced: a lower strength composite tie (DT22), a medium or standard 
design level tie (DT23), and a higher strength composite tie (DT24). Each of the three 
design variants were evaluated through a series of pseudo-static experimental double shear 
testing which characterized the performance of the tie system in conjunction with chemical 
bond and friction behavior between at the concrete-insulation wythe interfaces. Several 
shear tests were also conducted at higher strain rates to assess the dynamic performance of 
the tie/insulation system and to facilitate the use of this system for use in blast-resistant 
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insulated wall panels. Lastly, qualitative comparisons between failure mechanisms for each 
type of insulation and shear tie ductility were also presented. Based upon the results of this 
study, the follow conclusions can be drawn: 
1. As expected, double shear test conducted with bonded insulation exhibited 
significantly higher capacities relative to unbonded equivalents. This is mainly due to a 
high initial stiffness and peak shear strength resulting from a relatively large surface area 
of chemical bond and friction at the interface of the insulation and concrete wythes. 
Following the loss of bond, the capacities of these specimens trends towards the unbonded 
resistance curve. 
2. Although the bonded EPS insulation specimens exhibited less initial stiffness, 
significantly larger peak shear strengths were observed prior to the loss of complete 
insulation bond. This is most likely the result of an internal shear failure mechanism 
occurring within the insulation layer as opposed to a surface debonding failure observed 
with the XPS insulation specimens. 
3. The results of higher strain rate shear testing shows that maximum dynamic 
increase factors of approximately 2.1, 1.75, and 1.90 were observed for bonded XPS, 
unbonded XPS, and bonded EPS tests, respectively. These results indicate that blast-
resistant insulated wall panels may develop higher levels of composite action and flexural 
capacity.  
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6. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF INSULATED WALL PANELS 
WITH VARYING SHEAR TIE CONFIGURATIONS 
6.1 Background 
With recent emphasis on sustainable construction, researchers and developers have 
refined the design of insulated concrete wall panels to increase thermal resistance without 
compromising the structural integrity of the wall panel [43]. These panels are constructed 
with a layer of insulation foam sandwiched between two reinforced or prestressed concrete 
wythes. Shear ties are used to connect the two concrete wythes through the insulation layer, 
thus permitting the wall system to develop composite action in flexure. Shear ties are 
commonly comprised of thermally-resistive carbon fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRP) or 
glass fiber-reinforced polymers (GFRP) and have been shown to provide the flexural 
resistance required to resist the relevant design loads [44,45]. These relatively low thermal 
conductivity materials are used to mitigate thermal bridging through the wall cross-section, 
which occurs when the shear tie transfers thermal energy across the layer of insulation. 
This effect can significantly nullify the presence of the foam in between the concrete 
wythes, especially if many shear ties are used. Though the thermal resistance of these 
panels is of great importance, significant emphasis is also placed on properly understanding 
and quantifying the structural behavior and failure limit states of these structures. 
Current design guidelines for insulated wall panels rely on simplified assumptions 
for material properties, level of composite action, and shear tie utilization [68]. Composite 
action is developed as shear resistance is transferred between opposing concrete wythes 
(i.e., through the insulation layer) and varies depending upon the stiffness, strength and 
ductility of shear ties and insulation foam [4]. Non-composite section behavior exists when 
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the concrete wythes act independently in flexure (i.e., possess separate but equivalent linear 
strain profiles) and thus no shear resistance is present between the wythes. Contrarily, 
composite section behavior is achieved by assuming a linear strain profile over the entire 
panel cross-section depth, and thus no inter-wythe slip is present. Due to the use of flexible 
shear ties, insulated wall panels realistically achieve some level of partially-composite 
action, bounded by the non-composite and composite responses. Many design standards 
recommend quantifying the required shear resistance assuming composite section behavior 
and considering nominal material strengths [68]. Additionally, these practices assume all 
shear ties reach their peak capacity simultaneously and thus equally provide the total 
required shear resistance at the nominal flexural capacity of the panel. Due to their 
simplistic nature, these assumptions often lack the ability to capture the realistic mechanics 
of deformable shear ties and do not facilitate the design of panels with shear tie layouts 
detailed for increased mechanical efficiency. 
Recent studies have highlighted the advantages of using enhanced design and 
analysis methodologies based on first principles of structural mechanics [4,61,69] to 
estimate the flexural response of insulated wall panels. Gombeda et al. [4] also 
demonstrated the effect of varying spatial tie configurations on both flexural capacity and 
ductility and showed that larger concentrations of ties near the ends of the panel resist 
flexural demands more efficiently than uniformly spaced ties. A major focus of this paper 
is to evaluate, through computational modeling and pseudo-static experimental testing, the 
performance of precast concrete insulated panels with three different shear tie 
configurations. Panels with both bonded and unbonded insulation will also be examined to 
highlight the sole contribution of two types of rigid insulation, extruded (XPS) and 
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expanded (EPS) polystyrene, to the flexural resistance. Strong emphasis will be given to 
isolating the effect of these shear tie distributions, in conjunction with different 
arrangements and types of insulation, while other panel design parameters and objectives 
remain constant, including the design composite flexural strength based on current 
guidelines. 
6.1.1 Design and Analysis Methodologies 
An overview of conventional and recently developed design and analysis 
methodologies for insulated wall panels, and their respective provisions for considering 
shear tie and insulation behavior, is presented below. The conventional methodology relies 
on traditional assumptions of shear tie behavior and concrete wythe properties whereas two 
alternative approaches previously examined by the authors consider the full constitutive 
properties of the system to facilitate a more accurate estimation of overall panel response. 
All three methods will be discussed in the upcoming subsections. 
6.1.1.1 Conventional PCI Method 
Current design guidelines for insulated precast concrete wall panels [68] require 
shear ties to collectively provide sufficient capacity and stiffness to achieve fully composite 
panel section behavior. The number of ties required varies depending on wall panel 
geometry and material properties, tie constitutive properties and insulation material type. 
Shear resistance is often collectively provided by the mechanical response of ties in 
additional to friction and chemical bond between insulation and concrete wythes. For these 
reasons, shear tests including both ties and insulation often reflect these conditions in order 
to determine proper design values for wall panels. The PCI approach assumes that the inter-
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wythe shear force is uniform across the length of the panel and does not consider variations 
in tie layouts or slip between wythes. 
Although the PCI approach represents a simplified method, it may be 
unconservative in predicting the capacity of the panels, especially for those fabricated with 
relatively low-strength shear ties. This design approach also neglects the realistic flexibility 
and placement configurations for a given tie type which previous studies have shown 
heavily influence the overall performance of wall panels [4,69]. These enhanced 
methodologies implement the complete shear force-displacement constitutive relationship 
for ties which is then used to determine the level of composite action in the panels. Two 
different partially-composite modeling approaches previously implemented by the authors 
will be discussed in the upcoming subsections of this paper. 
6.1.1.2 Computational Modeling Approach 
A computational modeling approach, using OpenSees [18], was previously 
implemented by the authors [4]. Concrete wythes are modeled as displacement-based 
beam-column elements with discretized fiber cross-sections distributed uniformly along 
their length. Concrete in the wythe beam-columns is modeled using a uniaxial material 
with non-linear compression behavior and linear tension softening to facilitate numerical 
convergence. Reinforcing steel is modeled with uniaxial multi-linear stress-strain behavior. 
Shear resistance, incorporating combinations of shear ties and insulation, is represented 
with link elements. The link elements consist of orthogonal springs in the direction normal 
to the span length of the panel to support compression in the insulation layer as well as in 
the transverse direction (i.e., parallel to the span length) to implement the shear force-
deformation relationship. This material model can be populated using data from 
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experimental double shear testing (or other similar method) or tie manufacturer 
specifications. The specific details of this approach, including suggested modeling 
parameters, can be found in Gombeda et al. [4]. The results of this modeling approach will 
be compared with the experimental response of each panel design later in this paper. 
6.1.1.3 Simplified Numerical Model 
The computational model discussed in the previous subsection is more suited to 
research applications than design practices due to its component-based assembly and 
computational effort. Therefore, a design-oriented numerical model for designing and 
analyzing partially-composite precast insulated wall panels subjected to lateral loading was 
also previously developed by the authors [4]. This model accounts for the contribution of 
each shear tie based on its constitutive properties and placement within the panel. The 
model can be used for any combination of panel cross-section geometry and arrangement 
of shear ties, including uneven and asymmetrical distributions, and is also compatible with 
non-uniform loading conditions. 
This methodology relies on the theoretical moment-curvature response of both non-
composite and composite sections to calculate the displacement of each shear tie along the 
length of the panel. Forces in each tie are first calculated based on inter-wythe slip and 
constitutive properties and then summed to determine the supplemental moment 
contribution provided by all ties on either half-span, in additional to the moment capacities 
provided by the concrete wythes. This process is conducted in multiple iteration steps, 
assuming an initial level of composite action, until the moment curvature response for 
successive steps converges at the theoretical partially-composite response of the panel. 
This approach does not require extensive computational analyses or complex finite element 
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models and thus can easily be adapted to a simplified design tool. Similar to the previous 
approach, the specific details of this approach can be found in Gombeda et al. [4]. 
6.1.2 Ductile Shear Tie System 
The author recently developed and evaluated the experimental performance of an 
innovative, ductile shear tie system for insulated precast concrete wall panels (see Chapter 
5). The tie behavior relies on a stable plastic-hinge mechanism which permits greater 
ductility and thus retains structural integrity at larger shear deformations. These design 
objectives are commonly considered for blast-resistant design applications, which 
evaluates the performance of the component using a deformation-based methodology. 
Therefore, greater ductility often facilities the attainment of higher damage levels without 
significantly sacrificing the structural integrity of the component. 
Three tie variants were developed with four (DT24), three (DT23) and two (DT22) 
legs (see Figure 41a-c), intended for relatively high, medium (or standard level), and low 
shear demands, respectively. The shear capacity and ductility of the ties was 
experimentally evaluated using a double shear test setup to capture realistic response 
mechanisms by emulating the behavior of insulated wall panels. The sole shear resistance 
of the ties was evaluated in conjunction with the shear capacity at the insulation-concrete 
wythe interface, provided by a chemical bond between the concrete and insulation and/or 
residual friction between these surfaces. Two different types of insulation were examined: 
extruded (XPS) and expanded polystyrene (EPS). Both bonded and unbonded shear tests, 
the latter accomplished by providing a shear break within the insulation layer, were 
conducted to isolate the contributions of the shear ties and insulation. The results showed 
that the bond mechanism between insulation and concrete often exhibits significantly larger 
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strength and stiffness but is significantly less ductile, relative to the capacity of the shear 
ties. The EPS insulation also exhibits larger peak bond capacity, relative to XPS, due to 
variations of the bond failure mechanism. Dynamic increase factors (DIFs) for the newly 
developed tie system were also proposed, which show significant increases in shear 
capacity when subjected to higher loading rates. These DIFs are tailored for blast-resistant 
design applications using the shear tie system, which will be thoroughly discussed in an 
upcoming publication by the author. 
Combinations of different tie variants can be used in a customized insulated wall 
panel design when target a specific limit state for blast or conventional loading conditions. 
Current precast and tilt-up construction practices commonly specify uniform tie spacing 
across the entire length of the panel. This intends to provide an even distribution of shear 
resistance throughout the component, although higher concentrations of shear slip and 
stress are likely to occur near the ends of a simply supported panel [4,69]. The latter 
observation is not widely accounted for in current design practices and thus a major focus 
of this study will be to examine the performance of insulated wall panels with shear tie 
configurations specifically detailed using this principle. Standard uniform tie layouts will 
be used as control specimens and to evaluate the effectiveness of the conventional design 
assumptions. A comprehensive series of insulated wall panels, totally twenty-two 
specimens, will be subjected to uniformly distributed, pseudo-static flexural loading to 
examine the relative capacities of panels with varying shear tie configurations. Specifically, 
the contribution of the ductile shear ties to both panel capacity and ductility will be closely 
examined. Based upon the results of experimental testing, ideal shear tie detailing strategies 
will be discussed. Using the ductile shear ties, in conjunction with enhanced, partially-
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composite design and analysis methodologies, facilitates customized and more efficient 
insulated wall panels suited for both conventional and blast loading applications. 
6.2 Insulated Wall Panel Configurations 
This section details the design and fabrication of the insulated wall panel 
specimens. 
6.2.1 Specimen Design 
To facilitate congruency with performance-based design and analysis 
methodologies, all wall panel specimens were designed using a computational modeling 
framework previous used by the author [4] (see Section 6.1.1.2). Each panel measured 3.66 
m (12 ft.) in total length with a simply supported clear span, L, of 3.05 m (10 ft.). All panels 
have a width of 81.28 cm (32 in.), and a total thickness of 20.32 cm (8 in.) with a wythe 
configuration of 7.62 cm (3 in.) and 5.08 cm (2 in.) for symmetric top and bottom concrete 
wythes, and insulation layer, respectively, and subsequently labeled as “3-2-3” in this 
paper. A design concrete compressive strength of 34.5 MPa (5000 psi) at 28 days was 
specified for all panels as a lower-bound estimate of concrete strength. This value was 
chosen to verify that no ties would develop an unwarranted, premature failure mechanism 
(e.g., concrete pullout) at a lower compressive strength and thus would theoretically 
confirm that this adverse mechanism would also be mitigated at higher compressive 
strengths commonly used in precast concrete construction. All panels were designed with 
non-prestressed steel reinforcement with a nominal yield strength of 413.7 MPa (60 ksi) 
with two #16 (#5) longitudinal bars were installed in each concrete wythe while #10 (#3) 
transverse bars were used to satisfy temperature and shrinkage design requirements [23]. 
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An example panel cross-section, showing both bonded and unbonded configurations, is 
illustrated in Figure 66. 
 
Figure 66 - General panel cross-section arrangement 
In addition to the conventional uniformly spaced shear tie layout (see Figure 67a), 
two additional layout schemes were considered in this experimental program to account 
for localized regions of larger inter-wythe shear demands. The first specialized layout 
scheme is labeled as a “Hybrid” configuration, which assumes that the shear demands 
linearly increase from zero at midspan to their maximum value at the ends of the panel. 
Therefore, placement of ties is designed to reflect this correlation in resemblance of a V-
shape as illustrated in Figure 67b. The second scheme is labeled as “End Heavy”, and 
concentrates larger, 4-leg shear ties (DT24) near the ends of the panels where the shear slip 
and stress are expected to be maximum as shown in Figure 67c. An illustration of each type 
of shear tie configuration is shown in Figure 67. Specific details of wall panel specimens 
are detailed in the upcoming subsections. 
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Figure 67 - Schematic of shear tie configurations (all dimensions in cm) 
6.2.1.1 Uniform Tie Layouts 
A total of six different uniform tie layouts with various shear ties and insulation 
properties were tested. Both three (“DT23-”) and four (“DT24-”) tie leg configurations 
were tested using both bonded and unbonded XPS to determine the sole contribution of 
insulation bond and friction. A third variant of the “DT23-” uniform tie layout was tested 
using bonded EPS insulation to assess the influence of insulation properties on the shear 
response. Lastly, a uniform two leg tie (“DT22-“) layout with bonded XPS was also 
included. 
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6.2.1.2 End-Heavy Tie Layouts 
The end heavy layout scheme assumes that the maximum inter-wythe slip (and 
corresponding stress) is concentrated near the ends of the panels. Two rows of shear ties 
are placed within 24 in. from the ends of the panels to account for larger shear slips 
expected in these regions. Several DT22 ties are placed near midspan to satisfy lifting and 
handling requirements. Two different designs, both using four leg ties (“DT24-”) but with 
different insulation types, XPS and EPS, were tested. 
6.2.1.3 Hybrid Tie Layouts 
As mentioned previously, this configuration assumes that the inter-wythe slip (and 
corresponding stress) increases linearly from midspan to the ends of the panels. The 
number of shear ties placed in each row reflects this assumption, as larger concentrations 
of ties are placed in regions areas where expected inter-wythe shear stresses are greater. A 
total of three different hybrid tie layouts with various shear ties and insulation properties 
were tested. Both three (“DT23-”) and four (“DT24-”) tie leg configurations were tested 
using both bonded XPS and EPS. 
A total of 11 different panel configurations, including duplicates for each case, for 
a total of 22 panels, were fabricated to demonstrate consistency among the test results. The 
details for each configuration are summarized in Table 11. The first three characters of the 
panel ID indicates the tie system, “DT2” for DucTie with 5.08 cm (2 in.) insulation. The 
fourth character represents the primary tie leg configuration used (2, 3, or 4 legs). The fifth 
character is the type of insulation, “X” and “E” for XPS and EPS, respectively. The sixth 
character indicates whether the insulation is bonded “B” or unbonded “U”. Finally, the 
seventh character represents the type of tie layout scheme: “U”, “H” and “E” for uniform, 
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hybrid and end heavy layouts, respectively. For example, “DT23XBU” refers to the 5.08 
cm (2 in.) shear tie with three legs, bonded XPS insulation and a uniform tie layout. Due 
to budget limitations and the schedule of the precast producer, experimental evaluation of 
all possible panel design configurations was not possible. A comprehensive study 
considering variations in insulation bond and type was performed for a single tie type 
(DT23) and the results were extrapolated for use with other design configurations. 
Table 11 - Panel configuration summary 
Panel ID Quantity 
Wythe 
Configuration 
Insulation 
Type 
Tie Layout 
Scheme 
Quantity 
DT 22 
Quantity 
DT 23 
Quantity 
DT 24 
DT22XBU 
2 3-2-3 
Bonded XPS Uniform 18 - - 
DT23XBU Bonded XPS Uniform - 18 - 
DT23XUU Unbonded XPS Uniform - 18 - 
DT24XBU Bonded XPS Uniform - - 18 
DT24XUU Unbonded XPS Uniform - - 18 
DT23EBU Bonded EPS Uniform - 18 - 
DT23XBH Bonded XPS Hybrid 3 18 - 
DT23EBH Bonded EPS Hybrid 3 18 - 
DT24XBH Bonded XPS Hybrid 3 - 18 
DT24XBE Bonded XPS End Heavy 7 - 16 
DT24EBE Bonded EPS End Heavy 7 - 16 
 
6.2.2 Shear Tie Constitutive Properties 
Shear tie constitutive properties were procured through experimental double shear 
testing previously conducted by the author (see Chapter 5). The shear force vs. deformation 
(i.e., inter-wythe shear slip) for each tie variant/insulation combination is plotted in Figure 
68. The shear resistance nomenclature truncates the last character (shear tie configuration) 
from the labels used for the insulated wall panel specimens. These constitutive relationship 
will be input to the computational model when estimating the response of the wall panels 
tested in this study. 
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Figure 68 - Shear tie resistance backbone curves 
6.2.3 Panel Fabrication 
Prior to panel fabrication, insulation was pre-cut and perforated as shown in Figure 
69a using a hot knife tool. Steel reinforcement mats were pre-assembled at the precast 
concrete facility and placed in the forms in preparation for pouring the bottom concrete 
wythe as shown in Figure 69b. The bottom wythe was then properly screeded to ensure a 
uniform thickness of 7.62 cm (3 in.) and provide a flat surface for the insulation layer to 
rest upon (see Figure 69c). Ties were then inserted through the insulation perforations and 
secured in the wet concrete of the bottom wythe (see Figure 69d). The top wythe 
reinforcement mat was then installed in preparation for the second concrete pour (see 
Figure 69e). 
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Figure 69 - Panel fabrication photos 
6.3 Experimental Performance 
6.3.1 Test Setup 
Each specimen was subjected to uniform pressure loading over its face using an 
inflatable water bladder test setup, previously used by Trasborg [28], as illustrated in Figure 
16. An elevation photo of the test setup is also provided in Figure 16. The panels are simply 
supported against the upward pressure of the inflating water bladder with double extra-
strong steel pipes installed perpendicular to the panel span at opposite sides of a steel table. 
Each pipe was mounted on two threaded rods that were pin connected to the steel table to 
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allow the pipe sections to rotate freely. As the water bladder was initially filled, the entire 
panel lifted until the ends contacted the pipe sections, after which the span length was 
loaded uniformly in flexure. The water bladder can apply a maximum pressure of 103 kPa 
(15 psi) with a maximum midspan displacement of 76.2 cm (30 in.). Water was chosen 
over air due to its incompressibility, allowing the unloading branches of the pressure versus 
displacement history, such as post-cracking recovery, of each panel to be properly 
captured. A through-hole load cell was placed at both ends of each reaction pipe, for a total 
of four load cells, and secured to the threaded rods with a hex nut as illustrated in Figure 
16. The total applied pressure was determined by summing all four load cells and dividing 
by the area of the panel within the span length. 
 
Figure 70 - Schematic and photo of the flexural test setup including instrumentation 
layout 
As shown in Figure 16, out-of-plane displacement (i.e., normal to the span length) 
of the panel was measured using five string potentiometers, placed at discrete points along 
the length of the panels to capture the peak deformation as well as the deflected shape of 
the component. The deflected shape was then used to calculate deformation-dependent 
KLMs for each specimen as previously proposed by Gombeda et al. [33] (see Chapter 2). 
The potentiometers were attached to an isolated support structure and positioned at 
midspan (SP3), at L/8 left and right of midspan (SP2 and SP4), and at the quarter points of 
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the span (SP1 and SP5). Two additional gauges, SP6 and SP7, were positioned directly 
above the center of each pipe support to measure the deflection of the pipe supports. True 
panel deflections over the span can thereby be calculated relative to the supports. Five 
sliding displacement gages (labeled as SLD1-5 in Figure 16) were installed to capture the 
inter-wythe slip along the length of the panel. SLD1 and SLD2 were aligned with the second 
and third row of shear ties, respectively, from the left end of the panel. SLD4 and SLD5 
mirrored these positions on the other side of the span. SLD3 was placed at midspan at the 
same location of string potentiometer SP3. Lastly, two additional string potentiometers, 
SP8 and SP9, were installed on the left and right ends of the panel, respectively, to measure 
end slip, δ, as illustrated in Figure 16. 
6.3.2 As-Tested Material Properties 
As-tested concrete compressive strengths were obtained from cylinder tests (in 
accordance with ASTM C39 [36]) performed the same day as each panel test and are 
summarized in Table 12. The expected stress-strain relationship for steel reinforcement, 
shown in Figure 71a, was obtained via tensile tests of rebar specimens (in accordance with 
ASTM A370 [37]) provided by the precast concrete fabricator. An example stress-strain 
curve for concrete in compression using the Popovics model [19] is also plotted in Figure 
71b. 
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Table 12 - Summary of as-tested material properties 
Panel ID f'c (MPa) fy (MPa) Panel ID f'c (MPa) fy (MPa) 
DT22XBU-1 36.50 
434.4 
DT23EBU-2 42.35 
434.4 
DT22XBU-2 36.50 DT24XBE-1 36.43 
DT23XBU-1 42.39 DT24XBE-2 36.30 
DT23XBU-2 41.70 DT24EBE-1 36.30 
DT23XUU-1 42.39 DT24EBE-2 36.30 
DT23XUU-2 41.70 DT23XBH-1 36.35 
DT24XBU-1 43.61 DT23XBH-2 36.35 
DT24XBU-2 43.61 DT23EBH-1 36.50 
DT24XUU-1 41.70 DT23EBH-2 36.36 
DT24XUU-2 42.35 DT24XBH-1 36.35 
DT23EBU-1 42.35 DT24XBH-2 36.43 
 
 
Figure 71 – Stress-strain relationships for a) steel reinforcement and b) concrete in 
compression 
6.3.3 Experimental Results 
The experimental resistance functions and end slips for each panel configuration 
are presented in the following subsections. The experimental data are also compared with 
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the computational modeling approach (see Section 6.1.1.2) previously used by the authors 
.[4] The following subsections are sorted by shear tie layout and insulation bond types. 
6.3.3.1 Bonded Uniform 
The experimental results and computational model comparisons for all panels with 
bonded insulation and uniform tie layouts are plotted in Figure 72. The results show good 
agreement between resistance functions for duplicated test specimens (“-1” and “-2”) and 
the computational model (“-C”) for panel type DT22XBU (see Figure 72a). Inter-wythe 
end slips are plotted for both the North (“-1N” or “-2N”) and South (“-1S” or “-2S”) ends 
of each specimen are compared with the computational model end slip (“-CS”) which is 
theoretically identical at either end of the panel. The dominating experimental end slip 
response also compares reasonably well with the model results in each case as illustrated 
in Figure 72b. For each specimen, one of the end slip responses became dominant, relative 
to the other end of the panel, especially at larger support rotations. This mechanism has 
been observed previously for insulated wall panels [20] and is most likely caused by minor 
discontinuities or asymmetries resulting in a weaker slip mechanism developing on either 
end of the panels. Panels which exhibit equal end slip histories facilitate the optimal 
performance condition, as ties on each end of the panel become fully utilized prior to 
achieving the peak flexural capacity of the panel. The north and south end slips dominated 
the response for panels DT22XBU-1 and DT22XBU-2, respectively as shown in Figure 
72b, both of which compared reasonably well the computational modeling prediction for 
slip. It should also be noted that since this theoretical slip history is symmetric on both ends 
of the panels and hence is only plotted once for comparison. 
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As expected, the DT23XBU achieved a larger average peak pressure capacity (see 
Figure 72c), relative to the DT22XBU panels, since it was fabricated using a higher 
capacity, three leg tie variant. Similar to both DT22XBU panels, both duplicated specimens 
reached maximum capacity at approximately 8° support rotation and thus exhibits 
significantly greater ductility than panels tested previously with brittle type shear ties 
[20,28]. The slips on either end remain marginally close until approximately 3° support 
rotation, after which the dominant slip mechanism becomes apparent for each panel as 
shown in Figure 72d. Panel types DT23EBU and DT24XBU also result in similar 
conclusions as shown in Figure 72e-h, however, one of the DT24XBU specimens was 
fabricated with a defect at the interface between the concrete wythe and insulation layer, 
thus slightly degrading its capacity throughout the resistance function. Therefore, the 
results for this specimen were not included within the scope of this paper. 
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Figure 72 – Resistance functions and end slip histories for bonded uniform tie layouts 
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6.3.3.2 Unbonded Uniform 
As mentioned previously in this paper, several specimens were fabricated with a 
shear break at mid-thickness of the insulation layer (see Figure 66b) to isolate the 
contribution of the shear ties, independent of the shear resistance at the concrete-insulation 
interface. Due to the absence of a large initial stiffness usually provided by the insulation 
bond mechanism, these resistance functions of these panels were generally expected to 
trend closer toward the theoretical non-composite response. The results, plotted in Figure 
73, indicate that the physical implications of this theory were observed for specimens 
DT23XUU and DT24XUU. Both specimens exhibited significantly less ductility at peak 
component capacity, relative to their respective bonded insulation counterparts. The 
response of duplicated specimens for each panel design were consistent with one another 
but fell slightly below the estimated response using computational modeling as shown in 
Figure 73a and c. As illustrated in Figure 73b, the south end slip response became dominant 
for each DT23XUU specimen, both of which are in good comparison with the 
computational slip prediction. Contrarily, the end slip responses for the DT24XUU 
specimens (see Figure 73d) are fairly symmetric throughout the majority of the responses 
and also compares well with the computational slip history. 
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Figure 73 - Resistance functions and end slip histories for unbonded uniform tie layouts 
6.3.3.3 Bonded End Heavy 
Panels fabricated with bonded insulation and end heavy shear tie configurations 
exhibited significantly larger peak component capacity relative to those with uniform tie 
layouts with a similar number of shear ties on each half span. Figure 74a shows that panel 
type DT24XBE, which incorporates the stronger variant of the shear tie (with four legs) 
and the highest concentration of shear resistance near the ends of the panels, achieves 
approximately 67% and 96% composite action at peak flexural capacity, for specimens 1 
and 2, respectively. Figure 74b also shows that the end slip response is fairly symmetrical 
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up to approximately 5° support rotation, after which the south end mechanisms become 
dominant for each duplicated specimen. This early symmetrical slip response implies that 
shear ties on opposite ends of the panel concurrently accrued larger shear deformations, 
which is likely one of the main reasons for increased flexural resistance and overall panel 
ductility through more efficient constitutive material utilization. Both DT24EBE 
specimens reached similar peak pressure capacities and compare well with the 
computational model resistance function as shown in Figure 74c. Lastly, the end slip 
responses are reasonably consistent, with the exception of the south end slip for specimen 
DT24EBE-2 as illustrated in Figure 74d. 
These results generally indicate that insulated wall panels fabricated with end heavy 
shear tie configurations exhibit larger flexural capacity and greater utilization of shear tie 
deformation capacity (by observing the end slip behavior) relative to counterpart designs 
with uniform tie layouts. This conclusion highlights the significance of utilizing 
computational modeling for partially-composite insulated wall panels and allows the user 
to customize shear tie configurations to meet specific design objectives or target a 
particular level of component response. 
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Figure 74 - Resistance functions and end slip histories for bonded end heavy tie layouts 
6.3.3.4 Bonded Hybrid 
The last set of panels, fabricated with bonded insulation and hybrid shear tie 
configurations are presented herein. As mentioned previously, these panels represent an 
intermediate design strategy between the uniform and end heavy configurations. The 
results for the DT23XBH specimens, fabricated with three leg ties and bonded XPS 
insulation, are plotted in Figure 75a-b. Both specimens achieve a similar peak pressure 
capacity of approximately 23 kPa (3.34 psi) at a support rotation of approximately 7°. The 
first and second loss of insulation bond mechanisms occurred at approximately 1° and 3°, 
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respectively, and correspond to the sudden change in the rate of end slip accumulation as 
shown in Figure 75b. Both DT24EBH panels exhibit very similar resistance functions and 
compare well with the results of the computational modeling approach as shown in Figure 
75c. Both panels reach a support rotation of approximately 6° at peak flexural capacity and, 
as expected, the resistance function magnitude is slightly less than the corresponding end 
heavy design configuration. The end slip responses for these panels are generally 
asymmetric with the dominant end comparing reasonably well with the computational 
model predictions (see Figure 75d). Lastly, the responses of both DT24XBH panels are in 
good agreement with each other and the computational model resistance function as 
indicated in Figure 75e. The end slip responses are generally symmetric in this case (see 
Figure 75f), thus implying a higher utilization of shear resistance across the entire panel, 
similar to several of the end heavy specimens. 
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Figure 75 - Resistance functions and end slip histories for bonded hybrid tie layouts 
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6.4 Implications for SDOF Blast-Resistant Design 
6.4.1 Deformation-dependent KLM 
As mentioned previously in this paper, a major design objective for the ductile shear 
ties and, consequently, the insulated wall system was providing enhanced resistance to 
blast loading conditions. To satisfy this objective, the newly developed shear tie system 
was detailed to exhibit a ductile response mechanism through the development of stable 
plastic hinges while spanning between opposite concrete wythes (i.e., through the 
insulation layer). The results of pseudo-static experimental testing show that many wall 
panel specimens examined in this study exhibited significant ductility and may be suitable 
for blast-resistant design applications. In addition to resistance functions, deformation 
dependent load-mass transformation factors, KLM, are also needed to facilitate the enhanced 
single degree of freedom (SDOF) analysis framework, as illustrated in Figure 76, 
previously used by the author. KLM is used to equate realistic spatial distributions of mass, 
applied load, and flexural resistance to a SDOF system, thus effectively condensing 
variations in the component’s response along its entire span length to a single DOF. This 
parameter is of particular importance when using the enhanced SDOF approach [33] as 
deformation patterns directly corresponding to critical response limit states or distributed 
plasticity are accounted for. KLM was calculated using displacement readings normal to the 
span length throughout the loading history of the panels (see Section 6.3.1). Experimental 
KLM histories are plotted in Figure 77 and Figure 78 for uniform, and end heavy and hybrid 
tie layouts, respectively. These results are also compare with corresponding values 
calculated using the computational modeling approach (see Section 6.1.1.2). The results 
show that KLM values (“-1” and “-2”) are generally variable during the initial response of 
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the component, with extrema ranging between approximately 0.5 and 0.8 for all specimens. 
This variability is liked caused by the initial stiffness and debonding mechanisms (for 
bonded panels) which can slightly vary depending upon insulation type and shear tie 
configuration. During the plastic response of the panels (i.e., at large support rotations), 
KLM values for duplicated specimens usually converge with each other and stabilize near 
approximately 0.75 in most cases. This is significantly larger than the prescribed KLM value 
of 0.66 specified in current blast-resistant design methodologies [3]. The computational 
model KLM histories, labeled as “-C” in Figure 77 and Figure 78, compare reasonably well 
with the values calculated using experimental deflection data. The experimental KLM results 
can be used to conduct enhanced SDOF analysis to estimate the dynamic response of these 
components, while the good agreement with computational modeling results indicates that 
the design and analysis framework is applicable for insulated wall panel designs not 
examined in this study. The significance of incorporating these values into blast-resistant 
design and analysis of partially-composite insulated wall panels will be the subject of 
Chapter 7. 
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Figure 76 - General roadmap for enhanced SDOF analysis 
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Figure 77 – Deformation-dependent KLM for panels with uniform tie layouts 
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Figure 78 - Deformation-dependent KLM for panels with end heavy and hybrid tie layouts 
6.4.2 Strain Energy 
The strain energy for each tested panel up to the point of peak flexural capacity is 
plotted in Figure 79. This parameter is calculated by numerically summing the area under 
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the experimental resistance function up to the peak support rotation (see Figure 76) and is 
often used for preliminary approximations of the blast resistance of precast concrete 
components. The results generally show higher strain energy values for panels with end 
heavy and hybrid shear tie configurations, relative to those with uniform tie layouts. 
Specifically, variant DT24XBE, which also achieved the largest peak flexural strength, 
exhibited the highest average strain energy value among tested configurations. This also 
implies that higher strain energy, through utilization of ductile shear ties strategically 
placed in regions of highest inter-wythe slip, may correspond to the most efficient insulated 
wall panel configurations when targeting two major design objectives related to blast-
resistant design: flexural capacity and ductility. 
 
Figure 79 - Strain energy up to support rotation at peak capacity for each tested panel 
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6.5 Recommended Panel Designs 
A set of example panel designs have been developed using two different design 
methodologies: (1) the conventional PCI approach [68] and (2) the computational modeling 
approach previously used by the author [4]. A typical panel size of 30 ft. high by 12 ft. 
wide was used as basis to which reinforcement was detailed based upon conventional 
design requirements (i.e., lateral wind pressure) [68]. Shear ties were detailed using the 
two different design methodologies to provide sufficient shear capacity across each span. 
As mentioned previously in this report, the PCI approach assumes that shear transfer is 
uniform across each half span and thus a sufficient number of ties are provided to equal the 
force developed in the steel reinforcement in the bottom wythe. Since this design 
methodology does not dictate the spatial placement of ties, three distinctive design 
variations were developed based upon the uniform, hybrid and end heavy placement 
configurations examined earlier in the report as illustrated in Figure 80. Using the 
performance-based approach, the number of ties for each variant were scaled back until the 
expected moment capacity equaled that of the PCI approach. Since this methodology 
accounts for the placement of shear ties in determining the nominal capacity of the panel, 
significantly less ties may realistically be needed to achieve the conventional level of panel 
performance. In this context, a reduction of eight, ten and fifteen ties was observed for the 
uniform, hybrid and end heavy layouts, respectively. These examples are intended to 
illustrate the cost-savings of implementing shear tie configurations optimized based on 
regions of larger inter-wythe slip. 
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6.6 Thermal Properties 
6.6.1 Analytical Calculations 
A series of analytical calculations was conducted to determine the R-Value of the 
example panel designs shown in Figure 80. Three approaches were used for the thermal 
analysis: modified zone method [83], isothermal planes method [84] and parallel flow 
method [21]. The modified zone method breaks the panel into two separate zones: Zone A 
contains cross-sections which include shear ties while Zone B containing the remaining 
portions of the panel (i.e., where only insulation and concrete are present through the cross-
section). The two zones are then combined using the parallel flow method. The modified 
zone method is identical to the traditional zone method adopted by PCI [21] except the 
width for Zone A is modified based on the concrete conductivity, insulation conductivity, 
shear tie conductivity, diameter of the tie and the distance from the panel surface to the tie. 
The isothermal method considers lateral heat flow with little resistance while the parallel 
flow method assumes that no heat will travel through a lateral path. The parallel flow 
method allows an electrical circuit analogy to be made where the laws of combining series 
and parallel resistors are applied to solve the thermal resistance of the panel. 
6.6.2 Test Matrix 
All material resistances were taken from either PCI design edition handbook [21], 
ASHRAE Handbook Fundamentals [84] or an online material properties database [85]. In 
this study, R will be specified using metric units of [(m2-K/W)/cm] for resistance per 
thickness and [(m2-K/W)] for resistance. The assumed material resistance properties are 
summarized in Table 13. In addition to analyzing the 3-2-3 example panel designs shown 
in Figure 80, an 20.32 cm (8 in.) solid panel section was also included as a control for 
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comparison. Thermal analyses were also conducted for a future shear tie variant for 3 in. 
insulation and its solid cross-section counterpart. 
Table 13 - Material resistance summary 
Material Description 
Resistance / thickness 
[(m2-K/W)/cm] 
Extruded polystyrene (XPS) 0.347 
DucTie shear tie 0.046 
Normal Weight Concrete (140 pcf) 0.007 
 
6.6.3 Results 
Table 14 summarizes the R-value calculated using each method for both cases. As 
expected, a solid concrete cross-section results in a significantly lower R-value relative to 
the insulated panels using all three calculation methods. Intuitively, the choice of method 
does not result in significant variation of R-value results. The panels design with a future 
7.62 cm (3 in.) shear tie variant results in a R-value of approximately 15, significantly 
greater than the 10, the average value calculated for the 5.08 cm (2 in.) version. 
Table 14 - Tabulated R-value results (units of [(m2-K/W)]) 
Case Modified Zone Isothermal Parallel Flow 
Solid concrete (8”) 0.141 0.141 0.141 
Insulated (3-2-3) w/ DucTie DT23 1.837 1.792 1.843 
Solid concrete (9”) 0.158 0.158 0.158 
Insulated (3-3-3) w/ DucTie DT33 2.702 2.635 2.699 
 
6.7 Summary and Conclusions 
The experimental performance of an innovative precast concrete insulated wall 
system was presented in this paper. A major focus of this study was to assess the influence 
of varying shear tie configurations, types of insulation, and type of concrete wythe-
insulation interface properties (bonded and unbonded) on the flexural resistance and 
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ductility of the panels. The resistance function (i.e., pressure capacity versus support 
rotation) for each panel was determined through experimental pseudo-static flexural testing 
using a water bladder apparatus. Deformation-dependent load-mass transformation factors 
were also determined to facilitate the use of the data in enhanced analysis methodologies 
for blast-resistant design of these components. These experimental results were compared 
with a computational modeling approach to evaluate the ability of the model to recognize 
critical mechanisms, peak flexural capacity, and ductility of these components. Lastly, the 
strain energy up to the support rotation at peak capacity was assessed for all components 
to show which design configurations exhibited the best overall ductility and facilitate the 
most effective blast-resistant cladding panels. Based upon the results presented in this 
study, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Panels with bonded “end heavy” and “hybrid” shear tie configurations averaged 
larger peak flexural capacities, relative to panels with uniform tie layouts. Although the 
uniform layout is commonly used in the precast and tilt-up concrete construction industries, 
these results indicate that placing a similar overall number of ties closer to the regions of 
highest inter-wythe end slip may facilitate increased flexural strength and enhanced 
ductility. 
2. Computational modeling results show good agreement for both flexural 
resistance functions and deformation-dependent KLM histories, which encourages the use 
of the component-specific, performance-based approach for evaluating the behavior of 
insulated wall panels where no experimental data exist. 
3. Panels with higher, localized concentration of shear resistance closer to the ends 
of the panels also averaged significantly higher strain energy to the support rotation 
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corresponding to the peak flexural capacity of the component, relative to conventional 
uniform shear tie layout schemes. This observation implies that the “end heavy” and 
“hybrid” designs may be more suitable for blast-resistant design applications.  
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7. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF A BLAST-LOADED INSULATED 
WALL SYSTEM 
7.1 Background 
Precast concrete insulated wall systems are commonly used in exterior building 
envelopes due to design flexibility and enhanced energy efficiency. These panels provide 
an effective means of achieving thermal resistance of the building envelope, which in turn 
allows for significant savings in the heating and cooling costs over the life of the structure. 
These wall systems can also be used in facilities vulnerable to explosive threats, often 
serving as the first line of defense to blast loads. Since structural concrete wythes are 
completely separated due to the presence of insulation, composite action is achieved 
through the use of shear ties. These ties are typically fabricated using polymer-based 
materials with low thermal conductivity to mitigate any localized areas of thermal bridging. 
Currently, several commercial shear tie systems are used in precast concrete construction 
practices and these tie systems are generally designed assuming fully-composite behavior 
of the wall system. This assumption may be unrealistic in many cases, since most 
proprietary shear ties do not behave as rigid elements under flexural loading of the panels. 
In addition, most shear ties exhibit limited ductility and thus are not well suited for 
applications where large component deformations are expected, such as panels subjected 
to blast loading. 
This paper presents the experimental performance of an innovative blast-resistant 
precast concrete insulated wall system tested in a shock tube system. The panels are 
comprised of a single insulation layer, sandwiched between two reinforced concrete wythes 
and constructed using a proprietary ductile shear tie system, which is designed to exhibit a 
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ductile response mechanism for blast design applications. A series of semi-static tests was 
also performed on the same panel design configurations as those evaluated in the blast tests 
to determine static resistance functions, load-mass transformation factors and component-
specific flexural blast limit states to facilitate the use of an enhanced, unified single-degree-
of-freedom (SDOF) analysis methodology. The results of this computational model will be 
compared to shock tube testing results to illustrate its ability to estimate the blast response 
of insulated wall panels when actual blast test data are not available. Applicability of 
dynamic increase factors (DIFs) for insulation and shear ties will also be presented. 
7.1.1 Shear Tie Ductility Considerations 
Precast concrete insulated wall panels are conventionally designed using a 
simplified approach which assumes the section is fully-composite (i.e., a linear strain 
profile is continuous through the entire depth of the cross-section) at nominal moment 
capacity [68]. This requires that the ties provide sufficient capacity to develop either the 
compression strength of the top wythe or the yield strength of the bottom reinforcement 
layer, whichever is minimum. This assumption also implies that all ties will reach their 
peak strength simultaneously at the panel’s nominal capacity and thus the panel will 
consistently exhibit full-composite action throughout its entire loading history. This 
approach also does not consider variations in locations of the ties or inherent limit states 
(e.g., tie yielding or fracture) and may not be representative of the expected performance 
of the component. Several recent studies have shown the influence of tie constitutive 
relationships (i.e., not just peak strength) and placement configurations on the capacity and 
ductility of insulated wall panels [4,61,69]. Specifically, these studies showed that ties 
placed closer to the ends of the panel often fail prior to all other ties reaching peak strength. 
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Additionally, placing higher concentrations of ties at these end zones facilitates enhanced 
utilization of ties and, in some cases, improved panel moment capacity [4,69]. Gombeda 
et al. [4] (see Chapter 4)  demonstrated that increasing tie ductility leads to significant 
increases in overall panel deformation capacity. Since these studies were limited to static 
testing and analysis methods, a major focus of this paper is to evaluate the performance of 
the proprietary ductile shear tie system under highly dynamic (i.e., blast) loading 
conditions. 
7.1.2 Dynamic Increase Factors 
Since the duration of blast loading on structures is typically on the order of 
milliseconds, structural components experience high strain-rate effects under these 
conditions. For this reason, dynamic material strengths are specified when performing 
simplified analysis methods, such as the generalized single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) 
approach. Dynamic material strengths are calculated by scaling expected static material 
strengths using dynamic increase factors (DIFs). These factors are commonly specified for 
concrete compressive strength and steel reinforcement yield and ultimate strengths [5]. 
Currently, no DIFs are specified exclusively for insulated concrete wall panels, specifically 
for calculating the dynamic strength of shear ties and interaction between concrete and 
insulation surfaces. To compensate for this, most insulated wall systems are assumed to act 
fully-composite under blast demands [68]. This assumption may be unrealistic depending 
on the design of the wall panel and the magnitude of the blast load. Partially composite 
panels will experience larger midspan deformations relative to their fully-composite 
counterpart, which may result in an unconservative design practice. 
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Gombeda et al. (see Chapter 5) previously examined strain rate effects on the 
capacity of discrete shear ties and bonded insulation strength through a series of double 
shear tests at varying rates. Recommended DIFs for shear ties and insulation bond were 
developed as a function of strain rate, similar to those previously developed for 
compressive and tensile strength of concrete and yield and ultimate strength of steel 
reinforcement [5]. 
The results of experimental dynamic testing performed as part of this study will be 
used to quantify these high strain rate effects for insulated wall panels and to develop 
recommended DIFs for these system which are dependent upon constitutive properties and 
the characteristics of the blast pressure loading history. These will be used to enhance 
simplified design methods, such as SDOF analysis, to provide a more accurate estimation 
of component response without the need for highly complex finite element modeling. 
7.1.3 Enhanced SDOF Modeling and Component-Specific Limit States 
Several analysis techniques are available when considering the response of 
insulated concrete wall systems to blast loading. These range from simplified methods, 
such as the SDOF approach, to more complex options, such as high fidelity finite element 
modeling. One of the major goals of the proposed research is to facilitate the adoption of a 
unified design methodology which relies on first principles of structural mechanics to 
provide a simplified design option without significant computational costs. This will be 
done using computational modeling techniques to determine the component’s resistance 
functions, shape functions and applicable blast limit states and incorporating dynamic 
constitutive properties. This effort will build upon previous work by author developing a 
computational model for partially-composite insulated concrete wall panels [4] (see 
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Chapter 4) and component-specific blast limit states [33] (see Chapter 2). The former of 
the two studies [4] (see Chapter 4) demonstrated the applicability of considering tie 
placement locations, complete constitutive relationships and tie ductility when designing 
insulated concrete wall panels. This performance-based methodology is suited for 
customizable panel designs to improve structural efficiency while maintaining adequate 
thermal properties. The latter of the two studies [33] (see Chapter 2) highlighted cases 
where current antiterrorism response criteria and damage descriptors [8] may lead to 
significant discrepancies in estimating the capacity of blast-resistant concrete wall panels. 
Combining the efforts of both studies will seek to establish a unified design and analysis 
methodology for partially-composite insulated concrete wall panels subjected to blast 
loading. 
7.2 Summary of Unified Blast Design Methodology 
Based upon previous research efforts by the author incorporating constitutive 
modeling of partially-composite insulated wall panels [4] (see Chapter 4), component-
specific blast response criteria and visual damage gradations [33] (see Chapter 2), and 
assessment of the relationships between visual damage and panel performance milestones 
[86] (see Chapter 3), a unified performance-based, component specific blast-resistant 
design and analysis methodology is summarized herein. This methodology is essentially a 
synthesis of all these endeavors and seeks to streamline the determination of blast-induced 
response and damage using first-principles of structural mechanics. A flowchart 
summarizing the unified methodology is shown in Figure 81. Progression through these 
steps will be discussed thoroughly for the ductile shear tie system developed by the author 
(see Chapter 5 and Chapter 6) in the subsequent sections of this paper. 
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Figure 81 - Unified performance-based blast design methodology 
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7.3 Panel Design Configurations 
The cross-section configuration of the panels was limited by geometric and loading 
constraints of the shock tube system. The shock tube can apply a maximum pressure and 
impulse of 82.74 kPa (12 psi) and 689.48 kPa-ms (100 psi-ms), respectively. Based on 
clear spacing (i.e., span length) of 215.9 cm (85 in.), a panel width of 104.14 cm (41 in.) 
was chosen to maintain a reasonable aspect ratio and allow for two panel specimens to 
adjacently fit within the test frame. Preliminary analyses were conducted to determine the 
theoretical maximum and minimum possible deformation of the panels assuming both the 
non-composite and fully-composite responses as upper and lower bounds, respectively. 
Based on these findings, a total cross-section depth of 17.78 cm (7 in.) with concrete wythe 
and insulation layer thicknesses of 6.35 cm (2.5 in.) and 5.08 cm (2 in.), respectively. This 
configuration will be referred to as “2.5-2-2.5” for the remainder of this paper. Each 
concrete wythe contains three #10 (#3) 414 MPa (60 ksi) bars spacing at 35.56 cm (14 in.) 
on center. Transverse reinforcement also consisting of #10 (#3) 414 MPa (60 ksi) bars was 
included to satisfy temperature and shrinkage design requirements [23]. A concrete 
compressive strength of 34.47 MPa (5000 psi) was specified for all specimens. 
The quantity of shear ties was determined to develop 100% composite action using 
the PCI recommended approach [68]. Relevant shear tie constitutive properties for static 
and high strain rates (characteristic of blast loading conditions) are plotted in Figure 82a 
and b, respectively, and were adopted from a previous study by the author (see Chapter 5). 
Similar to previous research by the author (see Chapter 6), two different shear tie layout 
configurations were used to quantify their effects on the flexural response of the wall 
panels. Table 15 summarizes all panel configurations examined in this study and an 
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illustration of each panel’s shear tie configuration is shown in Figure 83. The “uniform” 
configuration represents a standard design in the precast concrete industry with ties spacing 
uniformly in both directions. The “end heavy” scheme consists of a high concentration of 
DT24 ties closer to the ends of the panel where end slip is maximum [4] (see Chapter 4). 
Two types of insulation, extruded polystyrene (XPS) and expanded polystyrene (EPS) were 
specified. One unbonded design variant (see Figure 83f) was also fabricated by creating a 
break within the insulation layer by using two 2.54 cm (1 in.) insulation layers sandwiched 
together as opposed to a single, monolithic 5.08 cm (2 in.) layer. A major focus of this 
paper will be to show which combinations of insulation type, bond, and shear tie 
configurations facilitate the most effective blats-resistant cladding solutions. The pseudo-
static panels (labeled as “S-“ in Table 15) were fabricated 20.96 cm (8.25 in.) longer than 
the corresponding blast panels (labeled as “B-“ in Table 15) to provide a slight overhang 
beyond the pipe supports on each end of the water bladder test setup to prevent the panel 
from slipping off these supports during the test. The locations of all shear ties with respect 
to the span are identical between “S-“ and “B-“ specimens. 
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Figure 82 - Backbone static (a) and high strain rate (b) resistance curves for shear ties 
used in this study 
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Table 15 - Panel configuration summary 
Panel ID 
Test 
Mode 
Wythe 
Configuration 
Insulation 
Type 
Tie 
Layout 
Scheme 
Quantity 
DT 22 
Quantity 
DT 23 
Quantity 
DT 24 
S-DT23XBU Static 
2.5-2-2.5 
Bonded XPS Uniform - 14 - 
S-DT23XUU Static Unbonded XPS Uniform - 14 - 
S-DT23EBU Static Bonded EPS Uniform - 14 - 
S-DT24XBE 
Static 
Bonded XPS 
End 
Heavy 
2 - 16 
B-DT23XBU Blast Bonded XPS Uniform - 14 - 
B-DT23XUU Blast Unbonded XPS Uniform - 14 - 
B-DT23EBU Blast Bonded EPS Uniform - 14 - 
B-DT24XBE 
Blast 
Bonded XPS 
End 
Heavy 
2 - 16 
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Figure 83 – Drawings of shear tie configurations (a-d) and panel cross-sections (e-f) (all 
dimensions in cm) 
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7.4 Pseudo-Static Flexural Tests 
A series of pseudo-static flexural tests were conducted to determine the static 
resistance function for each specimen. This was done using a water bladder test apparatus, 
similar to previous work by the author [86] (see Chapter 3), to apply to uniform load across 
the entire span length of the panel. As mentioned previously in this paper, the static 
resistance function is needed to facilitate an enhanced SDOF analysis to assess the blast-
resistance of these components. In addition to the resistance function, data from static 
flexural testing will also be used to calculate deformation-dependent KLM to properly 
account for the shape function of the panels in the dynamic analyses. Specific details on 
the test setup and experimental tests results are presented in the following subsections. 
7.4.1 Test Setup 
A plan view schematic of the water bladder test setup is illustrated in Figure 84. 
General details regarding the design pf the bladder apparatus and fabrication of the test 
setup can be found in Gombeda et al. [86] (see Chapter 3). The bladder used for the current 
study differs slightly in size from the one used previously by the author but the pressure 
capacity, 103 kPa (15 psi), and maximum midspan displacement, 76.2 cm (30 in.), remain 
the same. This bladder was designed to accommodate the 215.9 cm (7 ft. 1 in.) span of the 
shock tube test frame to emulate the boundary conditions during the blast tests. Like the 
previous study [86] (see Chapter 3), string potentiometers, labeled as SP1-SP7 in Figure 
84, were installed to record out-of-plane displacements(i.e., normal to the span length). 
Potentiometers SP1-SP5, placed at a uniform spacing of 26.99 cm (10.625 in.) within the 
middle 107.95 cm (42.5 in.) of the span, were used to calculate deformation-dependent KLM 
at each midspan displacement increment, while gages SP6 and SP7 measured the vertical 
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displacement of the pipe supports (since they are not infinitely rigid). Using these two 
readings, panel deflections over the span can be calculated relative to the supports. 
 
Figure 84 - Illustration of pseudo-static flexural test setup 
7.4.2 As-Tested Material Properties 
As-tested concrete compressive strengths and steel reinforcement stress strain 
relationship, obtained from cylinder tests (in accordance with ASTM C39 [36]) and tensile 
tests of rebar specimens (in accordance with ASTM A370 [37]), respectively. A summary 
of concrete compressive and steel reinforcement yield strengths for each panel is provided 
in Table 12. An example stress-strain curve for concrete in compression (using the 
Popovics model [19]) and steel reinforcement in tension are plotted in Figure 71a and b, 
respectively. These expected strength curves will be used as part of a computational 
modeling approach [4] (see Chapter 4) to compare with experimental pseudo-static flexural 
test results and facilitate estimations of dynamic response for the blast loaded specimens. 
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Table 16 - Summary of as-tested material properties 
Panel ID f'c (MPa) fy (MPa) 
S-DT23XBU 44.8 
434 
S-DT23XUU 52.3 
S-DT23EBU 48.3 
S-DT24XBE 45.3 
B-DT23XBU 39.9 
B-DT23XUU 47.4 
B-DT23EBU 48.7 
B-DT24XBE 44.6 
 
Figure 85 – Stress-strain relationships for a) steel reinforcement in tension and b) 
concrete in compression 
7.4.3 Experimental Results 
The results of experimental static flexural testing indicate good agreements 
between duplicated specimens (see Figure 87a and b), both of which are bounded between 
the non-composite (NC) and fully-composite (FC) responses (calculated using the 
computational modeling approach), as expected. The computational model resistance 
functions (labeled as “Comp” in Figure 87) compare well with test specimens up to a 
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support rotation of approximately 2° in all cases. Resistance functions incorporating 
relevant concrete and steel reinforcement dynamic increase factors [5], in addition to high 
strain rate shear resistance curves (see Chapter 5), are also plotted in Figure 87 (labeled as 
“Comp w/ DIFs”). For all bonded specimens (see Figure 87a, c and d), this support rotation 
corresponds to the loss of insulation bond (represented by the localized unloading and 
subsequent reloading branch). For the remainder of the response, the computational model 
under predicts the experimental resistance curves. The increased experimental resistance 
is likely attributed to additional unbonded shear resistance derived from increased 
compressive stresses through the panel cross-section as the water bladder accrues higher 
pressures at large deformations. This effect may also be magnified by the shorter span 
length used in these tests (relative to similar previous efforts by the author) which requires 
greater applied pressure in the bladder to achieve similar flexural capacities. To 
numerically assess the likelihood of this theory, the post-bonded region of each shear tie 
resistance curve was linearly increased following the tangent stiffness following the loss 
of insulation bond (labeled as “LPUB”) as illustrated in Figure 86. For unbonded DT23 
shear resistance, the tangent slope was extrapolated at the tangent stiffness at the same 
shear deformation as its corresponding bonded XPS specimen. Although this method is 
very approximate, the results show the panels’ resistance trending toward the experimental 
response when using these modified shear resistance curves. This implies that increasing 
compressive strength on the panel may significantly affect the flexural response of the 
component, especially for shorter span lengths. Further, in-depth research is needed to 
quantify this effect based on first principles, but this endeavor is outside of the limitations 
of this study. One last observation shows that the experimental response of panel S-
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DT24XBE supersedes the fully-composite flexural capacity of the specimen at large 
support rotations (i.e., > ~7°). This may be partly attributed to some tension membrane 
effects resulting from a high concentration of shear resistance near the ends of the panel, 
thus potentially limiting the extent of the inter-wythe failure mechanism. Once again, 
further research is needed to mechanically clarify this specifics of this behavior. 
 
Figure 86 - Example modified shear resistance curve 
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Figure 87 - Pseudo-static resistance functions 
7.5 Shock Tube Performance 
A series of shock tube tests were performed to assess the blast-resistance of the 
insulated wall system incorporating the ductile shear ties. Shock tube test results will also 
be used to validate the enhanced SDOF dynamic analysis approach as part of a unified 
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design methodology for blast-resistant partially-composite insulated wall panels. The 
results will also highlight which parameters, specifically shear tie constitutive properties 
and layout configurations, type of insulation, and the presence or absence of insulation-
concrete wythe bond. The specific details of shock tube mechanics and test setup, 
experimental test results, and assessments of visual blast damage will be presented in the 
following subsections. 
7.5.1 Test Setup 
An illustration of the shock tube setup, specifically the frame used to install the wall 
panel specimens, along with a photo of the setup, is shown in Figure 88. As mentioned 
previously, the shock tube can generate a maximum reflected pressure and impulse of 82.74 
kPa (12 psi) and 689.48 kPa-ms (100 psi-ms), respectively. The clear opening of the shock 
tube test frame measured 215.9 cm (7 ft. 1 in.) square with an additional 5.08 cm (2 in.) 
bearing surface around the entire perimeter of the opening as shown in Figure 88. The 
bottom end of the panels sat bearing on the bottom ledge of the specimen holder while a 
3.18 cm (1.25 in.) gap was left at the top to allow the panel to deform without locking 
against the top ledge. This mitigates the possibility for an unwarranted restraint, since the 
target boundary conditions were simple supports, at the top end which could potentially 
provide some degree of moment resistance at each end. A 2.54 cm (1 in.) gap was 
maintained between adjacent edges of the two panels (i.e., center of the test frame) and 
between each panel and the test frame bearing ledge to avoid any bearing in the 
perpendicular direction and thus ensure one-way flexural response during the tests. These 
gaps were snugly filled with wood blocking to mitigate clearing effects through the 
specimens. Four rebound catch plates and a single rebound catch bar were also bolted to 
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the face of the test frame to prevent the specimens from uncontrollably falling backward 
during the rebound response. It is important to note that the main objective was to record 
blast-induced displacements during the inbound response only. This is due to the advanced 
complexity of installing discrete connection points to mount the specimens to the test frame 
structure. Additionally, the enhanced SDOF analysis methodology previously proposed by 
the author [33] (see Chapter 2), is limited to estimating the inbound response of the 
components as well. Deformations were recorded using a total of two displacement 
transducers mounted to the test frame, both installed at midspan of the specimens and one 
centered across the width on each individual specimen. A scan interval of 2 milliseconds 
was used for these transducers to adequately capture the dynamic response of the 
components. 
 
Figure 88 – Cross-section schematic, elevation view of span orientation, and photo of 
shock tube test setup (all dimensions in cm) 
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7.5.2 Test Results 
The experimental pressure versus time and corresponding cumulative impulse 
functions are plotted in Figure 89. Both functions are nearly identical between both tests 
and achieved a peak pressure of approximately 84 kPa (12.2 psi) and an average cumulative 
impulse of approximately 708 kPa-ms (102.7 psi-ms) which are both very close to their 
respective design values. The experimental blast-induced displacement-time histories for 
each panel are plotted in Figure 90. Numerical displacement histories calculated using the 
enhanced SDOF approach and utilizing the pseudo-static flexural test resistance function 
(“E-SDOF w/ bladder”), and the computational model framework, with (“E-SDOF w/ 
Comp (w/ DIF)”) and without (“E-SDOF w/ Comp (no DIF)”) concrete and steel 
reinforcement dynamic increase factors and high strain rate shear resistance properties, are 
also shown for comparison. The results show the experimental dynamic response is in 
reasonably good comparison with the computational models in most cases. For panel 
designs B-DT23XBU and B-DT24XBE (see Figure 90a and d), the enhanced SDOF curve 
incorporating dynamic increase considerations is negligibly different from the 
corresponding curve without considering dynamic increase effects. This is likely due to the 
high strain rate shear tests for the bonded XPS specimens exhibiting a partially bonded 
insulation-concrete wythe interface, resulting in a significant reduction in peak shear 
resistance in these cases. This rationale is also likely the cause of discrepancies between 
the experimental and computational curves for specimen B-DT24XBE (see Figure 90d). 
For the other two panel types, B-DT23XUU and B-DT23EBU, the enhanced SDOF curve 
incorporating all dynamic increase effects compares well with the peak experimental 
deformation. Panel types B-DT23XBU and B-DT23XUU exhibited approximately the 
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same peak midspan deformation of 5.05 cm (1.99 in.) while a similar observation was made 
between B-DT23EBU and B-DT24XBE specimens with a congruent peak midspan 
deformation of approximately 2.78 cm (1.09 in.). These conclusions may be attributed to 
the latter two designs incorporating the greatest magnitude high strain rate shear resistance 
curves (see Figure 82b) and thus providing larger resistance to blast loads. All deformation-
time histories are bounded between the upper and lower bounds of theoretical non-
composite and fully-composite section responses, respectively. In summary, these results 
indicate that the inclusion of the effects may facilitate a more accurate estimation of 
dynamic response. 
 
Figure 89 – Experimental pressure and cumulative impulse functions 
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Figure 90 - Dynamic response histories 
7.5.3 Visual Damage and Limit States 
The last observation from experimental blast testing is the visual gradation of blast 
damage to each panel following the shock tube test. This visual damage facilitates a 
comparison with component-specific response criteria, which are predicated upon 
component mechanical and visual damage limit states [33] (see Chapter 2). Photos of panel 
specimens DT23XBU, DT23XUU, DT23EBU, and DT24XBE following the blast tests are 
shown in Figure 91a, Figure 92a, Figure 93a, and Figure 94a, respectively. The steel 
reinforcement layouts and shear tie configurations are overlaid on these photos to assess if 
these details influence cracking or other visual damage patterns. Each panel face shows 
similar damage patterns with significant cracking concentrated near midspan. In many 
cases, shear ties straddle these cracks which may indicate that the presence of these ties 
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often influences the formation of minor cracks due to the localized reduction in the gross-
section of the concrete wythe. Based upon visual damage descriptions previously 
implemented by the author [33] (see Chapter 2), all panels would be classified in the 
moderate to heavy damage realms due to slight plastic deformations and significant 
flexural cracks. Figure 91b, Figure 92b, Figure 93b, and Figure 94b shows plan view 
photos of each specimen taken during the pseudo-static flexural tests at a midspan 
displacement equal to the corresponding maximum displacement recorded in the shock 
tube tests. Comparisons between the two respective photos for each specimen shows 
similar damage patterns in all cases. Although the pseudo-static flexural tests did not 
incorporate any dynamic effects, the extent of visual damage is still comparable with visual 
blast damage which facilitates compatibility with the enhanced SDOF framework and 
supplements previous work on visual damage gradations by the author (see Chapter 3). 
The maximum blast-induced support rotations for each panel type measured 
approximately 2.68 deg and 1.47 deg for B-DT23XBU and B-DT23XUU, and B-
DT23EBU and B-DT24XBE specimens, respectively. Due to the support rotations for each 
component during the pseudo-static flexural tests lying somewhere between yield (or loss 
of insulation bond in many cases) and half-peak milestones, all panels would receive a 
damage classification of “moderate” using the performance-based approach. This shows 
consistency with the damage descriptor for moderate based solely upon visual gradation 
guidelines. These results indicate that the performance-based blast design methodology 
and component-specific response criteria facilitate reasonably accurate estimations of peak 
deformation response and visual damage gradation. 
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Figure 91 - Post-shock tube test blast damage for panel B-DT23XBU (a) and 
corresponding pseudo-static flexural damage (b) from bladder test 
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Figure 92 - Post-shock tube test blast damage for panel B-DT23XUU (a) and 
corresponding pseudo-static flexural damage (b) from bladder test 
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Figure 93 - Post-shock tube test blast damage for panel B-DT23EBU (a) and 
corresponding pseudo-static flexural damage (b) from bladder test 
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Figure 94 - Post-shock tube test blast damage for panel B-DT24XBE (a) and 
corresponding pseudo-static flexural damage (b) from bladder test  
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7.6 Summary and Conclusions 
The performance of insulated wall panels, fabricated with a ductile shear tie system, 
subjected to blast loading was presented in this paper. Four different design configurations 
were considered to determine the effect of varying shear tie properties and insulation on 
the flexural behavior of these components at high strain rates. Blast loading was simulated 
using a shock tube system, during which midspan displacements were recorded to assess 
the level of performance for each component. A series of pseudo-static flexural tests were 
also conducted to determine the static resistance function for each panel type to facilitate 
the use of an enhanced SDOF analysis methodology. The extent of damage for each panel 
was also examined following the shock tube tests to compare visual gradations with visual 
damage descriptions corresponding to critical milestones along the resistance functions of 
the components. A major objective of this study was to thoroughly examine, through both 
experimental testing and computational modeling, each requirement for conducting an 
enhanced SDOF analysis for blast-loaded components. This includes static resistance 
functions, deformation-dependent KLM, component-specific response criteria and visual 
damage gradations. Comparing the results of this enhanced modeling approach, which is 
based upon first principles of structural mechanics, with experimental shock tube test data 
highlighted the ability of this design and analysis methodology to predict the dynamic 
response of these components. Based upon the findings of this study, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Panels incorporating the largest shear resistance properties (e.g., bonded EPS 
insulation or the “end heavy” layout scheme) accrued the lowest peak dynamic deformation 
during shock tube tests. Results for all panel types show reasonably good agreement with 
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the enhanced SDOF analysis approach which encourages the use of this framework in 
estimating the blast performance of insulated wall panels where no experimental data 
exists. 
2. The dynamic response histories also indicate that including dynamic increase 
factors for concrete and steel reinforcement constitutive relationships, in addition to high 
strain rate shear resistance curves, leads to a more accurate estimation of peak blast-
induced deformation in several cases. This conclusion was not able to be fully validated, 
however, due to a partially bonded surface contained within a few shear test specimens 
evaluated at high strain rates. 
3. The results of pseudo-static flexural testing show that the computational 
modeling approach often under-predicts the peak static flexural capacity of the panels 
examined in this study. This is likely caused by amplified shear resistance resulting from 
increased compressive stresses imparted through the panel cross-section, especially at large 
support rotations. The presence of this mechanism was also likely magnified by the smaller 
215.9 cm (85 in.) clear span length needed for compatibility the shock tube test frame. 
4. Observations of visual damage following the shock tube tests shows that all panel 
design variations developed similar cracking patterns consistent with a moderate damage 
descriptors. Discretely located shear ties often straddled minor flexural cracks, which 
implies that the installation of these ties, through a slight reduction in gross-section moment 
of inertia in each concrete wythe, may dictate the spatial distribution of minor damage 
patterns.  
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